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ROCKLAND'S
Z

CHEST
Has Been Demonstrated as the Best Method of Caring

for Our City’s Charities

WE WILL TAKE A SECOND FORWARD STEP

and Raise $17,500
The Rockland Red Cross

The Salvation Army

Civil War Memorial

The Home for Aged Women

The Charles B. Radcliff Fund

Children’s Playground
The Boy Scouts

The School for Dental Clinics
WE GIVE ONCE AND THAT IS ALL
The

NO FURTHER CANVASSING

Undersigned Business Houses Sponsor this Announcement and Will

Support

Chamber of Commerce in Next Week’s Community Chest Canvass
KNOWLTON’S MARKET

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

CUTLER-COOK COMPANY

MAYNARD S. BIRD & CO.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

W. 0. HEWETT COMPANY
J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

KPHxiOI.
. gileata

nted for
,e yachts
irday al
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without

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORPOK

VESPER A. LEACH

DEEP SEA FISHERIES INC.

the

Every-Other-Day

ay, June 30, 1925.
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ROCKLAND MAKING READY

The Courier-Gazette
ES A WEEK

ile Header At Camden July Fourth—Elmer
Rising Turns Another Trick.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland, Maine, June 3k, 1923.
Personally appeared Franx s nyddk' who
aa oath declares that he la pressman In the
aSlee of The Courier-Gazette, and that of ’he
the issue of this paper of June 27A 1923,
there was printed a total of 6,411

More sea,

zk'z Twilight

ITtANK E

$1 Hfl
1 •vU

Weekly are die dues. Your Furniture
Is Delivered At Once

Warren 8, Damariscotta 4

__ "^ter'z v» Fords,
Thc Warren team again proved Im
y’bight—Chisox vs To pregnable oil home grounds Saturday,
Wednl
defeating Damariscotta In the pro
nles.
night—Central Maine vs portion of two to one. Oliver's oneTliursdl
hand catch featured. The score:
Clark Island.
Saturday\afternoon (July Fourth)
Warren
—Northern ll.ights vs Clark Island
. ab r bh po a e
and Sniper»\vs High School Tonies, Newbert, ss ........... 5 1 2 2
2 0
Averill, rf ............. 4 112
0 0
at Oakland I’Ark.
Sawyer, 2b .......
4 112
2 0
0 0
• • a a a a Walker, lb ............. 4 118
* * » * a
Went worth, cf ....... 4 11110
Moody, If ................ 4 0 3 1
0 1
WE’LL HAVE A TEAM
Robinson. 3b .......... 4 10 110
McFarland, c ....... 4 119 10
Impatient baseball fans are
Cross, p ................. 4 12 15 0
beginning to ask what hat be
Toni

Hour?

They that wait upon th
renew their strength;
mount up with wings as ei
shall run. and not be weal
shall work, and rot f;
40:31.

JOIN OUR FURNITURE CHIB

shall
they

•J Through the medium of this notice the mer

d they
Isaiah

chants and business houses of Rockland listed be

How many of our readers are
making use of their sets of mah
jong? The inquire is moved by an
article we werr^Kt reading in the
New York TimeY bearing thte cap
tion ‘'Will he get any bids?"
An advertisement in yesterday’s
Times recorded with emphasis the
final and complete passing of a
strange infection which swept over
this country a few months ago and
numbered its victims literally by the
hundreds of thousands. The glad
news took the form of the announce
ment that an auctioneer wanted to
sell in behalf of a bankrupt firm, for
what they would fetch, an enormous
number of mah jong sets ot the.
sorts that so recently were bought
eagerly at absurdly high prices.
With the ‘'assembled" sets were of
fered the component parts that
would make an even greater num
ber. and then on the list came 73,000
mah jong instruction books, 20,000
mah jong dice, 5,000 pung chowracks and 3,500 score meters.
In kindness to a merchant in
trouble one can hope that from the
proceeds of this sale he w-ill set
back for hts creditors a good part of
his investment, but the hope would
stronger if It were not for the
that the purveyors of mah jong
and appurtenances exploited the
of the public ruthlessly, and
by some mysterious means they
ed a temporary popularity for a
ne which, however it may be in
Ina, as played here was just
put the stupidest that human be
ever wasted their time over.
Its futile and irrelevant complexiwere an insult to common sense,
the fact that the Chinese are an
(lligent people renders it sure
through they provided us with
I implements for what is said to
■one of their favorite forms of
jtory amusement, they cynically
to themselves the real rules of
rj game and turned over to the
eler barbarla.-.is some substitutes
.de acceptance of which here con
firmed the yellow men in their be
lief in their own superiority. But
If Americans "fell for" mgrti-jong,
they very soon recovered their foot
ing and their sanity.
In local social circles mah jong
made a feeble attempt to divide the
time with auction, while in count
less homes where cards were taboo
the costly Chinese game found de
votees. Books on mah jong, all dif
fering in their rules, were to be I
found on the family center table.

low wish to make it known that they will be open
for business the evening of July 3.

flThe object of the firms is to accommodate the
many local and out-of-town patrons who find it

come of the baseball team
Rockland was to have.
They
will get their answer July
Fourth when it plays 2 games.
Camden has five-ninths of the
Bates College team and Rising
in tha Lea.
Jt ie not to be
wondered at that the Megunti
cook fans were beginning to
look condescendingly upon the
Rockland cohorts.
It is not in
tho nature of things for Rock
land to Mt humble pie and
Fourth of July will tell the
story whether it has to, or not.
Manager Wotton ia not divulg
ing hia lineup at present, but
does admit that one ef the
player* will be our oid friend,
Clyde Pounds, right from tho
Florida Everglades, who played
last season in the Georgia State
League.
Don't ask any more
questions, just yet.

impossible to do their shopping at any other hour.
So, as a matter of public convenience these houses

will be open for business—

FRIDAY EVENING, JULY 3
W. I. AYER
J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

37

8 12 27 12

1

Damariscotta

ab r
5 2
3 1
0 0
4 0
Gough, 3b, ss ....... 4 0
LaFlame, p ........... 4 1
Oliver, cf ............... 4 0
Campbell, rf .......... 3 0
Huntley, rf _.......... 1 0
Hall, 2b ................... 4 0
Benner, if, ss ........ 4 0

Burns, 3b, if ...........
Cole, lb, c .............
Tendleton, c .........
Mitchell, lb ............

bh po a
1 0 0
1 13 0
0 0 0
0 6 0
0 1 2
2 0 3
110
0 0 0
0 0 0
2 2 2
2 1 1

e
1
0
1
0
0

Here is a big value. Walnut Finished Bed, a fine
National Spring and a Genuine
$Q1 CD
Wool Mattress..................................
OlaVV

REFRIGERATORS,
I.

1

and

Size

Every
1 ' ""

1,1 "

Price

' ,r 1 —— ..........

"

0

0
0
0
0
1

36 4 » 24 8 3
Three-base hits. Moody. Two-base
hits. Newbert, Wentworth, Sawyer,
B. F. SEGAL
Oliver. Struck out, by LaFlame 6,
by Cross 7. Base on bails, off Cross
GUARANTEE CLOTHING CO.
1. Umpire, Thomas; scorer, E. Terkins.
• • * •
BURPEE & LAMB
Charles C. Dwyer, Hebron Academy
coach, and well known in Maine
CUTLER-COOK CO.
Sporting circles, was in tlie city yes
terday.
He is spending part of the
Camden 6, Westbrook 2
L. E. BLACKINGTON
In a game marked by many minor vacation with his family in Martins
ville.
casualties, brilliant plays and bushy
a • • •
W. H. SPEAR
errors, the Camden locals Saturday
The game to have been played last
chalked ,up their second victory of thc night by the Snipers and Northern
BOSTON SHOE STORE
season. The teams were apparently Lights was cancelled on account of
quite evenly matched, but the visi the terrific downpour which was in
tors were prone to Interject errors progress when it was scheduled to
V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
which made a fatal offset to Lee begin.
Spiller’s fine work in theJiox. Above
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Just as this paper goes to press
all the victory was a triumph for
that sterling young Rockland pitcher comes the word that Warren has
Elmer Rising, and a rebuke to the ef dropped out of the Twilight League.
KNOWLTON’S MARKET
frontery which caused somebody to Tonight's game will be between the
warm up “Tippy” Feehan before the Fords and Snipers, instead of Fords
E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10 CENT STORE
eyes of a pitcher who had held .1 and Warren.
strong team to a solitary hit for
REMINDS DOG OWNERS
five successive innings.
Rising is a
young, man of few words, but he
Fred Smallwood, who lias been
showed what he thought of it by
( fanning three men in succession next appointed chief game warden for
Knox County, is reminding dogI inning.
He stayed.
There was no scoring in the first owners of the new law which goes
five innings, but Caniden was twice Into effect this week, compelling
within sight of the coveted goal. owners to keep their dogs leashed
The first time was In the initial frame when passing through forests. Any
when Young led off with a single, owner who allows his dog to run at
was advanced to second on M. Jor large, after a notification from the
dan’s sacrifice and stole third. Half Department or any registered war
minded to attempt stealing home he den. is subject to a fine of from $50
was forced to perch on the warm sack to $100. Numerous complaints have
DEFENSE DAY PLANS I CALIFORNIA HORROR while Spiller outwitted Karkas and been received from the headquaters
GOVERNORS’ VISIT
Daker.
Then there was that 4th of the Knox County Fish and Game
inning when the Westbrook pitcher Association that dogs are being per
Score of Executives Being Coast Artillery To Mobilize Santa Barbara Torn by Earth- became almost a Spiller of beans. mitted to run at large, and unless
Jordan fanned but the third the practice is stopped Warden
Entertained In MaineIn Camden Afternoon of
quake—At Least 1 2 Lives M.
strike was a wild pitch and he Smallwood will seize the dogs and
Most of us look with suspicion
reached first. Two passed halls sent prosecute the owners. Every effort
Lost.
Camden Plans Changed.
the Fourth.
has heen made to secure co-opera
upon the gas meter in the cellar and
Santa Barbara, Calif., today pre him to second and third, respectively,
where he looked on expectantly while tion. and further steps still seem to
The 17th annual session of the Gov
affect to question its accuracy when
«ents
a
scene
of
havoc
and
destruc

The Knox County celebration of
be necessary.
the monthly bill arrives, tut here ernor’s Conference is being held at National Defense Day will tie held tion, its downtown business section Karkas struck out and Daker fouled
C. Jordan was passed, but
Poland Spring with a score of chief in Camden, where the committee will' being a mass of ruins by earthquake. out.
comes tlie U. S. Bureau of Stand
Ralph Paul, a former resident of
executives in attendance.
.
I collaborate with the committee which ' State street, the main thoroughfare Grlndle made the third out when he
Tlie Brook. is now located at 650
hit
to
Paiement.
ards which has to do with all meas
The old Tine Tree State is doing | hag charee of ,he Governor„. vlglt.
Is cluttered with granite, marble,
Westbrook was quickly retired in Main street, Northend.
Through lhe courttsy of the central cement and brick debris, while along
uring instruments, and reports that | the honors in fine style, and trom Gov.
the gas meter is the most accurate I Brewster down everybody is co-oper- Maine Power Co the Thomaston and the sides ghastly torn remnants of the 5th, but Camden proceeded to
have one of those little jambouroes
measurement | “
ating
ommercial means of measurement
/"t t0 make ,he Bovernors' visit one Rockland batteries or Coast Artillery buildings are in ruins.
that set the home fans wild with de
| of enjoyment and profit
The populace of 31.000 was terror
will
be
given
fretransportation
to
town to man. One of the New
light.
Ogier flied to Goan.
Small
A , surprise feature of the breakfast
I
.
v-ainueii
Camden where
micic the
mv
troops will
tiuups
will
be stricken when the earth tremors tripled, and Rising hit an easy
.thfland gas companies tests from at the Congress Square Hotel yester- drawn up in hollow square formation starting at 6.44 o'clock yesterday
[if P L° 20.000 meters per year and day was the announcement by Gov when the Governors arrive. A howit morning, began twisting the main grounder to Douli, who in his haste
’ *
e *i ~
i«I Brewster that the State of Florida zer will be sent from Portland for!business buildings into debris, moving to catch Small at the plate threw tlie
WP^tverage of the meters, ‘t is
,
•
I had presented to the State of Maine the purpose of firing a Governor's residences and hurli"?; nto the streets ball into life ground and the runner
claimed, shows that they register
for the Maine Publicity Buscored.
Young reached first when
salute of 17 guns.
in all sevtiuu* of tf.e city the cor
Kelley miscued on his grounder and
two per cent less gas than has actu- I reau.
Immediately after the Governors dices and brick fronts. At 1.15 o’clock Rising scored.
Young attempted to
ally passed through them. We mean
After the breakfast the Governors arrive in Camden there will lie a the loss of life was estimated at 12
to keep this in mind the next time <lnd thei>' ladies were taken by auto- I ghort inspection of the troops, which und the property loss from three to make home on M. Jordan's hit, but
was thrown out at the plate.
Kar
mobile for a tour of the city and
five millions of dollars by City Man
Supt. Blodgett sends us our i c| environs, after which they enjoyed a will be reviewed from a stand erected
kas walked, but the inning ended
ager Nunn.
in the center of the hollow square.
when Daker fled to Tetrault.
memorandum of account.
I 30 mile run to Poland Spring House
Menace of flood added to the terrors
Gov. Ralph O. Brewster will make
Nexi came Camden's one bad inn
where the conference opened yester a very brief speech at the conclu ot the inhabitants when the waters
ing. when a double by Spiller, a sin
. ,,
I day afternoon.
loosed
to
the
breaking
of
Sheffield
Cleveland is one of the more modGen R M
D,rector of thp sion of which he will introduce by
gle by Douli and an error by M. Jor
reservoir, control of the city's water
ern cities that perceives thc need of Bureau o( the Budget, was one of the name all of the visiting Governors. supply three miles to the east, coursed dan gave the visitors their two runs.
There will be no other speeches as the
It might have been even worse if JL.
putting a curb on the traflio officer, speakers yesterday, urging a nation time is too short.
down in a Hood through the east side Jordan had not been hit by a fair
Politeness, tlie chief of police de wide, non-political economy bureau.
Another
heavy
earthquake
was
felt
at
While the State's guests are be
batted ball.
Westbrook’s rally
The Governors present yesterday |
ing tendered a banquet at the Camden 5.32 p. m.
Clares, must be a requisite and here were:
ceased when Ogier nabbed Kelley’s
The early morning hour of the
! Yacht Club there will be a federal
after the traffic officer who yells.
Connecticut—John W. Trumbull. ’ muster of the troops by a federal in disaster was regarded as most, for fly. The visitors never again loomed
dangerously, although*! fine catch by
Delaware—Robert P. Robinson.
“Hey, where do you think you're go
specting officer—probably Lieut. De tunate, for had it occurred during the Daker in the 8th headed off a possible
Florida
—
John
W.
Martin.
ing?” will be strictly dealt with. We
Merritt, from Portland. The Rock hours when the business blocks were insurrection.
Indiana—Edward Jackson. •
land Rand will he in constant attend- occupied the loss of life would have
will be interested to see Boston follow
The rest of the story, so far as tlie
Iowa—Gov. Hamm ill.
$1.00 WEEKLY
been frightful.
I ance.
outcome of this game is concerned,
this excellent example. ‘‘Hey, why
Kentucky—William J. Fields.
The San Marcos building, the most was chronicled In thc Fatal Seventh
Aft r lunch the visitors will be ta
Soon Pavs for a New
don’t you Maine rubes learn how to
Maine—Ralph O. Brewster.
ken on motor rides, being escorted out massive of the city's commercial
In Westbrook's half it was a case
Massachusetts—Alvin T. Fuller.
drive?
Think you're out In the
1 of town by thc battalion ot Coast structures, a modern steel train of K. K. K.—the scorer's designation
Maryland—Albert C. Ritchie.
..........................
Artillery, and then escorted over the building four stories in height, is
fields, don’t you?" was the pleasant
for as many strikeouts.
Minnesota Theodore Christianson. 1 |)a]ance of tj,e route by a platoon of mass of twisted ruins. One life w;(s
In Camden’s half Spiller suffered a
greeting that a Boston cop yelled at
I
Mississippi—H. L. Whitefield.
| state Highway Police.
| known to be lost in this building.
relapse, hitting two men, allowing
Just send in yeur dollar. Your
a Rockland motorist, who had com
New Hampshire—John G. Winant.
Hon. Elmer S. Bird Is chairman of
two singles and a double.
With
New York—Alfred G. Smith.
mitted no greater crime than to halt
range wil, be delivered at once.
the Knox County Defense Day com
these ingredients Douli mixed his
Oklahoma—M. E. Trapp.
his car momentarily at a point for
mittee.
With him are jassocTated
third error, and four runs resulted
Rhode Island—Nathaniel W. Smith. Col. E. A. Robbins of Camden,, Col.
Camden is well satisfied with the
bidden by a strict interpretation of
South Carolina—Thomas G. Mc Walter H. Butler and Major Ralph
showing its team has made thus far
the city's traffic regulations.
Leod.
W. Brown of Rockland.
and the future games will call out a
Vermont—Franklin S. Billings.
TENANT’S HARBOR
big attendance of Knox County funs.
Virginia—E. Lee Trinkle.
There are indications that under
The score:
“THE YACHT AMERICA”
1. o. 0. F. HALL
Wyoming—Nellie T. Ross.
Camden
the leadership of William Green, the
"The Yacht America" Is the title
ab r bh tb po
ROCKLAND
new (president of the American FedMAIN STREET,
Y'oung,
3b
...
Inability to make schedule con- df a new publication prepared by
0 2
MOVING PICTURES
aatlof^ of Labor, organized labor is | nections
M.
Jordon,
lb
_
4
has caused a change ln Winfield M. Thompson, William P.
A Sensational Feature
entering
Karkas, if ........ 3
nfe *upon an even more consist-1 Camden’s plan., for entertaining the I Stephens and William U. Swan, said
A Billy West Comedy
Daker, cf........... 4
ently ooWservatlve
course than under executives of other States who are ! to be the book of the decade for Amerl
ooms..
A Screen Snapshot
the Governor
’s conferC. Jordan, 2b .... 3
♦h„ direction
direction of
of Samuel
Samuel Goinpers.
Goinpers. I now
now attending
attending the
Governor's
confer- |1 can
can yachtsmen
yachtsmen. It Is elaborately ilPictures
7:30
to
10:00
P.
M.
tne
\
- ence at Poland Springs.
It had lustrated with full page portraits
Grindle, c............ 2
President. Green was one of ie • - j,een th<s intention to bring the guests 1 and views, chiefly from scarce old
Ogier, ss ............ 4
edition's Executive minority that op- from Bar Harbor to Camden on the prints, lithographs, etc. Mr. ThompSmall, rf . .......
4
Rising, p ............ 3
ague with the third palatial yacht Lyndonia, owned by son was formerly editor of thc
—By the
posed tl
late presiaenuai
presidential earn-1
Cyrus
H.
K.
Curtis,
but
Edward
W.
j
Rockland
Free
Press,
and
has
spi
vain-,
------------------------------------------------Oriental
Orchestra
party in
ii*<
.
Bok, who was to be in charge during cialiaed Iin yachting stories for thl
Uontra
_.
32 6' 6 9*26 9 2
7 a 4
rive Pieces
paign.
_____
is not po 1 cs 1
h(g (ather-in-law's absence abroad. ; Boston G lobe and other newspapers
Westbrook
'
1) "being from 10:00 to 2:00
concent ra^^Weffort to improve the|ma(jea special trip Saturday and sat- : Mr. Swan covers the annual eruisei
ab r bh tb po a e
economic :Wl legal status of the isfled himself that this cannot he of the yacht clubs, and will be heri
Goan, if .............. 4
EVERYBODY
(Tone
PI
.
_
in,
Douli, 2b •............ 4
ctures—Popular Prices
American wording class. This is done with certainty in the specified again in a few days with t ie Eas.
Tetrault, cf........ 4
time.
Consequently the yachting ern Yacht Club.
Sleepy ’, Tickets—$1.03 Per Couple
sound Americanism from the stand trip has heen cancelled and the Gov- 1
Paiement. 3b .... 3
point of both capital and labor.
Faptasif®
ernors will come to' Camden In motor
L. Jordan, lb .... ■ 3
Albert
Kelley, ss
4
cars, instead.
It is expected that
H. Spiller, rf .... 4
(hey will arrive shortly after noon,
BOY SCOUT SERVICE
YOU'LI, be delighted with
Buotte, e ....... ... 4
fast time.
a dinner eaten here.
L. Spiller, p........ 3
kWare
0
“Half of the success of the St.
Food of proven purity served
nor
John's Day celebration In Bangd;'
in the style that will please
33 2 5 6 24 13 6
last Wednesday was due, in rry
You can do both at ( 'txESCENT BEACH,
Camden ........... 00000240 x__ 6
you. Appetizing salads and
opinion, to the effort!* and effletercy
Westbrook ............ 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0—2
of the Boy Scouts," say’s Arthur L.
desserts that will cause you
Two-base hits, C. Jordan, L. Spiller.
Cabbage, Cauliflower and
The lovely resort by the eeashore, with everything new and neat.
Orne, who was a close observer ot
to talk about us.
Three-base
hit,
Small,
stolen
bases,
the good work which the hoys did
Tomatoes
Karkas,
Daker,
Tetrault
3,
Paiement!
while the city was entertaining 1000
Sacrifice, M. Jordan. Base on halls,
visiting Sir knights. "It seemet af(
Greens
Get acquainted with
off Rising, off Spiller. Hit by pitch
•If there was always a Scout at Jour
er, L. Jordan, Grlndle 2, Rising,
“Bill O’Fara
Beets and Spinach and
elbow.” said Mr. Orne. "and tfioj did
is open for public dancing the entire season.
8truck out by Rising 12, by Spiller 7.
everything frqni furnishing informa
Umpires, Kennedy and Hill. Scorer,
Iceberg Lettuce
tion to running errands. Never be-1
ADMISSION SO CENTS EACH
Winslow.
fore was I so impressed q ith the use
EDWIN A. DEAN
fulness of this organization.” And
Or DINNER AND DANCING, $1.25 EACH
HICM LANDS,
ROC KLAND
(here are doubtless irony others who

A

Genuine

Red

Cedar

Chest

’16.50

We have a large assortment to choose from
♦annrTnaqcscsnoasaanncsacapcgnaaooobupnnanoosaacaocoa^

BURPEE
FLIRNITUPE CO.
ROCKLAND

—

MAINE

apaaanaaos
Fireplace Fixtures—Large Assortment
Exchange Your Old Furniture For New

Celebrate the 4th
BUY YOUR

Fireworks
: : At : :

JIM’S CORNER
A full and complete line of Assort
ments, Fancy Sky Rockets, Roman
Candles and Set Pieces, to take to the

country or seashore.

CHINESE CRACKERS

JOIN THE
GLENWOOD CLUB

SALUTES

RED AND GREEN FIRE

TORPEDOES
SPARKLERS
COME EARLY AND
LEAVE YOUR ORDER

¥*«******!$¥¥¥***¥*

JIM’S CORNER
352 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

*****************

GLENWOOD RANGE

A BICTIME

BURPEE
FURNITURE CO.

JULY THIRD

For the Fourth
BLANK

CARTRIDGES
ALL SIZES

PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS
50 CENTS AND UP

DANCE

DINING A?

\ PLANTS

DANCING

THE DANCING PAVILION

Newbert’s Cafeteria

FLAGS
3x5 feet.........................

$2.00

4x6 feet......................

2.75

3x8 feet.........................

3.75

YACHT ENSIGN

2x3 feet......................... $1.50

ROCKUM) HARDWARE CO.
408 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGMBORHOOfi EVERT*
July i -Tlioninloo flower show In Co.ptgat Iona vestry
July 2—Anual picnic of Methodist church
at Oakland Park.
July 4—Independence Day.
July 4—Governors at Camden.
July 6—Monthy meeting of the City OorfUnient
July 6-20—Annual field day period of 240th
Coast Artillery at Portland.
July 17—Organ recital by James J. O'Bara
at First Baptist church.
Julv 20—Maine Publicity delegation. htadJuly 29—State Assessors meet at the Court
House
July 30—Thomaston—Bdlth Marshall Clark
Company, Methodist church.
Aug. 12—Ladles Baptist Circle (Rockport)
Midsummer Fair
Aug. 19-20—Thomaston County Fair.
Sept 7—La'bor Day Celebration, Rockland,
Community and School Improvement Assoclat.’on
Sept. 13—Standard Time resumed.
.Sept. 14 Referendum vote on Keanebee
Bridge amendment
Sept. 24—Conference of New England Re
publican Women, Portland.
Bept 30-Oct. 2—State Conventlea ef WC.
T.U. In Auburn
Oct. 1-3—Maine Musical Festival, Bangor.
Oct. 4-7—Maine Musical Festival, Portland.
Oct. •-?*-‘Maiae Musical Feet Ira I, Lewis
ton
'
Oct 28-Xev. 2—New England Fruit Show
at Boston.
Oct. 29-30—-Maine Teachers’ Convention,
Portland.

THE REASONS

FOR SUPPORT

A Brief Summary of the E veryday Services Rendered By
Community Ches —Drive Next Week.

Hiram Young has Joined the staff
of the Thorndike Hotel barber shop.

Miss Hazel Winslow Is a new sum
mer clerk at the Fuller-Cobb-Davis
emporium.

LOW PRICES ON TIMELY MERCK?
The Summer Season Now at its Height and the Double Holiday This Week Call for ».
as well as New Comforts for Home, Cottage or Camp. Here it is Possible to Fill Those
ously Because Our Merchandise is Attractive and Our Prices Such as to Afford You the Ma

,iit -Knox Couty cases at Ltw Court,
FLAGS
BATHING
“Getting right down to brass taclk, ipartment, thc motion picture, the Portland, will be heard Wednesday
All Wool Bunting—lo
Weather This Week
Til tell you what Community Chert modern dance—these are influences morning.
SUITS
Best Cotton Bunting—a,
Weather outlook for the week In Will do for Rockland next year,’’ salil which have steadily undermined the •
North Atlantic States: Partly cloudy a well known speaker addressing a importance and influence of thc homeAlready there
are a dozen appllBATHING CAPS
with possibility of local thunder local group yesterday. "In the first in the life of the present day boy.
rations for the vacant prlnclpalslp
BLANKETS
showers; normal temperature at the place it will relieve us all from the To him the Boy Scouts bring a whole- of RocklandHigh School,
BATHING SHOES
beginning and mostly above normal annoyance and the expense of drive some, virile set of ideals. This too
Beautiful Wool Plaid Single Pyyj/wj?
Of real worth, made of extra heavy 12 ounce
thereafter.
after drive, and will see the city's will he sponsored by Community
Mrs. Nellie Follett returned to Bosextra covers or throws, in tho iP*~*
All Attractively
Duck, 3 feet walls, high center poles, fully
charities carried on In a more efficient Chest.
ton this morning after a visit of sevhome or hammock. All moderat that the
"The Salvation Army? Little need eral weeks with friends here
The frame for Frank Gregory's manner and financed more satisfacequipped with all poles, ropea, stakes, etc,
Priced
new residence on North Mein street torlly than ever before. It will do be said about tlie splendid and rapid1;
regular
This ia a real value. Size 7x7 feet;
L. C. Sturtevant, the popular prin
the Christian duty we no longer seem •>' growing work being done by Capt.
ESMOND BLANKETS
Is up and boarded.
price $20.00. For thia week ......... $ 1135
to have the time to think of person- George Simons. Under his guidance cipal of Thomaston High School, is
Plaid Blankets, 66x90, ailk bound “* the
BATH TOWELS
for the Snow-Hudson Co.
The Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc. ally attending to the wants of he the local bra..eh has so prospered jjfcflft*
value. Single Blankets, yet with a
Is in full swing for the summer cam under privileged child, the Bmu eg and increased He
Extra
large,
regular
Navy
Towels,
$1.00
value.
Size 7x9 feet; regular price $22.50. For this
who recently
A'^y eyeg
New
and weight of a pair of blanket''
paign with seven trips a week.
youth, the sick and ailing adub ad cynosure
Special for thia week, each ... ............. .
Dwight
S**
.
,
,
.
.
...
land
High
En
sja»tf*llis
work
has
that
appeal
the feeble aged
specially priced at ......................... station with
graduated
e Eastern !
Of course you have already found
Large Turkish Towels, splendid value at 59c.
"Take the Rockland Red Cro>. y.-^■io the man on the sidewalk—helping School, Isemplojcd by
__________________
Knd be sure
an answer to that age old query: Instance. A majority cP oui- people up the fallen, housing the homeless. Steamship bines, Ine.
Ore Auto Tent, to bo attached to your auto For thia week, each .........
Where are you going the Fourth?
EMPRESS BLANKETS
don’t ' realize J’i. ff,e greal service fading the hungry, warming the
mobile; regular price $20.00.
For this Our Beat 49cTurkish Towels. For thia week
refcdereo by the nurses. They dqn’t frozen’ Tbe bills o£ the Ovation
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Thurst
Our famous Empeeea Tan Douninctive
A new boiler for the Tyler building realize that these two trained agents-j ArInv arc l,ald b>’ Community Chest,
County road, had green peas yestfo,
yest
will he installed during the summer, render relief day after day, month I ’ Probably there Isn't a soul ln the
with Pink or Blue border, larg.imtion.
day for dinner from their garden
the old one having been condemned. in and month out when necessary c*tY who fails to respond to the
OUR
regular pries $4.00 per pair. Sp-»
planted April 4.
those cool nights «t tho cottage. Vr
SPECIAL
with no thought of pay. These nurses j appeal of the Home for Aged Women,
Final reports from- the Forty Club study local social condition and rend- 1 b,,r a quarter of a century this
A report yesterday that Patrolman
HAM SHEETS AND SUPS
priced at .............. ................................
Minstrels •,!>.«• about $.100 turned er aid which makes families self sup- sPlendid project has lived its heauti- j Charles S.Stetson Is acandidate for
Sharon Seamless Sheets, 81x90 size, $1.49
over to the High School Athletic As porting. At Red Cross headquarters ful misslon and provided the comfort cityMarshal,
MOCK
waspromptly denied
value; good quality. Thia week,
sociation.
a loan closet Is maintained where the ar"' dignity due the declining years j,y that official.
Khaki
BED SPR
Pillow Slips, 42x36, our regular 35c grade.
necessary linen and such material of its members. This project nestles j
-----or Grey
When midnight comes tonight msy be supplied those not equipped. under the protecting wing of ComFor this week, 4 for ......... .............. ___ $| QQ
Our
Tlie
news-reel
at
the
Strand
today
'
one-half of the year 1925 will have The nurses give pre-natal advice in niun">' (hast as does the Civil bar
Low Prices On All of Our Shoots and Cases.
departed. Maybe you know where it hundreds of cases, and the baby •"’’tnorial Association. The old vet- contains the Interesting pictures of i
Rr« VSFMOff
the departure of the MacMillan party
has gone; wc don’t. ~’»*
-T0H GRAPEpMOT
clinic 4®?s that the infant starts right. erans deeded their home over -hat it from Wiscasset for the North Pole.
To this alone many Rockland babies might bc llsed for all patriotic purSee Our SlflJ* Windows for Other Specials Not Mentioed In This List,
The quarterly meeting of the
owe their lives todav.
, l,oses- This includes the G. A. R.
_____________ *'
______________________ and MONDAY________________ Y
C
Mrs. Robert M. Packard has a new
Church of Immanuel will be held
c i. <
■ co. i
i
|H|
icorner
of
Limerock
and
Union
Hudson
coaeh.
Capt.
John
Went

School Dental Clinic is oper- ,
,
,
Wednesday evening instead of to . The
. . . ..
, streets, the monument and grounds, worth took delivery Friday on the
atedunder the direction of the lied„ ,
,. _ .
BOTTLIN(?*tl
night as previously announced.
all presenting a serious item of main first of thc Hudson broughamy seen
Cross through the courtesy of the
tenance. The various organizations in this city.
TEL. 7bo M
There will be free special cars leav local dentists and has donq^wonders using the building pay to their sev
ROCKLAND
A. E. St. Clair of the I’nin Mlg.
ing the waiting room at IM. 15 Thurs In improving the teeth of eafijy school eral capacities but their best only
rninatk n of all rovers half the expense. Community
day morning to take everybody to the age children. The examina:
Co., Is to move from the Gray house
ought tn
to light
Methodist picnic at Oakland Park. school children has brought
Chest pays the remainder. The mat- Chestnut street to the Capt. Brown
*pheLadies Aid of the Littlefield
Ten bottle babies die
many cases where children were la
The cars will return at 5 p. m.
THE O’HARA RECITAL Memoria/d'urch
io
narents
under
*
’
T
of
tbe
manner
in
w
hlch
Commu[
house. Cedar street, recently bought
will meet with Mrs.
| breast fed.
boring unbeknownst to
Elizabeth'
’
r
"ckett,
172
North
Main
vision tonsils n:ly ' ',CSt S° K|>'endidly does the duty hy 1,1s sister through the Berllawsky
Rockland Red
A noteworthy improvement at tl e the burden of defectivre
ie vision, tonsils of ,he community
,he case of i
areecv
Rockland To Have a Real street, Wedes<lay evening for work.
Real Estate Agency.
city dump is the extension of the or nutrition defects.
Charles B. Radcliffe, the Rockland
"The Children's Playground takes boy who was permanently disabled
sewer to a point beyond lovz water
Musical Treat the Night of
Mrs. C. W. Clark and daughter
The Chamber of Commerce direc
mark. Commissioner Gardner in the youngster and puts him under the while with the Canadian Expedition
18ft
Marion of Braln*<P<*. Mass., are vis
iitu
a.
iviuhui
tors
yesterday
designated
a
commit
MADE NEW LIKE THIS
cludes this In his multitude of sum guidance and Influence of a trained ary Force, is well known,
July 17. _
iting Miss Nettie Clark, Masonic
•y Macljonald's
tee to select Secretary
play director and teaches him above
mer duties.
WITH
_ - 1
"These are some of the reasons why
street.
Ralph DoerkK °f Boston is
all the invaluable lesson of cooper Community Chest ran be so strongly successor. Meantime the offye is In
rosters announce a treat In store
also
a
guest
of
Miss
-e
Renner,
who
charge
of
Miss
Lenore
Miss Zetta St.Clair, who moved tn ation, playing together, the ground
ifor music lorern on July 17, when
recommended and so generously sup
——
-* **
E. A. GLIDDEN &
has the executive affairs at her fin James D’Hara is to give an organ
this city from Union last fall has work of the later necessity of work
ported during the drive which opens
Many juveniles were enjoji^
bought the Capt. Brown house at the ing together.
ger tips.
recital
in
the
First
Baptist
church
WALDOBORO,
next Monday.
There will be an
corner of Cedar street and Broadway.
"The Boy Scout movement is 1 iked open mass meeting that night, noon
assisted by Mrs. ogarita Rose Rugg, attractions of the Children’s
ground yesterday and all of thiaP*
Thc deal was made through I. Ber- upon by thc nation as a whole as the
Orrin
Creamer
of
Cushing
was
dramatic
soprano,
of
New
Y
’
ork.
day luncheons Tuesday. Wednesday
BORN
Hawsky’s real estate agency.
greatest saving influence extan to and Thursday and a final meeting fined $100 and costs ($17.50) yester
The fine work Mr. O’Hara has paratus was in use forenoon and af
Miss Emily Pease, wP
Amcs-^Rockland, June 14, to
day for the youth of the country dur l-’riday evening."
day after pleading guilty to having done as organist at the Strand The ternoon.
The managers and salesmen of the ing the critical years of adolescence
20 short lobsters ln his possession. atre, together with his success dur acts as play director, unassisted, this Alvah E. Ames of Union, a «on
Brunswick, Bath and Rockland Mo The rapidly increasing pace of outHis license was revoked for one ing the brief period as organist at season was the busiest young lady h»on.
Wotton—Warren, June —, to ?
tor Marts were entertained at New modern civilization, the passing of
year.
The hearing took place be the First Baptist church, has led in town, umpiring ball games, direct yon Wotton, a daughter.
ing
other
sports,
and
otherwise
car

$t,irrutt—Warren, June 27, t^^
Meadows Inn Friday evening by the the old big homestead in favor of the
Ills many friends to urge him to give
fore Recorder Butler.
Sel yta Arthur Starrett (Miss A1 en
proprietor, C. W. Clifford. Jr. of
an organ recital in which he would ing for her youthful charges.
dom has a season opened more aus
North Sullivan, JuneAND&ROCKPOR1
Bath.
Rockland Motor Mart Was
California's latest earthquake hor frave the opportunity to display his piciously.
represented by 11. H. Hanscom, S.
and XL J)
IMarau.
PftDD
Knox Lodge of Ode Fellows has
art
at
its
best.
Although
this
urging
ror has caused much concern among
a
son
—
Scfbert
E.,’ir^
*■ ,
VzkJKl •
F. Copeland anu Ernest Munroe.
work on the second degree on the
FOR SALE—Scow, at a bargain. A I con
those who have relatives and friends has been insistent for several
EnquJre of CLEVELAND SLEEPER,
second Monday ln July, with reMr. dition
| In the section affected. The family months, only recently did
MARRIED \
South Thomaston, GIOO. W. BACHELDER, or
oc,or-Hall—Camden, June 27, at St.
Saturday's Bath
Times
said: freshments after the work.
of William S. Healey, formerly of O’Hara deride t~ teive such a recital F A THORNDIKE. Rockland.
78-8i
"Rockland is having a municipal
this city, had moved from Santa and the announcement that he
The Snappy Five Ladies’ Orches
Appty
,sr,un.
H.n-bb KO^
playground this Summer and will
Barbara to Los Angeles within a would do so gives much pleasure
tra,
with
Emma
Harvey,
saxaphnne.
throughout the city and vicinity.
oi»en it to thc public today. Bath’s
few weeks.
Naturally Rockland knows Mr.
TO LET '.-room tenement, up stairs at 42 X,
Twne. Maurice Wilton of Ht.
new playgrounds will be ready for lias been engaged to play for tinFour Non-linkable Boat
----Xjm Vlrgkila Lindley of .New
78*lt
use and have their formal opening on dances at the Head-of-the-Bay dur
Work has been begun in the de O’Hara best as organist at the FCLTON ST
boat model, 20 feet long b
ing
the
months
of
July
and
August.i
July 6. The experiment here, which
MASTER’S NOTICE
molishing of the former Gen. Berry Strand, where he haa been since
wide. All hardware cop'
Whereas, receivers have been appointed
Is being tried for the first time will
residence which for 80 years has been April, 1923, and even though Ills
DIED
bronze. Equipment inolude
■by
the
Supreme
Judicial
Court
for
the
Cam

be watched with great interest."
Pierson ---Camden, June 28, Hazel (Haskell)
The Registration Board enter:
one of the striking landmarks of the Work there has been of high order, den Anchor-Rockland Machine Company, a
agars, sails, sail covers, av
of Leland A. I’lersaa.
-\And The Courier-Gazette feels that upon Its midsummer session next
residential part of the city, surround particularly on special programs, corporation having Its place of business at wife
and poles. Boats and ectuif
(Fiver--AVest
Burton,
June
27.
Harriet
Maine, and Edward C Payson, of
it may add the word "Satisfaction." week. The members are Robert A
ed by the three streets in that sec there hasn’t been opportunity to Camden.
new. Built at Portsmouth
Rockland. Maine, has been by said court Purrlngton Oliver. Funeral this afternoon at
Webster, Ralph Paul and Fred H
tion which in older days bore the show thc real art he is capable of aiM’ointed master to receive and hear all 2 o’clock from the Burpee funeral parlors,
Yard and can be
seen at
King Hiram's Shipmates scan the Sanborn. Mr. Sanborn also acts as
somewhat satirical designation of The program he is preparing for the claims against said company ; now therefore, Rev. 3. 1*. Brow*u officiating.
cove, opposite our office,
pursuant
to
the
order
of
said
court
notice
is
recital
affords
him
opportunity
to
calendar eagerly these days to see clerk.
Quality Hill.
gain
price for the lot. W1
given that all persons having claims
CARD OF THANKS
acquaint his many friends with the hereby
how far off July 19 Is.
The reason
and demands against said company must
We wish to thank our neighbors and friends , make good life boats or vest
fact
that
he
la
an
able
and
accom

for this anxiety Is their third annual
for
their
kindness
and
sympathy
during
our
'
present
and
prove
thc
same
beforo
said
Capt. Raymond Howell anil Lieut.
yawls.
There will be a special meeting of
master within four months from the 12th day recent bereavement; also fot the beautiful [
outing, which will be held this year G. Barrett of Augusta will conduct
the R. V. F. A. Wednesday evening plished organist.
GEORGE M. SIMMONS
Realizing that a program is much of June, 1925: and Thursday, July 23rd, 1925, Moral offerings.
at Shipmate Edward Gonia's cottage a special meeting at the Salvation Did you realize
A. L. Wright, Brenda Blackall.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, standard time,
at 7 o’clock. Committees will be ap
Garage, Tillson Ave.
Tel. 4-Y
more interesting when there is an and Saturday, October 10, 1925, at three
in Cushing. Should the weather fid-l Army Citadel Wednesday. U will b<
Rockland.
•
pointed and final arrangements made
*5-80
assisting artist, Mr. O’Hara shows o’clock in the afternoon, standard time, and
that the
be unfriendly on that date the out a real Salvation meeting and thc
for the Topsham Muster July Fourth. good judgment in selecting his as the law offlce of Edward C. Payson, in said
ing will be held on the first fair public are cordially invited.
CARD OF THANKS
The Heclas of Randolph are to double sistant. Mrs. Rugg. when Ogarita Rockland, are hereby designated as thc times
We wish to thank the many friends for
Sunday following.
Clams, lobsters
place for presenting and proving such
Fourth is coming
with the Rockland boys as has been Rose of Rockland, possessed a nat and
tin ir kindness and sympathy during t-he Mhg
claims.
and coffee will be furnished at the
illness
of our son and brother; also for the
their
custom
since
the
purchase
of
•Dated at Rockland, Maine, this thirtieth
The Boston Globe has Just begun
urally beautiful voice. With the ad day
cottage.
Shipmates desiring trans
beautiful Moral tril»ul«s at the last.
of June, 11125.
the handtuh Albert It. Havener.
on Horseback?
Mrs.
Llllias Robinson, W. L Robinson.
vantages she has had since removal
portation should apply to Shipmate the publication of a corking good
EDWARD C. PAYSON.
There will be no meeting of the R. V. to New York, her voice and art have
St. George.
•
•78-T-81
Master.
George L. St. Clair, chairman of the story, entitled "Beau Geste.” It if
F.
A.
Friday
evening.
tale ot a stolen diamond and a
advanced with rapid strides. She
committee on transportation.
This is for the special atten
dead battalion, so thrilling that you
has a glorious dramatic soprano
The attractions at the Strand The voice, which she uses with keen in
tion of thc man w4io hasn’t
Literally and figuratively there can scarcely await the next number
for the remainder of this week telligence. Much pleasure Is antici
was young blood ln Knox County
paid any attention to the, fact atre
are: Wednesday and Thursday, Miss pated ln hearing this gifted young
Raymond Duff sprained one of his
pulpits Sunday, when Chauncey
lhat tlie grand and glorious is Gladys Klark Rnd her company will woman in a lifogram which will
Stuart who has Just graduated from wrlats in the Forty Club-Rotary
present that big New York success show her art at itsginest. The pro
Rockland High School occupied his ball game last Friday while sliding
just around thc corner.
“Her Temporary Husband," also gram she has under preparation is
father’s pulpit at the Littlefield Me third. Mention of the fact that Mr.
there will be a feature picture be unusually interesting in its varied
morial church; Kenneth Havenor Duff also did part of the pitching
And since the big holiday is fore the show, with J. B. Warner in style and combination of numbers.
Casscns a Sophomore at Colby, for the Forty Club was accidentally
"Behind Two Guns;" for I’riday and
Both Mr. O’HHra and Mrs. Rugg
spoke ln the Baptist church at Cam omitted.
on Saturday—and since you Saturday a special Fourth of July
are possessors of that elusive thing
den; and Martin Storms, a student at
program with the picture fan Idol we call a pleasing l^rsonallty, which
arc not going back to work
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Libby have
the New England Bible Trailing
Richard Talmadge in
"Stepping
School, occupied the Baptist pilplt moved from 28 Warren street to 88
Sunday—you have two days Lively," and a good comedy, news adds Interest to a program, no mat
ter how fine It may be. The combi
in Thomaston. The young men bad Limerock street, Mrs. Libby return
to dress up in the new gar- reel and George O'Hara and Algerta nation of Mr. O’Hara, the splendid
attentive and appreciative congre ing home to care for her, Barents.
Vaughn In “Go Getters.” Today they
Love for Home—you me it
Mr. and Mrs. 3. H. Cables, who arc
gations.
muits.you .should buy to-day. are showing the MacMillan news organ and Mrs. Rugg. bids fair, to
make thia concert one of the lines!
both in Hl health. Mrs. Cables has
musical treat3 Rockland has had for
reel.
everywhere
A double alarm from Box 33 calkd been an invalid for three years.
out the fire department and seveil
This stock of fine cool suits
some time.
hundred excited citizens early Sunday
The M. A. Brewer Stock Co. Is
The handsome Sunbeam cabinet
Thp birds of thp a'.^Rid the beasts
at .$16.50 and $18.00 will con nearly ready*'for the opening of Its
Rev. Walter 8. Rounds addressed
morning Into an air thick as m
heater in the window of the Rock
of the Held are hojrte Hklers.
vince any fair minded man that fortnight’s engagement in this city. the noonday luncheon of thc Forty
with fog and wood smoke,
land Hardware Co. store has at
The thinking man <Bs as much for
the tent was erected near Uluh yesterday on the general theme
reality proved less fearsome than 1
tracted much attention.
The line
a few faint dollars never won Yesterday
his fumily.
■
the corner of Park and Broad Streets of charities, with Community Chest
appearance, for the blaze waa loc;1 piece of furniture, for it resembles
And
It
’
s
sensible,
to>.
such super-models.
—a stretch of canvas under which as his leading thought. The session
ted and quickly extinguished in tl' that far more than a stove, is to be
- r
850 persons may be seated comfort was a lively one with eight guests.
canning factory at the rear of tl added to the equipment of the A. L.
If you live in rent., you pay for a
ably In commodious chairs
Four Several names were presented for
John Bird Co. block, Tillson avenu Rogers barber shop, Limerock street.
homo at least twice in/*yife time.
Every
day
—
the
same.
hundred bulb globes will illuminate membership.
The structure is now used as a gatthe interlo, and It will be to all In
While nil you can
age and store house and considerabb
The W. H. Glover Co. has the con
There were four handsome yachts
tents and purposes a modern Indoor
, worthless bundle ol
damage was done to the two trucks tract to hulld a 10-room house on
Flannel Trousers
theatre.
The canvas Is 10-ounca at (he Public Landing Saturday af
a motor car and stock.
The entir* Main street, Thomaston, for Donald
An account with this
ocla$
WE SERVE
khaki, and Mr. Brewer’s first act ternoon Including the far famed Mallower floor was ablaze with thc de P. George, and Ambrose Mills will
has been the starting poi t^Tor man,
upon reaching town was to buy a Khar 1ft The public Is availing Itpartment arrived and great volume? have charge of the work. Thc resiSport Sweaters
snug home,—{or the edo 4tion of chip
complete assortment of new ropes. ielf ef (he cci-'ort and interesting
of smoke were pouring from the dence will be of Cojonial design, and
dren.—for business advancement annd
The company opens Thursday night happenings afforded by the place, and
building. Three hose lines were laid will have three bathrooms. The lo- I
future Independence.
'
*V
Ice Cream put up to take home in pint and quart
Soft Shirts
, with “The Old Soak," a play made (he breezy pierhead Is seldom without
and a fine suSp added to the excel cation is opposite the Edward Ellis
famous by Harry Beresford and Ray* Its quota of visitors.
lent record of Chief Havener and his O’Brien house. Work on the base
at our store
ROCKLAND LOAN A
I mond Hitchcock, both of whom have
boys.
There was little doubt that ment is In progress.
Hickok
’
s
Belts
; starred In it. M. A. (-’Andy") Brew
One of (he big trucks of the Con
the fire was of incendiary origin
boxes, at
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
er, who appears in the title role is solidated Baking Co. turned turtle or
The damage Is estimated at $5,000, If you want to see a fine example
ROCKLAND, MAINE
I
well
known
to
Rockland
theatre-goers
the
slippery
road
near
the
State
covered by insurance through E. C. f perseverance walk across White
Straw Hats
j having played seven months at the 'rlson last nigt.t
72-T-tf
Driver lister
treet near Knox Hospital and see the
Moran & Co.
Empire and five at the Park.
Tills
lummer and Mrs. Plummer who was
jxceedingly fine garden created by
I was in 1915. Blitce that time he has
Knickers
ith him, were badly bruised, though
;ev. .1. B. Pitcher, rector of St. PeAmericanism and Patriot*
FEATHER MATTRESS
played ln many parts of the country,
e exact extent of their injuries hits
r’s Episcopal church.
Two years
ism are aynonymoua terms
and
prior
to
coming
here
was
seven
Now is tho limo to havo your*
o
tills
plot
of
land
was
fairly
bet
yet
been
ascertained.
that
real
rad-blooded
months In Miami. Fla.
"I have the
Foathor bods made into Feather
tched with witch grass, ahd nobody
membera of tho Ku Klux
best company ln my career," Said
Mattroaaea; aloo renovate Pillows,
er thought crops could be raised
Kian fully know and
and Hair Matatreaaea done over.
Mr. Brewer to a Courier-Gazette re
such apparently poor soil.
The
carry out in their daily
porter. The company wll Iplay mntlor applied his knowledge of ag-
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MAKING
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theDoyble Header At Camden July Fourth—Elmer
Rising Turns Another Trick.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
llockland. Maine, June 34, 1985.
Ferron abj appeared rrann s oyddk'who
en oath declares that he la pressman Io the
slice of The Courier-Gazette, and that of ’he
the Issue of tills pa|K-r of June
there was printed a total of 6,411
Before me,
THANK S MIL
Notary 1

They that wait upon the
renew ilieir strength: tl
mount up with wings as e]
shall run. and not be wear
shall work, and rot f|
40:31.

fshall
shall
they
Id they
"isalah

How many of our readers are
making use of their sets of mah
jong? The inquhov is moved by an
article we werc^^rat reading in the
New York' TimeY bearing thte cap
tion “Will he get any bids?"
An advertisement in yesterday’s
Times recorded with emphasis the
Anal and complete passing of a
strange infection which swept over
this country a few months ugo and
numbered its victims literally by the
hundreds of thousands. The glad
news took the form of the announce
ment that an auctioneer wanted to
sell in behalf of a bankrupt Arm, for
what they would fetch, an enormous
number of mah jong sets of the
sorts that so recently were bought
eagerly at absurdly high prices. I
With the “assembled" sets were of
fered the component parts that
would make an even greater num
ber, and then on the list came 75,000
mah jong instruction books, 20,0001
mah jong dice, 5,000 pung chow
racks and 3,500 score meters.
In kindness to a merchant in I
trouble one can hope that from the
proceeds of this sale he will set
back for his creditors a good part of
his investment, but the hope would
stronger if it were not for the
that the purveyors of mah jong
and appurtenances exploited the
of ’.he public ruthlessly, and)
by some mysterious means they I
a temporary popularity for a I
e which, however it may be in
as played here was just
•ot the stupidest that human be-1
ever wasted their ‘.ime over,
s futile and irrelevant complex!-I
were an insult to common sense,
the fact that the Chinese are an
ligent people renders it sure
through they provided us with
implements for what is said to
one of their favorite forms of
tory amusement, they cynically I
to themselves the real rules of
game and turned over to thei
eier barbarUvis some substitutes]
de acceptance of which here con-1
firmed the yellow men in their be-1
lief in their own superiority. But
If Americans “fell for" mpn-jong,]
they very soon recovered their foot
ing and their sanity.
In local social circles mah jong I
made . feeble attempt to divide the
time with auction, while In count
less homes where cards were taboo
the costl; Chinese game found de- |
votees. Eooks on mah jong, all dif

lit
ak'e Twilight
Tonik it—A "*%r's vs Fords.
Wednesday ’bight—Chlsox vs Po
nies.
Thursday night—Central Maine vs
Clark Island.
Saturday .afternoon (July Fourth)
—•Northern (Lights vs Clark Island
and Snipers->vs High School Ponies,
at Oakland PArk.

tj Through the medium of this notice the mer

chants and business houses of Rockland listed be
low wish to make it known that they will be open

for business the evening of July 3.

«»»»»«»»•»•»
WE’LL HAVE A TEAM

<5 The object of the firms is to accommodate the

Impatient baseball fans are
beginning to ask what hat be
come of the baseball team
Rockland was to have.
They
will get their answer July
Fourth when it plays 2 games.
Camden has five-ninths of the
Bates College team and Rising
in the box.
it is not to be
wondorad at that the Megunti
cook fans were beginning to
look condescendingly upon the
Rockland cohorts.
It is not in
ths nature of things for Rock
land to oat humble pie and
Fourth of July will tell the
story whether it has to, or not.
Manager Wotton ia not divulg
ing hie lineup at present, but
does admit that one of the
players will be ow old friend,
Clyde Pounds, right from the
Florida Everglades, who playad
last season ia the Georgia State
League.
Don’t ask any more
questions, just yet.

many local and out-of-town patrons who find it

impossible to do their shopping at any other hour.
So, as a matter of public convenience these houses

will be open for business—
I

. *

FRIDAY EVENING, JULY 3
V

W. I. AYER ’
J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.
B. F. SEGAL
GUARANTEE CLOTHING CO.

BURPEE & LAMB
CUTLER-COOK CO.

Camden 6, Westbrook 2

L. E. BLACKINGTON

37 8 12 27 12 1
Damariscotta
ab r bh po a e
Burns, 3b, If .........
5 2
1 0 0 1
Cole, lb, c ..............
3 1
1 13 0 0
Pendleton, c .......... 0 0
0 0 0 1
Mitchell, lb ............ 4 0
0 0 0 0
Gough. 3b, ss ....... 4 0
0 1 2 0
LaFiame. p ............ 4 1
2 0 3 0
Oliver, ef . .............. 4 0 110 0
Campbell, rf .......... 3 0
0 0 0 0
Huntley, rf ............ 1 0
0 0 0 0
Hall, 2b .................... 4 0
2 2 2 0
Benner, If, ss ....... 4 0
2 1 1 1

Furniture
Once

Weekly

Warren 8, Damariscotta 4
The Warren team again proved im
pregnable on home grounds Saturday,
defeating Damariscotta in the pro
portion of two to one. Oliver's onehand catch featured. The score:
Warren
ab r bh po a
Newbert, ss ............ 5 1 2 2 2 0
AVerill. rf .............. 4 112 0 0
Sawyer, 2b ........
4 112 2 0
Walker, lb .............. 4 118 0 0
Wentworth, cf ....... 4 11110
Moody, If ................. 4 0 3 1 0 1
Robinson, 3b ____ 4 10 110
McFarland, c ........ 4 119 10
Cross, p .................. 4 12 15 0

9?

Here is a big value.

Walnut Finished Bed, a fine

$Q1 CA
wletlV

National Spring and a Genuine
Wool Mattress..................................

REFRIGERATORS,

Every

Size

30 4 9 24 8 3
Three-base hits. Moody. Two-base
hits, Newbert. Wentworth, Sawyer,
Oliver. Struck out. by LaFiame 6,
by Cross 7. Base on bulls, off Cross
1. Umpire, Thomas; scorer, E. Per
kins.

and

Price

o

» • • •

Charles C. Dwyer, Hebron Academy
coach, and well known in Maine
Sporting circles, was in tlie city yes
terday.
He is spending part of the
vacation with his family in Martins
ville.
• • • •
The game to have been played last
night by the Snipers and Northern
Lights was cancelled on account of
the terrific downpour which was In
progress when it was scheduled to
begin.
x

In a game marked by many minor
casualties, brilliant plays and bushy
W. H. SPEAR
errors, the Camden locals Saturday
chalked^up their second victory of the
BOSTON SHOE STORE
season. The teams were apparently
quite evenly matched, but the visi
tors were prone to interject error?
V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
which made a fatal offset to Lee
• * • «
Spiller’s fine work in the box. Above
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Just as this paper goes to press
all the victory was a triumph for
that sterling young Rockland pitcher. comes the word that Warren has
Elmer Rising, and a rebuke to the ef dropped out of the Twilight League.
KNOWLTON’S MARKET
frontery which caused somebody to Tonight’s game will be between the
warm up “Tippy” Feeban before the Fords and Snipers, instead of Fords
E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10 CENT STORE
eyes of a pitcher who had held a and Warren.
strong team to a solitary hit for
REMINDS DOG OWNERS
five successive innings.
Rising is a
young man of few words, but he
Fred Smallwood, who has been
showed what he thought of it by
fanning three men in succession next appointed chief game warden for
Knox County, is reminding doginning.
He stayed.
There was no scoring in the first owners of the new law which goes
five innings, but Camden was twice into effect this week, compelling
within sight of the coveted goal. owners to keep their dogs leashed
J
hen passing through forests. Any
The first time was in the initial frame
i !/
when Young led off with a single, owner who allows his dog to run at
was advanced to second on M. Jor urge, after a notification from the
dan's sacrifice and stole third.
Half Department or any registered war
minded to attempt stealing home he den. is subject to a fine of from $50
was forced to perch on the warm sack to $100. Numerous complaints have
Spiller outwitted Karkas and been received from the headquaters
DEFENSE DAY PLANS
CALIFORNIA HORROR while
GOVERNORS’ VISIT
Daker.
Then there was that 4th of the Knox County Fish and Game
inning when the Westbrook pitcher Associatfon that dogs arc being per
fering in their rules, were to be I
of Executives Being Coast Artillery To Mobilize Santa Barbara Torn by Earth- became almost a Spil'.er of beans. mitted to run at large, and unless
found on the family center table.
Jordan fanned but the third the practice is stopped Warden
quake -At Least 1 2 Lives M.
Entertained In Maine
In Camden Afternoon of
strike was a wild pitch and he Smallwood will seize the dogs and
Most of us look with suspicion
reached first. Two passed balls sent prosecute the owners. Every effort
Lost.
Camden Plans Changed.
the Fourth.
upon the gas meter in the cellar and |
Santa Barbara, Calif., today pre him to second and third, respectively has been made to secure eo-operawhere he looked on expectantly while tion, and further steps still seem to
affect to question Its accuracy when I The 17th annual session of the Gov
The Knox County celebration of sents a scene of havoc and destruc Karkas struck out and Daker fouled be necessary.
the monthly bill arrives, tut here | ernor's Conference is being held at National Defense Day will be held tion, its downtown business section
C. Jordan was passed, but
Poland Spring with a score of chief in Camden, where the committee will being a mass of ruins by earthquake. out.
comes the IT. S. Bureau of Stand executives in attendance.
Ralph Paul, a former resident of
Grindle made the third out when he
collaborate with the committee which State street, the main thoroughfare, hit to Paiement.
The Brook, is now located at 650
ards which has to do with all measThe old I’ine Tree State is doing | has charge of the Governors’ visit.
is cluttered with granite, marble,
Westbrook was quickly retired in Main street. Northend.
uring instruments, and reports that I the honors in fine style, and from Gov.
Through the courtesy of the Central cement and brick debris, while along
the gas meter is the most accurate Brewster down everybody is co-oper- { Maine Power Co. the Thomaston and the sides ghastly torn remnants of the 5th. but Camden proceeded to
have one of those little jambourees
______ ating to make the
one
Rockland batteries of Coast Artillery buildings are in ruins.
”. governors' visit
°
'oramercial means of measurement lot enjoyment
that set the home fans wild with de
and profit,
The
populace
of
31,000
was
terror
will be given fre* transportation to
light.
Ogier died to Goan.
Small
nown to man. One of the Aew | A surprise feature of the breakfast
stricken
when
the
earth
tremors,
Camden where the troops will he
itlfland gap companies tests from I at the Congress Square Hotel yester- drawn up in hollow square formation I starting at 6.44 o’clock yesterday tripled, and Rising hit an easy
lif P to 20.000 meters per year and I day was the announcement by Gov. when the Governors arrive. A howit- | morning, began twisting the main grounder to Doull, who in his haste
Lin r • *
# .i,.
is Brewster that the State of Florida zer will be sent from Portland for , business buildings intc debris, moving to catch Small at the plate threw the
Average <>
1
•.
I had presented to the State of Maine
ball into tile ground and the runner
the purpose of firing a Governor’s residences and hurli-s nto the streets scored.
Young reached first when
claimed, shows that they register 1 nooo for lhe Maine Publicity Buin all sections of t:.e city the cor
salute of 17 guns.
Kelley miscued on his grounder and
two per cent less gas than has actu- reau
Immediately after the Governors nices and brick fronts. At 1.15 o’clock
Young attempted to
ally passed through them. We mean! After the breakfast the Governors arrive in Camden there will be a the loss of life was estimated at 12, Rising scored.
make home on M. Jordan's hit, but
to keen this in mind the next time nnd ,ht'lr ladies were taken by auto- gh(jrt lnspection ot ,he troop8 which and ‘he property loss from three to
was thrown out at the plate.
Kar
lu
■ mn
Lj|- for
fn r a
a Innith#» city
ntv and
find
....
...
. ' n_ _ sn:___ e .1 ,,......... 1 — z-s:... tf-.
mobile
tour rtf
of the
6upt. Blodgett sends us our little environs, after which they enjoyed a will be reviewed from a stand erected ^vc millions of dollars by City Man- kas walked, but the inning ended
ager Nunn.
In the center of the hollow square.
when Daker fled to Tetrault.
memorandum of account.
30 mile run to Poland Spring House
Menace of flood added to the terrors
Gov. Ralph O. Brewster will make
Next came Camden's one bad inn
where the conference opened yester a very brief speech at the conclu of the inhabitants when the waters
ing. when a double by Spiller, a sin
day afternoon.
loosed
to
the
breaking
of
Sheffield
sion
of
which
he
will
introduce
by
Cleveland is one of the more mod
gle by Doull and an error by M. Jor
Gen. H. M. Lord, Director of the
reservoir, control of the city’s water dan gave the visitors their two runs,
ern cities that perceives the need of I Rureau of the Budget, was one of the name ail of the visiting Governors,
i There will be no other speeches as the supply three miles to the east, coursed It might have been even worse if JL
putting a curb on the traffio officer, speakers yesterday, urging a nationdown in a flood through the east side.
Politeness, the chief of police de-1« ide. non Political economy bureau.
while ,he pu;e.s guegtg are he Another heavy earthquake was felt at Iordan had not been hit by a fair
batted ball.
Westbrook's rally
The Governors present yesterday , lnR tcndered a ban(|Uet at the Camden 5.32 p. m.
ctares, must be a requisite and here
ceased when Ogier nabbed Kelley'!
were
The early morning hour of the fly. The visitors never again loomed
1
Yacht
Club
there
will
be
a
federal
after the traffic officer who yells,
Connecticut—John W. Trumbull
| muster of the troops by a federal in disaster was regarded as most for dangerously, although^ fine catch by
Delaware—Robert P. Robinson.
“Hey, where do you think you're • ospecting officer—probably I.ieut. De tunate, for had it occurred during the Daker in the 8th headed off a possible
Florida—John W. Martin.
Ing?" will be strictly dealt with,
Merritt, from Portland. The Roek- hours when the business blockit were insurrection.
Indiana—Edward Jackson. •
| land Band will be in constant attend occupied the loss of life would have
will be interested to see Boston folio w
The rest of the story, so far as the
$1.00 WEEKLY
Iowa—Gov. Hammill.
been frightful
ance.
outcome of this game is concerned,
this excellent example. "Iley, w hy
Kentucky—'William J. Fields.
The
San
Marcos
building,
the
most
After lunch the visitors will be ta
was chronicled In tlie Fatal Seventh
Soon Pays for a New
don't you Maine rubes learn how to
Maine—Ralph O. Brewster.
ken on motor rides, being escorted out massive of the city’s commercial
In Westbrook's half it was a case
Massachusetts—Alvin T. Fuller.
drive?
Think you’re out In the
i of town by the battalion of Coast structures, a modern steel fratjne of K. K. K.—the scorer's designation
Maryland—Albert C. Ritchie.
• Artillery, and then escorted over the buiIdlnF four stories in height, is,a for as many strikeouts.
fields, don't you?” was the pleasant
Minnesota—Theodore Christianson, | balance of the route by a platoon ot mass of twisted ruins.
One life wils
In Camden's half Spiller suffered
greeting that a Boston cop yelled at
I
Mississiopi—H. L. Whitefield.
‘State Highway Police
| known to be lost in this building, ‘ relapse, hitting two men. allowing
Just send in yeur dollar. Your .
a Rockland motorist, who bad com
New Hampshire—John G. Winant.', Hon. Elnier g Bird',s chairman ot
two singles and a double.
With
New York—Alfred G. Smith.
mitted no greater crime than to halt
range will be delivered at once.
the Knox County Defense Day com
these Ingredients Doull mixed his
Oklahoma—M. E. Trapp.
mittee. With him are Associated
his car momentarily at a point for
third error, and four runs resulted.
Rhode island—Nathaniel W. Smith. Col. E. A. Robbins of Camden,, Col.
Camden is well satisfied with the
bidden by a strict interpretation of
South Carolina—Thomas G. Me- j Walter H. Butler and Major Ralph
showing Its team has made thus far
the city's traffic regulations.
Leod.
W. Brown of Rockland.
and the future games will call out
Vermont—Franklin S. Billings.
TENANT’SHARBOR
big attendance of Knox County fans
Virginia
—
E.
Lee
Trinkle.
There are indications that under
The score:
“THE YACHT AMERICA’’
F. HALL
Wyoming—Nellie T. Ross.
Camden
the leadership of William Green, the
“The Y'acht America” is the title
ab r bh tb po a
ROCKLAND
neM president of the American F edMAIN STREET,
Young, 3b ............ 5 0 1 l ft 2
Inability to make schedule con- i df a new publication prepared by
MOVJNG
PICTURES
Qt aUon^, of Labor, organized labor is I nections has caused a change in Winfield M. Thompson,
M. Jordon, lb .... 4 1119 0
_
. 'William P.
enteringupon an even more cons ist-1 Camden’s plans for entertaining thei Stephens and William U. Swan, said A Sensational Feature
Karkas, If .......... 3 1110 0
A Billy West Comedy
Daker, cf ............ 4 11110
ently omnservatlve course than under executives of other States who are I to be the book of the decade for AmeriA Screen Snapshot
C. Jordan, 2b .... 3 0 1 2
2 2
,
\..
It is elaborately li
the
direction
of- Samuel cjoinners
Gompers. |now
nce attending the Governor’s conferr can yachtsmen. fuj]
Pictures 7:30 to 10:03 P. M.
Grindle, c........... 2 0 0 0 11 1
Presiden4, Green was one of le e
been the intention to bring the guests and
views, chiefly from scarce old
Ogier, ss .............. 4 0 0 0 3 2
erjttion's Executive minority that op- from Bar Harborto Camden on the prints, lithographs, etc. Mr. ThompSmall, rf--------- 4 113 0 0
Rising, p .............. 3 2
0 0
0 2
iague with the third palatial yacht Lyndonia, owned by son was formerly editor of the
t posed t]
jk
.
—
By
the
—
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, but Edward W. Rockland Free '’ress, and has sp,
Oriental
Orchestra
party in
Bok, who was to be in charge during ( dallied in yachting stories for thl
32 6' 6 9*26 9
r"nta\
Five Pieces
palgn,
pgaa Is not po
cs u L|g father-in-law's absence abroad. Boston Glob* and other newspaper!
Westbrook
to dicing from 10:00 to 2:00
effort to improve the made a special trip Saturday and sat- Mr. Swan covers the annual cruise!
eoncentra
ab r bh tb po a
Goan, If .............. 4 0 0 0 2 1
'To a *ME EVERYBODY
economic
legal status of the isfied himself that this cannot be of the yacht clubs, and will be hen
.Tone
Doull,
2b
•
............
4
done
with
certainty
in
the
specifl-d
again
in
a
few
days
with
t
le
Eas
ctures—Populf.r Prices
American working class. Tills is
Tetrault, cf....... 4
time.
Csnseqaently the yachting ern Yacht Club,
Sleepy
'.
Tickets
—
$1.00
Per
Couple
sound Americanism from the stand trip has been cancelled and the Gov
Paiement, 3b .... 3
ty>
point of botli capital and labor.
t as
L. Jordan, lb .... ■ 3
ernors will come to' Camden in motor
Albert
Kelley, ss ....v..... 4
cars, instead.
It is expected that
H. Spiller, rf .... 4
they will arrive shortly after noon,
BOY SCOUT SERVICE
YOU'LI. be delighted with
Buotte, c . ......
4
fast time.
a dinner eaten here.
L. Spiller, p....... 3
"Half of the success of the St.
Food of proven purity served
John's Day celebration In Bangts
In the style that will please
33 2 5 6 24 13 6
last Wednesday was due, in try
You can do both at ACESCENT BEACH.
Camden ........... 00000240 x—6
you. Appetizing salads and
opinion, to the efforts and efflclercy
Westbrook ........... 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0—2
of the Boy Scouts," say’s Arthur L.
desserts that will cause you
Two-base
hits,
C.
Jordan,
L.
Spiller".
Cabbage, Cauliflower and
The lovely resort by the aeashore, with everything new and neat.
Orne. who was a close observer oi
to talk about us.
Tlnee-base hit, Small. Stolen bases,
the good work which the boys did
Karkas, Daker, Tetrault 3, Paiement’
Tomatoes
while the city was entertaining 1000
Sacrifice, M. Jordan.
Base on balls,
visiting Sir Knights. "It seemec. a?(
Green*
Get acquainted with
off Rising, off Spiller. Hit by pitch
•if there was always a Scout at Joui
er,
L.
Jordan,
Grindle
2,
Rising.
“Bill O'Fare
Beet*
and
Spinach
and
elbow.” said Mr. Orne. “and tffoj’ did
Is open for public dancing the entire season.
Struck out by Rising 12, by Spiller 7.
everything frqin furnishing informa
Umpires, Kennedy and Hill. Scorer
Iceberg Lettuce
tion to running errands. Never be
ADMISSION SO CENTS EACH
Winslow.
fore was I so impressed y Ith the use
EDWIN A. DEAN
fulness of this organist tion.” And
Or DINNER AND DANCING, $1.25 EACH
HIGHfeAltipS,
ROCKLAND
there are dmililless many others who

'I

JOIN OUR FURNITURE CLUB
are the dues. Your
>1.00
Is Delivered At

A

Genuine

Cedar

Red

$16.50

Chest

We have a large assortment to choose from
4bth:^abocss30oaacacooaacapcsnoqooooqoooaooosooo5osotw<

burpee
:
FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND

—

MAINE

Fireplace Fixtures—Large Assortment
Exchange Your Old Furniture For New

Celebrate the 4th
BUY YOUR

Fireworks
: : At : :

score

JIM'S CORNER A full and complete line of Assort
ments, Fancy Sky Rockets, Roman
Candles and Set Pieces, to take to the

country or seashore.

CHINESE CRACKERS

JOIN THE
GLENWOOD CLUB

SALUTES

RED AND GREEN FIRE

J,..

TORPEDOES
SPARKLERS
COME EARLY AND
LEAVE YOUR ORDER

*¥*¥**¥*¥»¥«**¥***

JIM’S CORNER
ROCKLAND, ME.

352 MAIN STREET
*******

**********

GLENWOOD RANGE

A BIG

1. o. o.
JULY THIRD

BURPEE
FURNITURE CO.

For the Fourth
BLANK

CARTRIDGES
ALL SIZES

PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS
50 CENTS AND UP

DANCE

j

\ PLANTS

DINING A>, JDANCING

FLAGS
3x5 feet........................

$2.00

4x6 feet.................. i.

2.75

3x8 feet........................

3.75

YACHT ENSIGN

2x3 feet........................

$1.50

THE DANCING PAVILION

Newbert’s Cafeteria

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
408 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

, Tuesday, June 30, 1925.
Rockland Courier-Gazette, TueM^jj| June

Every-Other-Day

i

VINALHAVEN
^j^j^Vinal, who lias been
.Mass., Is home

TALK OF THE TOWN!

pLarver
•lday to

OUR STORE WILL BE

COMING NEIBKBORHOOfi EVENTS
Jill) 2- -Ttinmsston flower show In CoupeBailmia vestry
July 2 Anual picnic of Methodist ctaureh
■t Oakland Park
July 4—Independence Day.
July 4—(Jnverrors at Camden
July S—Monthy meeting of the City floeera men t
July 6-29- Annual fleld day period of 240tli
Coast Artillery at Portland.
July li —Organ recital by James J. O'Hara
at First Baptist church.
July 20—Maine Publicity delegation, head
ed by Gor. Brewster visits Rockland and Cam
den
July 29—State Assessors meet at the Court
House
July 30 Thomaston—Bdlth Marshall Clark
Company, Methodist church.
Aug 12—Ladles Baptist Circle (Rdekport)
Midsummer Fair
Aug. 19-26 Thomaston County fair
Sept 7—Labor Day Celohra'lnn. Rockland,
Community and School Impr jvement Associa
tion
Sept 13—Standard Time resumed.
•Sept. 14 Referendum vote on Kennebec
Bridge amendment
Sept. 24—Conference of New England Re
publican Women. Portland.
Sept 30-flct. 2—State Convention at W.C.
T.C. in Auburn
Oct. l-3--Maine Musical Keotival, Bangor.
Oil 4-7- Maine Musical Festival, Portland.
Oct. e-P-iWs'.ae Musical Feellral, Lewieten
i
Ocl 38-Xev. 2—New England Fruit Show
at Boston.
Ocl. 29-30—Maine Teachers' Convention,
Portland

OPEN FRIDAY EV’G.

DEPARTMENT

And Closed All Day Saturday

annoanct

412

JULY FOURTH

MAIN

STREET,

&U'Hit

e/

tAltnt

V

aint

THE REASONS

FOR

SUPPORT

Hiram Young has Joined the staff
of the Thorndike Hotel barber shop.

A Brief Summary of the E veryday Services Rendered By Ml88 Ha2«' Winslow is a new kommer clerk at the Fuller-Cobb-Davls
' emporium.
Community Ches -Drive Next Week.

LOW PRICES ON TIMELY MERCH;
The Summer Season New at its Height and the Double Holiday This Week Call for ».
as well as New Comforts for Home, Cottage or Camp. Here it is Possible to Fill Those tu
ously Because Our Merchandise is Attractive and Our Prices Such as to Afford You the Ma

• 1 ' • 1 '*
Knox Couty cases at law Court.
FLAGS
BATHING
“Getting right down to brass taclk, apartment, the motion picture, the Portland, will be heard Wednesday
WALL
All Wool Bunting—Io
Weather Thig Week
““
I'll tell you what Community Chrpt modern dance—these are Influences morning.
_
SUITS
Best
Cotton Bunting—a,
Weather outlook for the week In Will do for Rockland next year.’’ said which have steadily undermined the'
North Atlantic States: Partly cloudy a well known speaker addressing a importance and influence of the home Already there
are a dozen appliTENTS
BATHING CAPS
with possibility of local thundei local group yesterday.
In the tirrt in the life of the present day boy.
cations for the vacant prlncipalslp
BLANKETS
'unimer
showers; normal temperature at the place it will relieve us all from iho To him the Boy Scouts bring a whole- of RocklandHigh School,
BATHING SHOES
beginning and mostly above normal annoyance
annoyance and the expense of drive some, virile set of ideals. This too
'
Beautiful Wool Plaid Single
Of real worth, mode of extra heavy 12 ounce
Mrs. Nellie Follett returned to Bos
thereafter.
after drive, and will see the city's will he sponsored by Community
All Attractively
extra covers or throws, in the
ton this morning after a visit of sevDuck, 3 feet walls, high center poles, fully
charities carried on in a more efficient Chest.
home or hammock. All moderat that the
The Salvation Army? Little need eral weeks with friends here
The frame for Frank Gregory's manner and financed more satisfucequipped with all poles, ropes, stakes, etc.
Priced
new residence on North Main street forlly than ever before. It will do he said about the splendid and rapidThis is a real value. Size 7x7 feet; regular
L. C. Sturtevant, the popular prin
ESMOND BLANKETS
is up and boarded.
the Christian duty we no longer seem ly growing work being done by Capt
price |20.00. For this week ......... $
to have the time to think of person George Simons. Under his guidance cipal of Thomaston High School, Is
Plaid Blankets, 66x80, silk bound ut the
spered
BATH TOWELS
for the Snow-Hudson Co.
The Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc., ally attending to the wants ot he the local brar.ch has so prospered
value.
Single Blankets, yet with a
Is In full swing for the summer cam under privileged child, the grow #g and Increased _it.wj^ptfl|^l.:
Size 7x9 foot; regular price $22.50. For this Extra large, regular Navy Towela, $1.00 value.
and weight ef a pair of blanket'* Ve*
recently
eye(|
N,w
paign with seven trips a week.
youth, the sick and ailing adul
nd cynosure nJ,
Special for this week, each ..... ................
Dwight
High
Enjyswr. His work has that appeal graduated from
the feeble aged.
specially priced at ......................... sution with
e Eastern
Of course you have already found
Large Turkic!) Towels, splendid value at 59c.
“Take the Rockland Red Cros. Rf-}'10 ,he nlan on the sidewalk—helping School, is employed
___,_,_____ And be sure
an answer to that age old query: Instance. A majority af-our people up the fallen, housing the homeless, Steamship Lines, Ine.
Ore Auto Tent, to be attached to your auto For this week, each ........
EMPRESS
BLANKETSek.’ie‘even
Where are you going the Fourth?
don't realize J’t, rfie great service feeding the hungry, warming the
mobile; regular price $20.00.
For this Our Beet 49c Turkish Towels. For this week
frozen.
The
bills
of
the
Salvation
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Thurstc
re&deren by the nurses. They don't
Our famous Empress Tan Dou'stinctive
A new holler for the Tyler building
ills* that these two trained agents Army are paid by Community Chest. County road, had green peas
will he installed during the number,
with
Pink er Blue herder, large’imtion.
''Probably
there
isn
’
t
a
soul
in
the
arden"
day for dinner from their
render relief day after day, month
the old one having been condemned.
regular price $4.00 per pair. Sp'
OUR
III and month out when necessary city who fails to respond to the I planted April 4.
__ _
SPECIAL
with no thought of pay. These nurses j appeal of the Home for Aged Women. ,
these cool nights pt the cottage. Vz
Filial reports from the Forty Club
| For a quarter of a century this' A report yesterday that Patrolman
study
local
social
condition
and
reudHAM. SHEETS AND SLIPS
priced at ......................................
Minstrels uLoW about 2300 turned er aid which makes families self sup- splendid project has lived its beauti- , Charles S. Stetson is a candidate for
Sharon Seamless Sheets, 81x90 size, $1.49
over to the High School Athletic As porting. At Red Cross headquarters
MOCK
mission and provided the comfort i City Marshal, wus promptly denied
value; good quality. This week, ea.
sociation.
a loan closet Is maintained where the ani) dignity due the declining years hy that official.
Khaki
BED SPR
Pillow Slips, 42x36, our regular 35c grade.
necessary linen and such material of i,K members. This project nestles
—
or Grey
When midnight comes tonight may be supplied those not equipped. under >he protecting wing of ComFor this week, 4 for .............................
news.real nt the strand today
Our
one-half of the year 1925 will have The nurses give pre-natal advice in munity Chest as does the Civil War contalns the interesting pictures of i
Low Prices On All of Our Sheets and Cases.
departed. Maybe you know where it hundreds of cases, and the baby Memorial Association. The old vet- the departure of the MacMilla n party
.zuvrvzvrf''
PrtUSPMOS
has gone; we don’t.
T10N GRAPE-NOT |
JUICE
clinic sees that the infant starts right. erans deeded their home over that it frOm Wiscasset for the North Pole.
To this alone raanv Rockland babies
he used for all patriotic pur- i
. ,
See Our SlftW Window* for Other Specials Not Mentioed In This Liat, fotn
The quarterly meeting of the
owe their lives today.
>x,,es' ™s deludes the G. A. R.
_____________''
______________________ and MONDAY________________ “ YUU C
Mrs. Robert M. Packard has a new
Church of Immanuel will be held
r. t , T.
, ,,,, ,
1 hall, corner of Limerock and Union Hudson coach. Capt. John Went
‘The School Dental Clinic is oper
Wednesday evening Instead of to
streets, the monument and grounds,
ated under the direction of the Red 11 presenting a serious item of main worth took delivery Friday qn the
night as previously announced.
first of the Hudson brougham! seen
Cross through the courtesy of the
tenance. The various organizations j
There will be free special cars leav local dentists and has dona wonders using the building pay to their sev- ,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 7bO-M
ni>ri
ing the waiting room at IV15 Thurs In Improving the teeth of eaq| school eral capacities but their best only j A E SL c,a,r of the UnBh
M(p
day morning to take everybody to the age children. The examinatk a of all covers half the expense. Community Co
t0 move from the Ora, house
Methodist picnic at Oakland Park. school children has brought to light Chest pays the remainder. The mat»ri1P*.adies Aid of the Littlefield
w.rc.. v...,u,r..
,h_
, . , ,,
„
Chestnut street to the Capt. Brown
Ten bottle babies die t
man)' cases where
children were laThe cars will return at 5 p. m.
THE O’HARA RECITAL Memoriafliurrh
will meet with Mrs.
| breast fed.
boring unbeknownst to parents under
/,,,?! ,7Zn, iJivrtLh. h?X|hou*' Cedar Str*et’ receBtly ’>onKht
defective vision tonsils *’ 5
1<?h' S° hl’len|h<Hy does
hv his
|,|9 sister
s;ster through the Berllawsky
Berllawskv
Elizabeth"ruehett, 172 North Main
Rockland Red
A noteworthy Improvement at the the
tne burden
nuraen of
cm detective vision, tonsils of ,he communlty in
the the
casedut)
o{ , by
Rockland To Have a Real street, Wet’esday evening for work.
city dump is the extension of the
^uuJ’*te.CtSD,
a
,
Charles B. Radcliffe, the Rockland Real Estate Agency.
sewer to a point beyond low water
The Children a Playground takes „ . whQ wag
permancnt, disabIe(,
Musical Treat the Night of Mrs. C. W. Clark and daughter
was permanently
Tlie Chamber of Commerce direc
mark. Commissioner Gardner in the youngster and puts him under the while with the Canadian Expedltion1885
Marion of Brain^- Mass., are vis
tors
yesterday
designated
a
commit

cludes this in his multitude of sum guidance and influence of a trained | ary Force, is well known.
July 17. _
iting
Mias
Nettie
^lark.
Masonic
tee
to
select
Secretary
Maclfonald's
play director and teaches him above
mer duties.
These are some of the reasons why 1
street.
Ralph I>oeri^
Boston is
all the invaluable lesson of cooper I Community Chest can he so strongly ! successor. Meantime the ol
Posters announce a treat in store
also a guest of Miss
charge of Miss Lenore Beni
Miss Zetta St.Clair, who moved to ation, playing together, the ground
ifor
music
lovers
on
July
17,
when
recommended and so generously sup- i
E. A. GLIDDEN &
Mils city from Union last fall has work of the later necessity of work ported during the drive which opens has the executive affairs at Jier fin James O’Hara Is to give an organ
Many juveniles were enjo.VJ^ Lhe
bought the Capt. Brown house at the ing together.
ger tips.
recital
in
the
First
Baptist
church
WALDOBORO,
next Monday.
There will be an
corner of Cedar street and Broadway.
“The Boy Scout movement is 1 >kcd open mass meeting that night, noon- !
assisted by Mrs. ogarita Rose Itugg, attractions of the Children’s #?laY’
ground
yesterday
and
all
of
thfupThe deal was made through I. Bcr- upon by the nation as a whole . the
day luncheons Tuesday. Wednesday t Orrin Creamer of Cushing was dramatic soprano, of New York.
BORN
Hawsky's real estate agency.
greatest saving influence extan to I and Thursday and a final meeting ' fined 2100 and costs (217.50) yester
The fine work Mr. O'Hara has paratus was in use forenoon and’P
Miss Emily Pease, wi>
Ames - Jtocklan'l, June 14, to
day for the youth of the country dur Friday evening.”
day after pleading guilty to having done as organist at the Strand The ternoon.
acts
as
play
director,
unassisted,
this
Alvali
K.
Ames
of
Union,
a son
The managers and salesmen of the ing the critical years of adotain-nce
20 short lobsters in his possession. atre. together with his success dur
rson.
Brunswick, Bath and Rockland Mo The rapidly increasing pace of our
His license was revoked tor one ing the brief period as organist at season was the busiest young lady Wotton- Warren. June —, to >
tor Marts were entertained at New modern civilization, the passing of
year.
The hearing took place be the First Baptist church, has led in town, umpiring hall games, direct yon Wotton, a daughter.
Jarrett Warren, June 27, tl
Meadows Inn Friday evening by the the oW big homestead In favor of the
fore ftecorder Butler.
his many friends to urge him to give ing other sports, and otherwise car Mr-.
Arthur Starrett (Miss Alenaw
Sel
proprietor, C. W. Clifford, Jr. of
an organ recital in which he would ing for her youthful charges.
dom
has
a
season
opened
more
aus

'"stiiBUi'
-North Sullivan, Jim.• AND&ROCKPOR1
Bath.
Rockland Motor Mart was
California's latest earthquake hor- have the opportunity to display his
and y’*JJrrlie|]^llirague IMargu.
piciously.
represented by H. H. Hanseom, S.
Knox Lodge of odd Fellows has'
! ror has Caused much concern among art at Its best. Although this urging
a
son
—
Sebert
E.,’Jf^
*•
JMECORP.
F. Copeland and Earnest Munroe.
work on the second degree on the '
FOR SALE—S4 0W, at a bargain, A-I con
those who have relatives and friends has been Insistent for several
I
dition
Enquire
of
CLEVELAND
SLEEPER.
INE
second Monday In July, with re- i
did
Mr. South Thomaston, OFX). W. BACHELDER, or
In the section affected. The family months, only recently
MARRIED
freshments
after
the
work.
Proctor-Hall Camden, June - 27, at Ht
Saturday’s Bath
Times
said:
of William S. Healey, formerly of O’Hara decide to give such a recital F A THORNDIKE. Rockland.
78-8;
Thomas Episcopal Church, by Re». Ralph 11
“Rockland is having a municipal
this city, had moved from Santa attd the announcement that he
WANTED--At once, woman to assist pastry Hayden. John Hiker Proctor of Bos’on und
The Snappy Five Ladles' Orches
Apply in person.
HOTEL ROCK Miss Anne Margaret Hall of Camden.
playground this Summer and will
Barbara to Los Angeles within a would do so gives much pleasure cook
LAND.
78-SO
S/T
throughout the city and vicinity.
Wilson-Lindsey—llockland, June 28, by
oi>en It to the public today. Bath's tra. with Emma Harvey, snxaphonr.
few weeks.
Naturally Rockland knows Mr.
TO LET 5-TOom tenement, up-stairs at 42 Rfcv B. P. Browne, Maurice Wilson of St.
new playgrounds will be ready for has been engaged to play for the
Four
Non
"linkable
Boat
78elt (Jcorge and Miss Vlrgkria Lindsey of New
use and have their formal opening on dances at the Head-of-the-Bay dur
Work has been begun in the de O'Hara best as orgunlst at the PULTON ST
boat model, 20 feet long b
York.
July 6. The experiment here, which ing the months of July and August.
MASTERS NOTICE
molishing of th* former Gen. Berry Strand, where he has been since
wide. All hardware cop<
Whereas, receivers have been appointed
is being tried for the first time will
residence which for 80 years has been April, 1923, and even though his
DIED
bronze. Equipment include
by
the
Supreme
Judicial
4
’
otirt
for
the
Cam

Pierson—Camden, .bine 28, Hazel (Haskell)
be watched with great interest."
The Registration Board enters
one of the striking landmarks of the Work there has been of high order, den Anchor-Rockland Machine f’ompany, a
spars, sails, sail covers, av
of Leland A. Pierson.
‘\And The Courier-Gazette feels that upon ltfc midsummer session next
residential part of the city, surround particularly on special programs, corporation having its place of business at wife
and poles. Boats and equi|
Oliver
—'West Button, June 27, Harriet
Maine, and Edward <’ Payson, of
It may add the word “Satisfaction.' week. The members are Robert A
ed by the three streets in that sec there hasn't been opportunity to Camden.
new. Built at Portsmouth
Rockland. Maine, lias been by said court Purrlngton Oliver. Funeral this afternoon at
Webster. Ralph Paul and Fred li
tion which In older days bore the show the real art he Is capable of aiM»o,nted master to receive and hear all 2 o’clock from the Burpee funeral parlors.
Vard and can be seen at
King Hiram's Shipmates scan the Sanborn. Mr. Sanborn also acts as
somewhat satirical designation of The program he is preparing for the claims against said company; now therefore, Rev. II. I’. Brow*e officiating.
cove, opposite our office. .
pursuant
to
the
order
of
said
court
notice
Is
recital
affords
him
opportunity
to
calendar eagerly these days to see clerk.
Quality Hill.
gain price for the lot.
iaO
CARD OF THANKS
given tliat all persons having claims
acquaint ills many friends with the hereby
how far off July 19 Is.
The reason
We wish to thank our neighbors and friends , make good life boats or vest
and demands against said company must
fact
that
he
is
an
able
and
accom

for this anxiety is their third annual
for
their
kindness
and
sympathy
during
our
present
and
prove
the
same
beforo
said
Capt. Raymond Howell and Lieut.
yawls.
There will be a special meeting of
master within four months from tlie 12th day recent bereavement; also for the beautiful ’
outing, which will lie held this year G. Barrett of Augusta will eondurt
the R. V. F. A. Wednesday evening plished organist.
GEORGE M. 8IMMONS
Realizing that a program is much of June, 1U25; and Thursday, July 23rd, 1925, floral offerings.
at Shipmate Edward Gonia's cottage a special meeting at the Solvation Did you realize
A. L. Wright, Brenda Blackall.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, standard time,
at 7 o'clock. Committees will be ap
Garage, Tillson Ave.
Tel. 4-V
more interesting when there is an and Saturday, October 10, 1925, at three
in Cushing. Should the weather gd-1 Army Citadel Wednesday. It will lx
Rockland.
•
pointed and final arrangements made
73-SV
assisting artist, Mr. O'Hara shows o’clock in the afternoon, standard time, and
be unfriendly on that date the out a real Salvation meeting and the that the
for the Topsham Muster July Fourth. good Judgment In selecting his as the law tifflee of Edward C. Payson, in said
ing will be held on the first fair public are cordially invited.
CARD OF THANKS
The Heclas of Randolph are to double sistant. Mrs. Rugg. when Ogarita iRockland, are hereby designated as the times
We wl»h to thank tire many friends for
Sunday following.
Clams, lobsters
place for presenting and proving such
Fourth is coming
with the Rockland boys as has been Rose of Rockland, possessed a nat and
their kindncNM and sympathy during fche long
claims.
and coffee will he furnished at the
Hines*
<»f our son and brother; also for the
their
custom
since
the
purchase
of
Dated at Rockland, Maine, this thirtieth
The Boston Globe has Just begun
urally beautiful voice. With the ad
cottage.
Shipmates desiring trans
beautiful floral tributes at the last
the handlub Albert R. Havener. vantages she has had since removal day of June, 1925.
on
Horseback?
the
publication
of
a
corking
good
Mr.s.
LUI las Robinson, W. L. Robinson.
portation should apply to Shipmate
EDWARD C PAYSON,
There will be no meeting of the R. V. to New York, her voice and art have
St. George.
•
•78-T-84
Master.
George L. St. Clair, chairman of the story, entitled “Beau Geste." It lr
F. A. Friday evening.
a tale of a stolen diamond and a
advanced with rapid strides. She
committee on transportation.
This is for the special atten
dead battalion, so thrilling that you
has a glorious dramatic soprano
The attractions at the Strand The voice, which she uses with keen in
tion of the man w^to hasn't
Literally and figuratively there can scarcely await the next number
atre for the remainder of this week
was young blood in Knox County'
paid any attention to the. fact are: Wednesday and Thursday, Miss telligence. Much pleasure Is antici
Raymond DufT sprained one of his
pated In hearing this gifted young
pulpits Sunday, when Chauncey
that the grand and glorious is Gladys Klark and her company will woman in a program which will
Stuart who has just graduated from wrists In the Forty Club-Rotary
present that big New York success show her art at its^nest. The pro
Rockland High School oocupied his ball game last Friday while sliding
just around the corner.
“Her Temporary Husband,” also gram Hhe lias under preparation is
father's pulpit at the Littlefield Me third. Mention of the fact that Mr.
there will be a feature picture be unusually interesting in Its varied
morial church; Kenneth Havenor Duff also did part of the pitching
And since the big holiday is fore the show, with J. B Warner In style and combination of numbers.
Cassens a Sophomore at Colby, for the Forty Club was accidentally
‘ Behind Two Guns;" for Friday and
Mr. O'Hura anil Mrs. Rugg
spoke in the Baptist church at Cam omitted.
on Saturday—and since you Saturday a special Fourth of July areBoth
possessors of that elusive tiling
den; and Marlin Storms, a student at
program
with
the
picture
fan
Idol.
are
not
going
back
to
work
we call a pleasing personality, which
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Libby have
the New England Bible Traizlng
Richard Talmadge In
"Stepping adds interest to a program, no mat
School, occupied the Baptist ptlplt moved from 28 Warren street to SS' Sunday—you have two days
Lively,
”
and
a
good
comedy,
news
ter how tine it may be. The combi
in Thomaston. The young men had Limerock street, Mrs. Libby return- [
to dress up in the new gar- reel and George O'Hara nnd Algerta nation of Mr. O'Hara, the splendid
attentive and appreciative contre- ing home to care for her- parents.
I
Vaughn
in
"Go
Getters."
Today
they
Love for Home—you aee it.
Mr. and Mrs. S. -H. Cables, who are
gations.
im nts.you should buy to-day. are showing the MacM illan news organ and Mrs. Rugg. bids fair to
make this concert one of the finest
both in IH health. Mrs. Cables has;
reel.
musical treats Rockland has had for
A double alarm from Box 33 cal$d been a,n Invalid for three years.
out the fire department and sevehl
This slock of line cool suits
some time.
The M. A. Brewer Stuck Co. is
hundred excited citizens early Sundiv
The handsome Sunbeam cabinet , at S 16.50 and $18.00 will con
The bird* of the ail (nil the beasts
Rev. Walter S. Rounds addressed
nearly ready^for the opening of Its
morning into an air thick as m« heater in Fie window of the Rock- I
of the field are hnjne I tlilerx.
vince any fair minded man that fortnight's engagement in this city. the noonday luncheon of the Forty
with fog and wood smoke.
Tie land Hardware Co. store has at
The thinking man il
as much for
Yesterday the tent was erected near Club yesterday on the general theme
reality proved less fearsome than ih tracted much attention.
Tlie tine
hie family.
appearance, for the blaze was loc.-j piece ot furniture, for it resembles a few faint dollars never won
the corner of Park and Broad streets of charities, with Community Chest
And It’s sensible, toi
such super-models.
—a stretch of canvas tinder which as his leading thought. The session
ted and quickly extinguished In tl^ that far more than a stove, is to he
830 persons may be seated comfort was a lively nne with eight guests
ranr.ing factory at the rear of thl added to the equipment of tlie A. L
If you live in ient.( you pay fop a
ably in commodious chairs.
Four Several names were presented fov
John Bird Co. block, Tillson avenuj Rogers barber shop. Limerock street.
heme at least twice in a life time.
Every
day
—
the
same.
h 'ndred bulb globes will illuminate membership.
*the structure is now used as a gar
the interlo, and It will he to all in
While all you can show
age and store house and eonsiderahl.
The W. H. Glover Co. has tlie con
tents and purposes a modern indoor
There were four handsome yachts
worthless bundle of flent j
damage was done to the two trucks tract to build a 10-room house on
Flannel Trousers
theatre.
The canvas is 10-ounee at the Public tending Saturday af
a motor car and stock.
The entire Main street. Thomaston, for Donald
An account with tnls^msoeia^
WE SERVE
khaki, and Mr. Brewer’s first act ternoon Including the far famed Mailower floor was alilaze with the de P. George, and Ambrose Mills will
has been the starting ijiii^Tor manj
upon reaching town was to buy a Khar HI. The public Is availing Itpartment arrived and great volumes have charge of the work. Tlie resi
Spurt Sweaters
snug home.—fiar the edw ..tion (>f ,
complete assortment of new ropes. ielf ef the comforl and Interesting
of smoke were pouring from the deuce will he of Cojonial design, and
dren,—for business a,liancement and^
The company opens Thursday night happenings afforded by tlie place, and
building. Three hose lines were laid will have three bathrooms. The loI future independence.
ice Cream put up to take home in pint and quart
Soft Shirts
and a fine st/p added to the excel-lcatlon is opposite the Edward Ellis
, with “Tlie Old Soak," a play made the breezy pierhead is seldom without
lent record of Chief Havener and hislo’Brien house. Work on the base
famous by Harry Beresford and Ray- its quota of visitors.
at our store
ROCKLAND LOAN &
I mond Hitchcock, both ot whom have
boys.
There was little doubt thatlnent is in progress.
'
llickok
’
s
Helts
One of the big trucks of the Con
; starred in It. M. A. (‘’Andy") Brew
the fire was of Incendiary origin. I
boxes, at
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
er, who appears In the title role is solidated Baking Co. turned turtle ol'
The damage Is estimated at 25,000,' If you want to see a fine example
ROCKLAND, MAINE
well
known
to
Rockland
theatre-goers
covered by insurance through E. C. | if perseverance walk across White
the
slippery
road
near
the
State
Straw Hats
72-T-tf
having played seven months at the Prison last nigt.t
Driver Tester
Itreet near Knox Hospital and see the
Moran & Co.
Empire and five at the Park.
This
lummet and Mrs. Plummer who was
Ixeeedlngly fine gurden created hy
j was In 1915. Since that time he has rith him, were badly bruised, though
Knickers
lev. J. B. Pitcher, rector of St. Pe
Americanism and PatriotFEATHER MATTRESS
played In many parts of the country, Jhe exact extent of their injuries h^s
tr's Episcopal church.
Two years
izm are synonymous terms
Now it the time to have your
and
prior
to
coming
here
was
seven
to
this
plot
of
land
was
fairly
heot
yet
been
ascertained.
that
reel
red-blooded
! months In Miami, Fla.
“1 have the
Feather beds made in
Itched with witch grass, atid nobody
members of the Ku Klux
Mattroaaez; also ronoviite Pillows, I
best company In my career,” Said
Business houses in need of stenofer thought crops could be raised
Kian fully knew and
and Hair Matatresses lone over.
Mr. Brewer to a Courier-Gazette re iraphers woulrf do well to consult
such apparently poor soil.
The
carry out in their daily
porter. The company wll lplny mat- l-ith Mrs. l-eiis K. Sni
i^tor applied .his knowledge of aglivee.
jrv-e*’" -OMjjrday and evening per. IZ.. IZI...- tzi..
ure wjth results which are winllgh ScJ
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gins and continues until finished.,
Entries three men per battery.
lines inc
1 (c) Tug of War Final—1st round
Will Be Lively Competition on Wednesday, July 8tli, 1.30 p. m.
BOSTON and BANGOR LINE
Semi-linals fur 4 batteries who won
Il.n,or
(daily Including Sunday) at 2 _P. M.± (Standard. Time,
For State Trophies At 1st round—Friday, July 10th. Win
M5 7’tf.. BuXp. 3dlO Pi M., Belfast. 5 P. *
Winterport 2.45 '*
’’—1------ * ’
D M
. Rockland
_____ and b1 P- M., due Boston following morning 7 o clock. Hi turn
ners of 1st round—1 point each; win-|
!*•
M..
State Encampment.
Lea.. Button (daily including Sunday) at 6 P.M.
(Daylight ba'""« >•"?«>•
ners of semi-finals, 3 points each.
I ra.e Rockland Standard Time) at 5 A. M. Camden 5.45 A. M.. BUfajt
».15 A. M„ Buck.port 8.45 A. M., Winterport 9.15 A. M., due Bangor 10 A. M.
^Competitions for the State of Winners of finals, 5 points. Each
team will Consist of 11 men, nine on
Majne Athletic Trophy at the en rope, one anchor, and one captain.
campment of the 240th Coast Ar Tbe captain of the team will not
SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
tillery ln Portlund forts July 6-20, of touch any member of the team nor
—Sundays Only—
the rope.
The rope will be a *4
which Whe company being formed
inch mnnilla three strand. No knot
June
28 to September 6 inc.
here will be a part. will be confined of any kind will be tied in the ro»
Reduced rates between landings on
to baseball, track, boxing and mili and the rope will not be passed mote
Bangor, Bar Harbor and Blue Hill Lines
tary contests. The sporting events; than once around the body of the
Baseball—Eaeli battery may enter ancllor
The contest will be
one baseball team in the contest. It straight pull on level ground. No
BAR HARBOR and BLUE HILL LINES
8 teams are entered, there will he cleats or spikes will he used and no
Standard Time
four games played in the 1st round; holes will he dug for a foothold until
Leave Rockland
Including Sunday) at 5 A. M. Returnings Leave Bar
the four winners would play .2 garner after the starting signal. The time
Harbor 1.30 P.M. and Blue Hill 12.30 P.M. for all landings in each direction.
in the 2d round; the 2 winners in ” e limit for each pull will be three min
2d round would play one final game utes; the start and finish will be by
PORTLAND-ROCKLAND-EASTPORT LINE
for the championship of the regi pistol shot. The team wins that
ment. Points towards winning the gains five feet from its opponents
Tuesdays and Fridays
Mondays and Thursdays
athletic trophy, will be 1 to each or lias the advantage at the end oi
(Standard Time)
(Standard l ime)
winner in the 1st round. 3 points to the pull.
Lv. Eastport-Lubec... 6.00 p.m.
Lv. Portland............... 8.00 a.m.
each winner in the second round and
(d) 100-yard dash final—1st, 1 ln
Lv. Boothbay Harbor. .11.30 a.m.
5 points to the champions. All bat each heat are eligible for finals.
Lv. Fiiendvhip......... 2.00 p.m.
Wednesdays and Saturdays
Lv. Rockland............. 6.00 p.m.
teries should bring to camp whatever (f) Croquet relay—Entries 8 men
Lv. Rockland................. 6.00 a.m.
baseball equipment they may have.
each battery 6 men (3 teams.) Bear
Lv.
Friendship........... 8.30 a.m.
'1 Ue-days and Fri'lays
Boxing—Each battery should enter ers In line: patient for each lying on
Lv. Boothbay Harbor. .11.00 a.m.
Due Portland................ 2.00 p.m.
Due Eastport-Lubec, .. 4.00 a m.
at least two boxers, one in each Ills hack 50 yards distant. Run to
class:
Two
classes
of
boxers patient, lift him erect and carry him
are made: Lightweight under 135 to place of starting. No restrictions
pounds and mlddleweights between.. a8 ,(( the m?thod of carrying.
135 and 158 pounds: no heavy
(f) Croquet relay—Entries 8 men i le contract between tbe anthracite
Vin&Ihaven and Rockland
weights. Names should be submit per battery. Each member of team i in^rs and operators expires. FailSteamboat Co.
•
.
’
e
to
reach
an
agreement
or
renewted during the 1st day of the camp passes through 12 human wickets lo
so that the men can lie matched as cated similar to croquet wickets, and 1:1, might result in suspension of
The direct route between
closely as possible. Tlie winner oi starts next member of team. Com 1 roductlon.”
The committee reiterates views ex ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
eaeli bout will earn one point for his peting teams start from opposite
VEN, STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
battery. Bouts will be limited to ends of croquet field. Tbe team that pressed by it last autumn to (he ef
ISLAND
three rounds, unless the judges have goes through wickets first wins on fect that householders who are willing
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
not in that time been able to decide time. Wickets are soldiers with legs t•- observe a few simple rules of com
bustion would find It to their advan
In effect June I, 1925
which man is the winner, when a at tbe straddle.
tage in many cases to substitute bi(Subject to change without notice)
4th round may be put on to decide
iminous coal for anthracite and that
the bout. Each round will he lim
VINALHAVEN LINE
BUY COAL NOW
sers of anthracite coal in many
ited to 3 minutes with a
1
Steamer leaves Vlnalhaven, daily, .except
ises save money by using smaller Sunday, at 6.30 A. M , and 1 P. M., arriving
between each rounil-«a4N- ■ul'- "
’A-aL Oealer§So Advised.—
from the xams>*^'l) two men New trffl
at Ko.-klund at 8 A M. and 2 30 P. M.
tuglanu Li «
Not Un. b zes.
Reluming leaves Rockland at 9 A. M , and
battery will . be
Suspension
of
Mining
matched agnijj
3.30 P. M
7k each
Likely.
1 it Hot? Then drink Three Crow STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
bee matched^
matched
, other, but may
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
•Track /for exhibition.
e^hlb
Tr.Tn^. Pekoe Tea, with ice and a
Sunday at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6.30.
New Englanders are urged to stock slice of ienujr..~^Qdv.
run off A
' vents—Five 7ents «ill be
North Hawn at 7.30, due at Rockland about
15th’ Y Wednesday afternoon July their coal cellars without delay, in a
8 50.
. 4rom 1 to 3 p. m. Each event
Returning, leaves Rockland 1 30 P. M ,
statement
from
John
F.
O
’
Connell
North Hawn at 2 39, Stonington at 3.40, due
l^iil hjave three and points as fol
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5 P. M.
chairman
of
the
special
committee
on
j
lows: 1st place, 5 points; 2d place, 3
B. H. STINSON,
points; 3rd place, 1 point. Events as fuel economy of the Boston Chamber
General Agent.
of
Commerce.
The
statement
has
the
follows, and named in the order they
indorsement
of
the
board
of
directors
will be run off: (a) 100 yard dash,
MAINE CENTRAL PAM.ROAD
trial heats, entries, 3 men per bat of the chamber.
Eastern Standard l ime
“This j dvice,” it runs, “applies both
Trains Leave Rockland for
tery.
kugusta,
fl0.23a.
tn., |1.30 p m.
Spike track shoes will rot be worn. to anthracite and bituminous coal.
Bangor, f 10.25a. tn., tl.30 p. ni.
Officers of the regiment are not We believe that both are at their
Boston, |7.4O a. m., flO.25 a. tn., tl.30 p. m.
eligible, 1st four in each heat mayj lowest retail price for the year. With |
B'unswick, f7.4O a. ni., 110.25 a. tn., |l-30p.
X5.25 p. tn.
respect to anthracite we regret to |
enter finals.
. Lewiston, f7.40 a. m., |1.30 p. tn.
(b) 12 lbs. shot-put—Commence: state that a suspension in coal min
New York, f 1.30 p. in., 15.25 p. in.
Philadelphia, C5.2^ p. tn.
at same time the 100-yard dash be- ing is not at all unlikely Sept. 1, when I
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j. spent Sun-

Ivlth his par“w. Butler,
wood to

bake it

Every-Other-Da?

eastern steamship

,

.

Mr. aSP
E. B. Clark
THREE MEI A WEEK
Rockland.
/
Eert Crockett tlThvJM^fft's money
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
in hens and ls building a new hen
Itoekland. Maine, June 36, 1925.
house.
Fevw>n«ll> appeared Fran* 3 uyddH' who
Mrs. Bert Borneman of Thomaston
SB oath derives that he la preasman Io the
oBce at The Courier-Gazette. and that of 'he
was a guest of her parents the first
the iaaue of thia palter of June
of last week.
there was printed a total of 6,41
Mrs. E. B. Clark and sons Merrill
Before aaa,
THANK E. Ml
Notary
and Barrett were In Rockland last
week.
Mrs. L. W. Butler visited her
'shall
They that wait upon the
•4k*
daughter, Mrs. Bert Borneman in
shall
renew their strength;
Thomaston last week.
mount up with wing? as
they
J, JUSt
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Butler enter
shall run. and not be weai
d they
"O'* JW he* '
tained the following guests at their I
shall work, and rot fj
■Isaiah
W JTWell*
46:31.
home Sunday: Albert Vose of Roek
is no reason for you
land and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
*?ulook or feel this way
Gushee and sons Freeman and Da
How many of our readers are
mon and Mrs. Hattie Butler of Ap
POWDER
making use of their sets of mah
pleton, the latter being a neighbor
of Mr. and Mrs. Butler when they
johg? The inquhj'^is moved by an
lived in Appleton.
article
were^Kt reading in the
TJYT
The strawberries are ripening fast,
New York TimeTbearing thte
PLEASANT POINT
and the people here at the Highlands
tion ‘‘Will he get any bids?"
,
are to have green peas for their 4th
Mr. and Mrs H. E. Diller of Phila
of July dinner.
An advertisement in y Constipation produces disease, mis
delphia are at “Christmas Lodge” for
Times recorded with fmhrnature 0J3 age, senility. Have your
two months.
final and complete passi7 u
are constipated. They
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Haag, sons
THORNDIKEVILLE
strange infection which sw.
,
,
, ,
4-,
,
, ,
Maurice, Robert and Richard, with
this country a few months lce datly t0
hte?lth/‘,1
sh°uld
Master Herbert Hoche of Rockland their maid, are at the Chadwick cot
is spending his vacation with his tage for the summer.
numbered its victims literay off the parts of food the body does
mother, Mrs. John Pushaw, Jr.
hundreds of thousands, d left in the body, become horrible and
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mann of New
Mrs. Ellie Ingraham ls visiting her ton, Mass., are at their new cottage
news took the form of tly which breed sickness and often fatal
sister, Mrs. Arthur Price, in Bath.
for the season.
m<?.nt t?ait ?? ? U(,t?u.rwbowels don’t move, they need help badly,
Mrs. Georglanna Simonton of Si
sell in behalf of a h
Richard Dunn entertained a party
monton
Corner
is
visiting
Mrs.
Har

what they would
/•> l J
11»
of friends at his cottage over Sunday^
riet Carter.
number of mal ,
I If- Laldwell S
among them being Richard Elliot of
Mrs. Abbie F. Merrill has returned Thomaston and Richard Snow of
sorts that so
home from Boston where she has Rockland. A. W. Maloney made one
eagerly at
been visiting friends the past few of his clam chowders for their din
With the ‘‘as:
weeks.
ner.
would mate'
The Family Laxative
Master Earle Payson returned to
Capt. Roy Seavey was home from
his
hopie
in
Rockport,
after
a
week's
ber. and then
Camden Sunday.
visit
with
his
aunt,
Gladys
Demmons,
mah jong lily opens the gates of clogged-up bowels and allows
Mrs. Charles Vancor who has been
in this place.
mah jong t0 restore a healthful condition. It is the prescription
spending her vacation at “Roektteld"
Mrs. Jennie Doucette of Rockport cottage, guest of Mrs. Carl Webster,
racks
-ell used for years in his extensive practice and
is working for C. C. Childs.
has returned to her home ln Somer
trouble one^an t pleasing liquid combination of Egyptian senna
Harry Pushaw is ill with grippe ville. Mass.
proceeds of this aromatics. People have used it forover 30 yf •’
and tonsilltis at the home of his par
Miss Corinne Maloney, who has
ents.
back for his credkept millions healthy and well.
-ars’
employment ln^homaston, spent the
Mrs. Josephine Davis and son weekend with her parents.
his Investment, b
stronger if it
:
s
It Helps Kayo,
•*- » ; Warren are visiting at LesDr. Dana Newman of Waterville
of&Te Do Whxzf Owr
that the put
-Modes
Modes ofC,re
George ’“MU.
spent Sunday at the Whitt) r cotThe work of ? Livin«
ter Merrills.
\*'om
Hope tage on Gay's Island.
and appuri
fre
Several members'fR
__ -ui
bookkeepers. Professional men, clerk®,
of the !.
, m
Grange
visited
Pleasant
Valtvy- Rockland were?* V\e
nearly every # students, shop men and
by some l-*’
ootheient musdpne today, because of de
Grange Tuesday evening.
tage and Mr. and Jura.
a tempi,
’ Smith,
duce consul Liar activity, tends to proArthur Thorndike was in Rockport Earl Cogan and Miss
which, however
i Clark of
pated, you; pation. If you are comer
Tuesday to attend the funeral of Thomaston were at tj
Ina, as played here
/ottage SunPepsin.
need Dr. Caldwell s Syrup
Mark Ingraham.
day.
put the stupidest that
ally
provex
.000,000
bottles
used
annuCarl Devensaler of Rockport Is
At the meeting.
ever wasted their time
the Pleasant
It is sold rJ its effectiveness.
spending the summer with his uncle, Point Ipmrovemen»Soeiety laat Fri.
I futile and irrelevant co:
▼erywhere medicine is sold—
Linley Merrifield.
day evening the5 waa a iarge at.
were an insult to common sense,
nteed. Try it at our risk. Your
tendance and
excellent program.
the fact that the Chinese are an
ill return your money if it fails
romised.
lllgent people renders It sure
Dr. and Mrs.J George Payne of N'ew
CUSHING
Portlund, t'.4O a. tn., 110.25 a. tn., tl.30 p. in*
York and Px)f and Mrs Creager of
, through they provided us with
nN STBUP COMPANT
|5.25 p. m.
Mrs. Edna M. Ellis of North Anson Arizona \y;.e present and gave read
J implements for what is said to
Washington, C5.25 p. in.
has been in town.
lone of their favorite forms of
ings ,vh,ch were greatly enjoyed.
Waterville, 110.25 a. tn.. tl.30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Young have re ^h9e Friday evening entertainments
Woolwich, t7.40 a. m., 110.25 a. in., tl.30 p. in.,
Jtory amusement, they cynically
| , *5.25 p. in.
turned to Warren where they make
to themselves the real rules of
becoming very popular and all
{Daily, except Sundays. * Daily, except Saturday.
their home with their son Arthur. pxpect some good times during the
i-----------------------------game and turned over to the
C Daily, except Sat. to July 5, inc., and Aug. 25
George
Ryder
of
Camden
is
drlllim
to Sept. 20, inc., Tues., Thur;. end Sun.,
®er barbarleus some substitutes
summer. Jce cream is served each
J jly 7 to Aug. 23, inc.
an artesian well for W. A. Rivers.
.oe acceptance of which here con
week.
O. H. Woodcock and C. H. Wjes
firmed the yellow men in their be
Saturday morning dawned bright
are employed painting at the /ray nd clear and it was the day that all
Makes .all the difference in
lief ln their own superiority. But
cottage
at
Pleasant
Point.
the world in the appearance
if Americans “fell for” mpa-jong,
were to give their services on the
I
The item in regard to thrnumber new piece of State road leading to
of a home. If your woodwork
they very soon recovered their foot
attending the High School^ Thom Pleasant Point. By 7 o'clock the
is scarred or dulled, come in
ing and their sanity.
aston from this town thepast year crowd began to arrive; there were
end get a can of Neptunite
In local social circles mah jong
Interior Varnish, apply a coat
should have read ten- iktead of two. eight auto trucks hauling gravel and
made a feeble attempt to divide the
and you’ll be delighted with
The Ladies Aid mee'eaeh Wednes 24 men with hoes and shovels and
time with auction, while in count
the beautiful, lustrous finish
/Member .
day at the town h'jhe, getting ready they surely did work, and accom
HB83
and lasting result.
less homes where cards were taboo
for the fair to bvne]<j jn August. The plished nearly 300 feet of road.
Consolidated Stock Exchange
At
Is
ko
simply
and
cheaply
made
—
yet
several comrrttees are as follows: noon time dinner was served on the
of /lew York
the costly Chinese game found de
G<
Fancy table,.,lez Fogarty, Lana Kil- lawn in front of D. L. Maloney's house
votees. Books on mah jong, all dif
leran.
Wales, Mina Woodcock. where a long table had been built,
STOCKS and BONDS
is tHe most refreshing summer
fering in their rules, were to be
A Scoi
L^fiaseavey, Cora Fogerty. Geneva which was laden with beans, brown
Publishers of the
found on the family center table.
beverage known. — Make some today.
Tho.pson, Lizzie Fales: Aprons. Hat- bread, pickles and cakes and pies of
EnteH
NEPTUNITE VARNISH
WEEKLY FIMArtCIAL DIGEST
trff, Susie Holder, Mary Seavey, every description, with hot coffee, to
Most of us look with suspicion
Neptunite Interior — For Wood
Came
Xry Crute; Supper. Jennie Fales, which 32 hungry men sat down and
which is sent free to
work
upon the gas meter in the cellar and
ora Kllleran, Blanche Killeran, Hat were waited on by the ladies The
investors upon request
Neptunite Floor—For Floors
tie Burton, Carrie Wallace. Olive Riv second table was filled with 24 women u
Neptunite Rubbing—Where a
affect to question its accuracy when
The 17t|
Dull Finish Is Preferred.
ers, Dorothy Schmid, Nellie Young. and children, and after all had eater
the monthly bill arrives, tut here ®r"or’®
10 STATE STRUT
NeptuniteSpar—For Outdoor Use
Mrs. Agnes Hall; Mystery Tree, there was food enough left for an
comes the U. S. Bureau of Stand executive?
All
four
Neptunite
Varnishes
Gladys OrfT.
other just such crowd. Three gal'ons
are water-proof, heat-proof
ards which lias to do with all meas
The ol5^
Mrs. Mary Crute is home from of ice cream was presented by the
and mar-proof.
uring instruments, and reports that the honor;
Thomaston and Miss Fannie Crute is Turner Center Ice Cream Co.
At
home from Winsted, Conn., for the noon time Byron Coombs started a
the gas meter is the most accurate Brewster
DR. T. L. McBEATH
summer vacation.
H. H. CRIE & CO.
paper to raise more money and in a
Ip? 1
’ommercial means of measureir
very few minutes had taken in more
Osteopathic Physician
town to man. One of the _
ROCKLAND, ME.
than $100. The summer people were
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
WHITE HEAD
1 thland gas companies test
on hand to do their part, as earn
Tale phon. 136
School closed on White Head Fri man came with a hoe and they con
n V< 2l)iJ^^meters per 1
St
UNION ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
i
Ci D*
£D _.1_ J up under my shoulder blades and into
day after a very successful term tributed freelj* towards raising m oney Charles
Graduat.
of
American 8chool a*
St.
rierre
of
1
ortland
,
niy
chest
ltn(i
,
t
collId
hardly
get
my
m'
taught by C. E. Haley of Machias, for more road. The people here at
Oateopathy
Says
He
Doesn't
Believe
breath.
Often
my
stomach
would
feel
Estate
or
Lavinia
M.
Snow
claimed^____
The children planned on a picnic Pleasant Point are always willing to
STATE OF if AIN E
A—.
l-j:„ A
80 801'e 1 couldn't eat a good meal for
W. A. JOHNSTON. RE6. FHO.
out-doors somewhere on the Island put their hands in their pockets to
two peij■491
T
I
Any Man His Age Has a a whHle week an(1 [ was so tlred____
out To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probut owing to the severe storm the help a good cause, and are working
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
ally
and
exhausted
that
I
would
sit
HaT'ln
Better Stomach Than He
picnic was held ln the schoolhouse. hard to get a good road. The road
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
down in the first chair I came to I sal(j <,.<(im(y and Willis Snow of said Rockto keep
^^(53
The children and visitors had a happy commissioner, Sam Olson, is on his
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Has Now.
when
I
got
home
from
work.
I
was
1
land,
that
her
and
Ada
C
Krebs
of
(
aliPRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
6upt.
time and there was an abundance of job. and a large piece of road is being
,,,
.
.....
sti„,ted
tint
I
hml
tn
take
ferula.
Richard
K.
Snow,
tsraet
Snow,
J°bn
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
so constipated that 1 nail to uae i
snow, Addie B. Snow, Woodbury 51. Snow,
good things.
Those present beside built. To the men from the upper
meme
LARGES.
<(£). 1026. Western Newspaper Union.)
large doses of strung physics which |j.,j>ert a Snow, Maude Hall and Martha
the pupils were Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Here
Is
the
reason
Karnak
is
part of the town who gave their serv
370
Main Street, Rockland
weakened
me
all
the
more,
and
I
just
F
Ttltus.
oil
of
Rockland,
Knox
County
:
Andrews, Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell ices, also to the summer peop'e and breaking all records in Rockland at
Vertical.
Horizontal.
felt miserable -ill over
«‘>en
Bai" “f Blverslde. California, Lucy
Mrs. Charles Robinson and Miss Etta
the
Corner
Drug
Store.
ten
miseralile
all
over.
I
Lovey,
of
Massachusetts.
Georee
L
Bur1— A wonder
CIto deaden the nolae of
to the ladies of Broad Cove and
ell, .sir, I got suchwonderful re- | idg),' of Alaska. Edward S Snow. Annabel
2— Fourth note of scale
Mitchell.
Vlctrola music and sing
ern -Food sampler
11—Extent
The sensational medicine is proDR. E. W. PEASLEE
Hawthorne’s Point who sent food dueing
results—amazing results—and
and lief
lief from
from my
my first
first be
bottle of Karnak Snow and Theodore Snow- of Winthrop. Mass.,
3— Brother
-The least whole number
ing by the school was enjoyed.
Lee
and Charles W. Snow of Xew lork are the
Pleasant Point extends thanks and auctng results amazing resuua am.
4— To permit the use of for a time
Pu—Regarding
Dentist
Mason, Guy Robinson and Merle
throughout Maine (tnd New that 1 bought two at one time the
nv|nt in different States, of lavinia
6— Anxious
hopes that they derive much pleas people
p,i—Resembling angels
Hampshire are testifying by the hun- next trip so as to be sure and not I q snow, lale of Roekland. In said County of Tuesday and Friday Evenings by
Marston sang America and other se
ft—Flower groWn extensively ln
7—Belonging to
IS—Cauldron
ure traveling over the new road af
Appointment
lections in a very pleasing manner.
dred.s to its marvelous powers, run out of it. I have taken four
Holland
'Jo—Evil spirit
ter it is completed.
7— Plant from which Indigo comes
Mrs. Ingerson of Boston Is the
Nothing on earth can keep Karnak bottles now and I don t think there *s|fonOWB:—a certain parcel of real estate sh Tel. 38.
21— African antelope
375 Main 8t.
Rockland
22— Biblical charaoter who sold his 8— Thus
out of the homes.
a man my age who has a better I uated in Rockland, in the Coimty of Knox,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence In
Office Hours; 8:30 te 5:00
9
—
Telegraphic
transfer
(abbr.)
Among the many remarkable re- stomach than I do now. 1 am eating | »n.<!A«»“
birthright
Tussday and Friday Evehinia 6:30 te 1:00
NORTH APPLETON
gerson.
14—Comfort
59-tf
!><—Ribbed fabrlo
26—To close 10—To deny
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Dorr are enter
ports of recovery to health after tak- JU8t bkc I please and don't havea I |h(_actuated on the
following Be
16—Level
17—Burden
26—Slowly (musical term)
Charles Plummer has a new ear, as ing Karnak is that of Charles St h*t o£ trouble afterward. . In fact. I scribed pr.mi,es. joine being and meaning one
taining
company
at
their
cottage.
19
—
Orange-colored
bird
l28—Any of varying appearances of
also has W. E. Hall.
Pierre, of 55 Arcadia street. East have not been bothered 'with indi-- undivided
Rocky HUI Point.
I 21—Frightful
23—Useful
I
an object
ARTHUR L ORNE
Wednesday marks the advent of the Deering? District, Portland, Me., whose gestion, gas or constipation since 1 on_________
29—Affectations
80—Pedal digits : 25—Stack of wheat
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Mitchell, Miss
tj,e n,)r!t, _ by
land of Latlily Nichols, land
_____________
28—Soft drink
II—Rule (French)
34—Trails 27—Native metal
new drivers of the mail: Howard experience with the medicine is re- started on Karnak, and1 have so I of heirs of Lorer.7.o Sweet and land of
Etta
Mitchell,
and
C.
E.
Haley
of
the
Insurance
37—Toward the lee side (nautical) ! 31—French dramatic poet; also city
Proctor of Appleton, the Unionmuch new strength that evenings I JJenry
. j8—Distress signal
ln Wisconsin
t Light attended the piano recital given Searsmont route, and W. F. Tilden lated here just as he tells it.
Succeaaor ta A. J. Breklns, A Oo.
by
Miss
Margie
Stahl
in
Rockland
32—Fervor generated by enthusiasm «
“The way this Karnak has fixed Ret out and work about the house an(j by tiivu,conveyed to James A. Creighton;
40—To throw one’s self heavily
417 MAiN 8T. .... ROCKLAND
for anything
<1—Tram
42—Picture by camera
Wednesday night.
Miss Mitchell is of North Hope, the route to Camden. ae up just beats anything I ever " hen f gethome from work. Karnak southerly by land of AM Col* and land of
The Beethoven Club met Sunday me
I 33—Top of a house
aw,” says Mr. St. Pierre.
hasn't an equal."
S& ^Vo2“bS'h flSV^d
44—Biblical form of “yes”
a pupil of Miss Stahl and took part in
3ft—Saved
4 5—Preposition
4 ft—Idlers 35—Dug with a hoe
evening for a rehearsal with Mrs.
the recital.
“Forover ten years I suffered from
Over 500,000 bottles of Karnak sold I roa() anfj ian(j of vinal Allen west of said
48— Physician (abbr.)
38—Finely stratified rock
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Mrs. Neil Cole and son Phillip of Grace Johnson. }
stomach trouble, and although I'took hi four States in ten months.
road; and westerly by land of Chyles Rice,
89—Precipitous
42—The head
49- e-High ln stature
Recent
guests
at
Sunnyside
were
all
kinds
of
treatments
and
medicines
I
Karnak is sold in Rockland exelu-1
hereby to convey
Machias have arrived here and are
43—By word of mouth
60—Organs of head
Attorney and Counselor at
63—Furrowed 46— Chemical workshop (abbr.)
62—Good to eat
occupying Capt. Dunn’s small bunga. Mr. and Mrs. J. Asbury Pitman of Karnak is the first thing that ever got lively by the Corner Drug Store, in the Interest In said limerock conveyed to me
Salem, Mass., Rev. and Mrs. George to the roots of my trouble.
47— Standing room only (abbr.)
Law
low.
Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall JJgBarri* s,arl[llole as trustee, November 19,
eolation will appear la next Issue, j 49—Seventh note of scale
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Andrews enter Hamlen of Lewiston, Mrs. Julia M.
“I had such terrible pains In thelow- Store; in Union liy Gordon -Lovejoy I ’a certain parcel of Real Estate, situated 431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINS
61—Point of compass
tained guests from New York City Chaples of Denver. Colo., Miss Adna er part of my stomach I could hardly C., and by the leading druggist ini In Rockland In the County ot Knox and Telepeonee—Office 468) House 693-R
State of Aftitie, and hounded as follows :
Augusta and Rockland over the week Pitman of Appleton and Mrs. Ida stand up and would gradually work . every city.—adv.
Beginning on the nortlierly side of Pleas
Pease and S. J. and A. L. Pease of
end.
,
ant Street, so-called, and on the westerly side
Solution to Saturday’^ Puzzle
Quite a few from the Islands at North Hope.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
of a twelve foot road (said road lying wes
The
crew
working
at
BurkettvUle
terly and adjoining land set off to Eliza Perry
tended the dance at Spruce Head
Oth, Heart: I te 6 ted 7 te ( P. ■.
lQ|u|l lEiTlU'Sl naiaaniz]
aa
dower,
said
road
being,
reserved
for
the
for
the
Fenwick
Lumber
CompantSaturday night.
accommodation of said lot and also for the
uBTfTOLLl AjC IjDS
finish
work
Friday
for
a
vacation
In
until • A. M. and ky Atueletaeaf
■Mrs. J. K. Lowe of Spruce Lodge
accommodation of the tenement over the
should s9*r good digestion, steady
Talaphon, 164
northerly store belonging to said estate) ;
□HOB u rnsBp
was the guest of Mrs. Walter Rack which to do their haying.
thence westerly by said Pleasant street, sev
nerves,,^jerjjl disposition, energy and
F. S. Meservey is having a short
THOMA8TON. ME.
liff, Wheeler’s Bay Wednesday and
A
nmn
h
enty
four
feet
to
the
southwest
corner
of
said
vacation from h'is work in the mill of
strength? Bull, be as hungry as a bear,
enjoyed an auto trip to Rockland
All-'
lot: thence northerly by the westerly line of
said lot, ninety-two feet to the northwest cor
C. E. Haley left Friday mornin_ J. A. Robbins at Searsmont.
and then havdL. oUr stomach go wrong
ner of said lot; thence easterly by the north
for Lewiston where he will make his
after eating, Ip suffer distress, gas
DR. JAMES KENT
line of said lot ninety-two feet to land con
aunt a short visit.
nected with the northerly store belonging to
pains, acid fermentation, belching, per
said estate: thence southerly at right an
Mrs. Charles Robinson and son El
Osteopath
gles with said north line sixteen feet: thence ^SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
haps drowsinek, is wrong, and such a
E mer were the guests of Mrs. Charles
easterly parallel with said north line, four
E Burke at Spruce Head last week.
condition shoulij be overcome at once.
feet to the before mentioned road; thence
86-tf
TeleDnone 323
southerly by said road to the first mentioned
Miss Mary Robinson Is at Mrs. II.
□HOT
•«L. F.” ATWOOD’S Medicine in
bounds: together with the buildings thereon
LAUNDRY WORK
OILS AND GREASES
O. Gurdy’s, Rockland, for the sum
that the owners of said real estate cannot
sma|Z ’oses will quickly relieve these undispose of their separate Interests without
•Bn mer.
AiL
» * .lit s5\nptoms,
\nptoms, and assist Nature
Imery B. Howard, D. D. S.
loss.
Call
170
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Mason
were
Call
ir
Bit AiTl
Wherefore your Petitioners pray that Wil
lunctiw"* normally. It acts on the inbusiness visitors at Rockland last
THURSTON OIL CO.
lis Snow or some other suitable person be
HIA 77ERE
People
’
s
Laundry
DENTIST
week.
authorized to sell said real estate at public
nildly laxative in its eftinal trflL is mildly
17 Limerock Street
Wholesale and Retail
or private sale and distribute the proceeds,
1ENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS
t, and then before
befor meals in small
Our 180 Pa^e
after paying expense! among said heirs ac | Above IIuston-Tuttle Book Store
We do all kinds of Laundry
Oils for All Purposes
cording to their respective rights therein.
doses, creates a healthy appetite, aids
Work. Family Washing a
SOUTH UNION
guests of their grandparents,
Catalog, Free
Dated this fifth day of June, A I). 11425.
ROCKLAND. ME.
39t(
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough;
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
and Mrs. J. D. Thurston.
digestion, and keeps the bowels moving
CHARLES 8. HALL,
Elizabeth Harding is home for her
for
the
asking,
list!
WILLIS
.SNOW,
-inish
Flat
Work.'
Miss Sadie Burgess solicited food
freely and normally. 50^, all dealers.
I Corner Park and Broad Sts. KNOX COl\’TY:—
summer vacation. Miss Harding is
just what you want
Collars.
for the dinner at Union last week
In Court of Probate, held at Rockland, on
A. C. MOORE
1 cent a dote
principal of the Hardy Grammar
The
K
&
W
deale>|
with good results.
the 12th
of June.
On
the^petition
aforesaid,
Ordered.
That
in
your
neighbor
L F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me. School tit Beverly. Mass.
Frank Hills and Mrs. Loring of
MONUMENTS
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
Helen and Ruth Ripley are home
notice In* given, by publishing a copy of said
Piano Tuner
each item for you.
San Francisco were callers at Mrs.
petition, with this order thereon, three week
from their school work, both teach
Telephone Connection
Telephone
205
hood
has
or
can
ge
WITH THE MAINE MU8IC CO.
iL. G. Williams’.
. |
successively, the first publication being thirty
ing in Massacln setts.
days prior to the 21st day of July next, In
Write today
—
Gilchrest
FLY SCREENING
J. D. Thurston and family were in
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
Public curiosity naturally ariset
Kendall
&
Whitne;
|
—
I
ki Rockland, that all persons interested may
Black
Galvanized
Augusta last week.
IVlOnUmentai VV orivs I atten(j a
of Probate then to be hold, u
Portland, Me.
L R. CAMPBELL
Mr. and Mis. Herbert Leach and as to whether the Ancient and Hon
.
e
•
.
|
at
Rockland, and show cause, if any, why]
Copper Bronze
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
IR25) |
Main Street
I
prayer of 8aid petition should not bt
Mrs. William fjould spent a tew orable Artillery Company willtfiehal
admitted
General
Dawes
to
rTha Fameut Sheet Music you see adver
days in Portland last week, return
Tka-xffitton, Maine
grained.
BDWAR|, K COULD, Judge.
Attorney At Law
H. H. Crie & Co.
tised In all the leadb.j magazines.
ship has any old rules thWiON'la I
ing Saturday night.
Over 220 eelections—send lor
MEMORIALS I A true copy,—Attest:
drastic
revision.
—
Springfield
T r«tnlna'ie
179 MAIN «T< ROCKLAND. I
72-T-78
UEMBY H PAYSON, Register.
Richard MansfW and little broth
456 Main Street, Rockland
do, N. Y.( are Haw.
MALW'F MLPhi8 organization.” e.
Or MlJ
AND DANCING, I
Billie, of
•ubiless many others w ho

The Courier-Gazette

best

with

DAVIS
BAKING

NATION
jf

fRUP PEPSIN

’Beautiful
Woodwork]

fe-WORD PUZZLE

CHAS. P. DOW & GO.

Gorl Appetite!

Telephone
Direcfory

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Rm4mm
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Every-Other-Day
WALDOBORO
Mrs. John B. Deaver of Philadel
phia arrived at Medomak Lodge Sat
urday.
ltev. Guy C. McQuaidee Is attend
ing the Denominational Camp meet
When Better Automobiles Are Built, Buick Will Build Them
ing at Conway, N. H., where he is
to be one of the speakers.
IMI-A
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Bond have been
in Boston for a week.
Mrs. Lillian Levensaler and Miss
Elsie Levensaler of Boston are the
guests of Mrs. Etta Davis.
Miss Clara S. Gay and Miss Dora I.
Gay of Boston, who have been visit
ing Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Gay, have
gone to their camp at Martin's Point
for the season.
Ferris Thomas spent the weekend
at A. F. Bond’s.
ln spite of the storm the supper
given by the Odd Fellows in their
dining hall was well attended.
At a special meeting of Wiwurna
'hupter, O. E. S„ degrees were con
ferred on Mrs. Asa I. Moody. Mrs.
Irving Moody and Mrs. Dennis Mank.
Friday evening 40 members of the
hapter were guests of Golden Rod
Chapter, Rockland.
The concert by the Paragon Button
Corporation Band scheduled for the
Star Theatre Thursday evening was
postponed until July 9. The concert,
which will be given at 8 o’clock, is
free to the public. The band has the
following fairs and carnivals already
listed for the season: July 3 and 4,
carnival at Bluehill: July 22 and 23.
carnival at Ellsworth; Sept. 1, 2 and
SWSF!
.1. Hancock County Fair, Ellsworth;
Sept. 8, 9 and 10, Hancock Agricul
tural Fair at Bluehill; Montville Fair
always
new car buyers
and the Union Fair at which the band
has played for 16 years.
and also
Buick’ dependable
The famous play "Ten Nights In a
Bur Room” that pleased large audi
ences at the Strand Theatre In Rock
construction'results in a much longer
land last week will play one night
only at thje Star Theatre here Wed
for Buicks than is
the
nesday evening. July tl at popular
prices, presenting the popular play
span of
motor car.
with Its special scenery.
Mrs. May Welt of Rome, N. Y, has
opened her home for the summer.
In "Madame Sans-Gene” to be giv
en at the Star Theatre tonight, Gloria
Swanson attains the crowning point
of her sensationally successful career.
- 57 PARK STREET
The play, a classic of the stage, has
been produced under the supervision
of the French government and many
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them
of the articles of dress, Jewelry and
stage settings were the properties of
Napoleon Bonaparte, the Empress
Miss Frances Crooker has finished
Josephine and Marie Louise.
The
WASHINGTON
her course at Castine Normal School
whole picture has been produced upon
and
is
at
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Johnston and
a scale which for sumptuousness and
The Misses Roy of Union Are at
daughter Martha of Kennebunk, are
artistry is unequalled.
“Madam
Camp
Medomak
where
they
have
settled on their farm here for the
Sans-Gene" unfolds against a ro
employment.
season.
mantic background of the Faris of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Poland of Napoleon's day the tale of a young
Mr. and Mrs. James Aldridge and
Malden, have arrived at Camp Me French laundress who by her wit and
children are at the Chaplin farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnston of domak for the season. Camp opens beauty rises to become a power be
Camden were in town recently vis-iJuly first- ^Ir- Poland is having ex hind the throne. Napoleon ls played
Ring Mr. Johnston’s mother, Mrs.1 tensive improvements made
his by Emile brain, Lefebre by Charles
Ella Johnston.
I camP thls 5'earDe Roche, Neipperg by Warwick
A large number from this com - ' Wallace Holmes, a chef at -Camp Ward and Empress Marie Ixtuise by
munlty went to Augusta last week Medomak, Is here for the sea»n.
Suzanne Bianchetti.
to be present at a hearing before
Miss Lang of Somerville, Mass.,
*the State Highway Commission visiting her aunt. Miss Bertha
MARTINSVILLE
asking that construction be begun , Stevens at Camp Wetona.
Circle meets with Mrs. Thankful
on Highway P leading from Rock.Mrs. Steven Sidelingcr and chil Harris on Thursday.
land through the towns of Rockport, dren of Malden are visiting relaThe Circle supper and social which
Hope, Union, Washington and Som- tives and friends here.
was postponed from Thursday night
Harry Newcomb arrived at Camp to Friday 'night on account of the
ervllle to Cooper's Mills.
Camp Wetona will open June 30 Medomak last week.
weather, though not largely attended
W. J. Bryant of Union was a bus! was quite satisfactory financially
and every department is having a
thorough renovating. Miss Bertha ness visitor at this place recently.
$19 being netted, which was pre
William Bowes is at Mrs. Nellie sented to the Grange towards the
Stevens of Somerville, Mass., owner
afld manager, is sparing ho'paths to Paul’s for a few weeks,
payment of the electric lights.
put this camp in excellent condition. • jiiss jiarion Mitchell Ils spending
Mrs. Van Renssalaer and family
Mrs. Nellie Tibbetts was a guest; a few days in Malden, a guest of F. with her aunt, Mrs. Prince, all of El
mira, N. Y, arrived at the Sentinels
at A. O. Sherman’s last week.
M. Sawyer.

uestion: why is

I

A

it that there are
more than a million
Buicks in use today?

Because Buicks are

popular with

s

because

life

ordinarily

service of a

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

I

In the first quarter of 1925
Graham Brothers built and sold
more r/2 ton trucks than any
other manufacturer in the world.
In the 1 ton and r/2 ton fields
combined, Graham Brothers
ranked second.

Publication of these facts is
prompted wholly by the belief
that truck buyers are entitled
to know the trend of the times.
With the facts before them, few
would consider buying other
equipment without first deter
mining the reasons for Graham
Brothers rapid advance.
1-Ton Chassis, $1160; I’/fc-Ton Chassis, $1345; Delivered
I.

DYER’S

GARAGE, INC.

TELEPHONE 124

54 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Graham Brothers
Trucks
SOLD BY DODGE BROTHERS
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

VINi

TUNE

IAVEN

Miss Harriett Vinal, who has been
teaching at Natick, Mass., Is home
STATION W.fcC.
for the summer.
Mrs. OHvla Carver of North Ha
Broadcasting Fra
ven arrived Friday to attend the 25th
anniversary ette-cises of
Union
church. '■ She ls the guest of Mrs. W.
Y. Fossett.
LISTEN IN ON THE BIG PROGRAM GIVEN EVERY HOUR
Miss Marion Black arrived the past
IN EVERY DAY BY THE WHOl/E FORD FAMILY, YOUNG
week from Chelsea, Mass., where she
has been teaching.
AND OLD, ASSISTED BY OTHER FAVORITES •
'
’’S' /•
Miss Evelyn Chilles was In Rock
land Thursday.
A Ford—graduated in 1918—improved with age ................ $35.00
,<Z'
Mr. Senft, who has been a guest at
3 Chevrolet.—a trio of winners ......................
$125.90 to 175.00
Mrs. Mary L. Arey's leaves this week
Oakland 1921—6 cylinder—will please th. family ................. 100.00
for his home In Cincinnati.
3 Ford Coupes—buds of 1920 and 1924 ................... 275.00 to 425.00
Ernest Arey is the guest of Miss
5 1924 Touring Cara—wonderful for year-olds
Ruth* Brown at Camden.
1 1925 Tudor Sedan—the prims donna of the bunch
Warren Towle left the past week
1 Reo—six cylinders—still going—1920
for Berlin. N. H.
1 Mitchell—five passenger touring car—excellent voie.
Miss Barbara Ruby of Cincinnati
1 Light Overland Model Four—a star
is at Mrs. Mary L. Arey's.
1 1924 Ton Truck Chassis—Warford Transmiasion
Mrs. Leslie Clark and daughter
5 On.-Ton Trucks—voices a little cracked—strong lungs
Eileen of WWterport arrived the first
A whole Jazz Band of Harley-Davidson Motorcycles, ea. $75.00
of the week and wtf, remain for the
summer.
TRY OUR 30x3'/2 CORO TIRES FOR STATIC ...................$ 8.00
Miss Alice Creed was called to
Stoneham, Mass., this week by Illness
STATION W.G.C.
of her sister, Mrs. Percy Spear.
IL. II. Bucklin Is expected this
Broadcasting From
week from Hallowell.
Mrs. Parker Holmes of Texas is
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
SIGNING OFF
Ralph Bickford.
Mrs. Murray and Mrs. Newbert of
GOOD NIGHT
78-80
Union are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George Newbert.
Mr. and 'Mrs. J. A. Davis have re
EAST WALDOBORO
turned from Hallowell.
Mrs. Eva Masters and son Edmund
Miss Marietta Ingerson who has
were recent guests of her sister, Mrs. been teaching nt Pearl River, N. Y.
Unless in this
distinctive
Ethel Hanna.
Is home for the summer vneation.
bottle—it's a
Miss Luella Wilcox who has been a
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coffin and
substitute!
Miss Muriel Coffin were in Itoekland guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Roberts,
AKES you glad to think that the
has returned to Chestnut Hill, Mass.
Wednesday.
whole wide world love* NuGrape.
Donald Patterson left Thursday for
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Levi Rokes and son Austin
No matter where you go—North, South,
Eugley of Warren were callers in Colorado Springs, for a two week's
----NuGrape
East or West • -yout’’ll find
trip as delegate of Maine sent by his
this place Thursday.
making people forget all about the
Mrs. Lena Heron and Mrs. M. A. fraternity of the Maine University.
humid, sizzling heat. Bringing perfect
L. C. Smith returned f
Rock
Bowers of Martin's Point called at
refreshment as it throttles the dtyett of
land Saturday.
Charles Bowers Tuesday.
dry, hot thirsts.
Miss Elizabeth Smith left .
’.ay
Mrs. George iNewbert and Mkts
Cool off at the next thirst station with
em
Winnie Winslow of Warren spent for North Haven where she .
icy, sparkling NuGrape. And be sure
ployment for the summer.
Wednesday with Mrs. Isaac Mank.
to order a case sent home, it tastes even
Mrs. Clinton Teele was tn Rockland
Miss
Una
Clark
of
Augusta
Is
vis
Special Stage Performance
better—out of one’s own ice box.
Saturday.
Itlng Mrs. Nellie S. Reever.
Arthur Brown arrived Saturday
of
Misses Addle and Emma Pitman
iYWHER
called on Miss Ella Mank and Mrs. from Boston for a vacation of three
d bottle to prevent substitution.
trade-marked
weeks which he will spend with his
Susan Lermond Tuesday.
At all soft drink dealers
George Miller and family of Wash parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bown.
and soda fount* • . .
VH. M. Noyes of North Haven was ln
ington spent Sunday at Austin Mil
town the past week to aittend the 25th
ler’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry of Warren and anniversary of Union church.
(DRINK
,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson of
Mr. and Mrs. James Mank motored
The World’s Most Famous to Pemaquid Sunday.
Marlboro, Mass., tpe guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson, Mrs, and Mrs. Alfred Raymond.
Play
Llghtkeeper and Mrs. Wells left
Sadie Black and Miss Jessie Black
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. this week for Lubec.
Produced with Special Scenery.
Rrt VSPMOff
Mrs. Sada Robbins was in the city
Guy Bessey. Augusta.
IMITATION GRAPE-MOT
JUICE .
With Singing and Dancing
Saturday.
Mrs. Emily Jameson is visiting rel
Miss
Christine
Raymond
has
re

, Specialties Between the Acts
atives in Bath.
Norman Miller and family spent turned to North Haven having been
POPULAR PRICES
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Andrew the guest of her uncle, Alfred Ray
mond.
Bean, Appleton.
NUGRAPE BOTTLING—tL
Hector Carney arrived Sunday from
Miss Gladys Butler of Auburn i
New
York
for
his
usual
vacation
with
visiting her aunt. Mrs. James Mank.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 78b M
10 PARK STREET
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Car
Camden Opera House
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Mank of Fat
ney.
mingdale were weekend guests of Mr,
A large sun parlor Is being added to
Thursday Evening July 2 and Mrs. L. L. Mank.
Mr. .and Mrs. George Law and the residence of Thad Carver on
children of Union, who have recently Carver street.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby enter
returned from Indiana were at John
on Wednesday.
Gen. and Mrs. Lord Coffin's Sunday.
tained a few friends Saturday in
of Washington, D. C., arriving Friday
Miss Ursula Hanna of New Harbor honor of the birthday of their little
for the summer season.
Among those present
ls visiting her sister Mrs. Clarence son Richard.
were Ills two great grandmothers,
Mr. and Mrs. Ayer of Thomaston Hoffses.
are occupying the Elms (formerly the
Mrs. F. M. Johnson called on Mrs Mrs. Susan R. Lane and Mrs. Marga
Ogier home.)
ret E. Libby.
Dinner was served
Ethel Hanna Tuesday.
Mrs. G. K. Marshall of West Som
Miss Ella Mank enjoyed a motor which included a large birthday cake
}r■.lllwfti!.
erville, Mass., arrived Friday for the ride with friends to Camden and the with its two candles.
/ rf// dClUdf
Mrs. Abbie Creed and daughter
season at her summer home, Mars fish hatchery.
Hall.
*
Misses Myra and Winnie Fitch of Bernice arrived Friday from Boston
Gen. and Mrs. Lord go to Poland Worcester, Mass., called at L. L. and will spend the summer vacation
»
Spring on Monday where Gen. Lord Mank’s Saturday evening enroute to at their home on High street.
Marston's Orchestra of Rockland
will address the Governors who will their home in Rockland.
he entertained by Gov. Brewster at
Clarence and John Coffin and fam gave a dance Thursday evening nt
a banquet on Tuesday.
Memorial hall which was well at
Hies were in Wiscasset Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. George Gee of Bel
School closed Friday after a sue tended.
Lane's Orchestra held a dance at
mont, Mass., and Mrs. Gee’s mother, cessful term taught by Mrs. Ethel
Mrs. Mary Hupper who has spent the Hanna. All hope she will teach here North Haven Friday evening with
winter in Melrose, Mass., arrived Fri this year.
large attendance.
ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT
day.
Miss Sara Bunker has returned
The Social Club held a picnic at
LIME CORP.
J. W. Hupper and daughter Lily the Rock schoolhouse Thursday. from Bristol. Conn., where she has
with Mrs. G. K. (Marshall as their There were about 20 present.
The been teaching and will Npend the
ROCKLAND. MAINE
guest dined at the Drift Inn on Sun officers were re-elected: President, summer months with her parents,
day.
Doris French; vice president, Bertha Mr. and Mrs. Nelson 'Bunker.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred K. Coombs have
Miss Margaret Harris is home from Storer;
secretary and treasurer,
Farmington for the summer.
Laura Brackett. A fine program was sold their bungaloo “Look Out" at
Shore Acres to Mrs. Della Annls, was us follows; J. II. Sanborn,chair
Miss Mildred Bachelder is at home enjoyed.
for a vacation.
man; H. M. Noyes, secretary; T. E.
Mrs. Edna Wilbur and daughter West Rockport.
Libby, treasurer; John Lowe, II. .1. I
Rev. and Mrs. Hazleton and family Hazel have returned to Massachu
Wells, W. 8. Carver, Mrs. T. G. Lib
of Dexter are at The Anchorage.
setts.
The 25th anniversary of Union by, Mrs. M. R. Wharff, Mrs. C. B.
Miss Caroline E. Alden of Bayonne,
Mrs. Ethel Winslow and children church was observed Friday evening,
N. J., and sister, Mrs. Alice M. Hodg- spent Sunday with Mrs. Austin Miller.
Vinal.
June 25. The church was artistical
The pastors since the building of
don of Hampden Highlands are occu
ly decorated and the exercises were the new church; Herman J. Wells,
pying the Bachelder homestead for
listened
to
attentively
by
the
large
SUNSET
the summer.
1897-1900; Robert A. Colpltts, 1901audience. The Vlnalhaven Band, W. 1904; Albert A. Hanscom, 1904-1906;
Kenneth Hooper of Rockland was
Charles Weymouth is working for
Adelbert Smith, director, played sev Isaac H. Lidstone. 1906-1908; Oscar
a recent guest at Capt. and Mrs. Ed Elmer B. Eaton, the plumber.
When you begin to earn
eral pleasing selections on the church S. Smith, 1908-1911; Charles F. Smith
ward Harris’.
Mrs. Henry Haskell is entertaining
lawn before the ceremonies.
At 7 1911-1913; William Magwood. 1913You should begin to save.
M illiam Cook is having his house her sister and niece, Mrs. Fred Perry
o’clock the following program was 1917; Alfred C. Elliot. 1917-1919;
shingled.
and Miriam.
given: Singing of hymn by congre Charles 11. B. Sellger. 1919-1922; E.
There will be a big time in the
Mr. and Mrs. Miller Colby have
gation; saxophone solos, “Kiss Me W. Stebbins; 1923-1921; Albert <1.
I. O. O. F. hall the night before the gone to their cottage by the seashore
Again” and “One Fleeting Hour,” by
Fourth with special feature pictures
Mrs. Rosa V. Packard was the Alton Nelson; soprano solo, "My Lad Henderson, 1925.
from 7.30 until 10 and dancing with guest of her sister, Mrs. Lizzie B
die" and "Annie Laurie” by Mrs.
the famous Oriental 5-plece orches Sellers, Sunday.
Margaret Henderson; record of pas
429 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
tra from 10 until 2.
REACH—DEER ISLE
Mrs. Leonard Powell and children tors and dates of service read by
John, Edward and Priscilla and Mr, Secretary Mrs. Mary L. Arey, while
Mrs. Bertie Morey has a new Ford
A strictly mutual savings
Powell, Sr., arrived Friday from Hyde Dorothy Cobh ahd Ruth Brown per
OWL’S HEAD
sedan.
Park,
Mass.,
to
spend
the
summer
at
bank
formed the honorary service with
Miss Pearl Borgerson of Rockland
Capt. and Mrs. Tain coin Watts and
their cottage.
carnations in memory of the pastors. daughter, Mrs. Stanley Foster and
spent the weekend with her brother,
Miss
Muriel
Hardy
arrived
from
A. B. Borgerson.
Rev. A. G. Henderson, the present son Richard of Abington, Mass., who
* DEPOSITS
Mrs. P. H. Plalsted and daughter Bangor Monday and is the guest of pastor, then read letters from the for have been at the Bowe homestead, |
her
grandmother,
Mrs.
Leslie
Hardy
mer pastors; reading "The 'Silver Mrs. Watts’ former home, for a lew
Florence of Waterville are here for
Made during the first four
at North Deer Isle.
j
the summer.
Wedding," by Evelyn Mj^^pn; con da>SHH^^IM
Bangor Thursday,!
Mrs. S. E. Sylvester has been taken tralto solos, "Who Know
days
of the month will
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Snow of
(daughter. Mrs. Foster
Camden are here for the summer at from her son's home, Lewis Sylves laby Moon" by Blanch'
jat to Boston. Capt.
draw
interest
from the first
ter,
to
the
honfe
of
her
daughter,
Mrs.
their home.
report of building comij^
then proceeded to
Mrs. (Mattie Maddoeks has been in Colby, who will care for her during tor; reading, "Making
day
of
that
month.
^Machias and visited
pose.” Mrs. Florence
town a week cleaning her house her convalescence.
£es along the coast.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
Miss Mary O’Toole came Tuesday phone solo, “Heart'
getting It in readiness to let.
Ifednesday.
J
One wants to visit the gift shop to spend the summer at her cottage. Lida Greenlaw.
‘van a ml daughter
Mrs. Melvin Southworth and fam Smith and Horace
at Owl's Head Intf. Mrs. Trescott
Mass., and her
iRoll cal^
has very many beautiful things in ily arrived from Springfield, Mass., panists.
Torrey, are at
last week for the summer.
It.
were pronounced b.
• tlie sumMiss Kate Sylvester, who has been ceremonies were fol
BRAND
Watch out for the date when the
THIRTY
weekly dances start at "Owl’s Head staying with Jlrs. Annie Schroeder lunch ln the vestry .
ht
who
has
has gone to her own home, Birch Tree enjoyed. A brief hr
Inn.”
ligh School,
Inn.
the church will not \
Mrs. Martha Maddoeks has rented
her sister
Mr. and Mrs. Gluyas Williams and
In the spring of IS
her house for the summer to Dr.
?y Davis)
Frohock and family. He expects to family are spending the summer at Vlnalhaven citizens
Tuesday,
Dunham’s Point.
selves Into a society w
occupy It July 1.
who have
Mr. and Mrs. George Hardy and to build a house of wor
Frank MacDonald visited at P. K.
w
\da and
family have moved to Stonington and Carver, Moses Websted
Reed's last week.
jummer,
Lane were appointed a
Dr. and Mrs. McNorton of Mon will reside there permanently.
at^'
Friday was "Brownie Day" in the mlttee.
They bought
treal, are at the Inn for the summer.
Igh
They had as guest their nephew, A. Sewing Circle which met with Mrs. which the present b
Little of England, who sailed Satur Mabel Powers. A large number were stands and erected a ch'
day for home, then returning to present and a lot of brownies were lng at a cost of $2,850, the «
India where he is engaged ln busi made. Delicious refreshments were selling pews. The buildlm
served.
lcated Oct. 10. 1860, as a Un
ness.
lng House.
March 23,
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Freeland ol
church building was destroyeNew York are expected at Owl's
A public meeting of cltizet
Head Inn next Friday for a month
promptly called at the Board o
or six weeks.
rooms to take action concern
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore and
building. At this meeting, on
daughter Lillian and Mr. and Mrs.
31 1899, It was unanimously vot’
Leonard W. Ames and daughter
rebuild and a committee appo,
Mildred of Rockport were Sunda*
This committee selected John Ca
callers of Emery St. Clair.
fARK STREET, - • ROCKLAND
Stevens of Portland, architect, .
Mrs. Ray Green has returned horn
14-tf
Otto Nelson of Bangor war awari
after being away for a fortnight.
the contract for the building,
Shirley Speed returned to Bostc
The people
of me
the town anja
anj
eopie oi
Sunday night on the boat. He h>
M. de AOCHEMONT |. $6,175.
friends In'other places rcspont^l^BB
been the guest of his mother for t]
106 PLEASANT STREET
' erally.
The corner
ornere^O
past week.
I with appropriate,
Miss Ethel Wood and friend
JMBING,
I
27, 189^^
New York expect to arrive
TEL
Owl’s Head Inn Wednesday for t|
weeks' stay. ,
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What Would Summer
be Without NuQrape?

M

WEDNESDAY EVN’G
JULY 1

“TEN NIGHTS IN
A BARROOM”
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START
SAVING NOW

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
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entire

FREDS. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
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tiES A WEEK ing a cot---------------Phut

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVITS arc havllockland. Maine, Jurjlason's cotPoreoinlly appearea Franx 00 oath eerlarea that he la •

»®ce of The Courler-Gant'Ron and Mrs. Ned
n(
Mrs
guests ot
Mrs.
More me,
Fh?
razette correspondent I
—re of reading a letter)
They that wait M. Cox Co. of Roston I
renew their sti\ndrews, a Thomaston
mount up with who is in their employ. I
shall run. and commends him highly for
shall work, as a salesman. The firm
<0;31.
than commend Edward;'
■■I i
him a substantial increase
How
a 8,lort time ap0ert Gould. Jr., while in bathing
mak“lerday cut his foot so as to rejo;rg?
several stitches.
articE. 1*. Starrett returned Saturday
^ew >m a two' weeks’ vacation spent
th his sister and brother Fred in
tion oodfords. He much enjoyed the
-Siting at Sebago Lake. Fred StarTim.tt will leave soon for California
fina.jiere he jias planned to spend the
8trfemaining years of bis life. He has
th’three sons in California and is plann* ning to build a house near them.
Sanford B. Comery and family will
arrive here Wednesday to Spend the
summer with Mrs. Dora Comery. *
Capt. and Mrs. Earl Brown left
town Sunday. He will take com
mand of his ship, the Mount Clay
sailing from New York Thursday,
for Europe. Mrs. Brown will return
to her home in Marshall Missouri.
Betty will spend the summer in
Thomaston.
Walter S. Babson, wife and son,
left for Boston Monday on their re
turn to their home in Portland,
Ore.
Charles Copeland. Mrs. William1
Gray, Mr. and Mrs. James A. Creighton and children arrived Sunday and
are occupying their summer home
on Main street.
The officers of the State Prison are
raising money to give the prisoners I
to enable them to have a glad time'
the Fourth of July.
A short time ago Mrs. Matilda i
Wilson found a pocket-book con-'
taining a large sum of money, near
the Street Railway track in Thom
aston. Public notice was given and
the owner Abraham Block, so ap
peared. He showed his apprecia
tion of Mrs. Wilson’s honesty byj
giving her a liberal reward.
Mrs. John E. Walker will feavej
| Wednesday for Phippsburg where
-brother.
she will he joi
onteitB
Charles Percy
they cyill leave
Master AlbeJ
’Wednesday fol the real F»n, where!
d 4WMomak for
he will go inti
the summer,
uie B. H. r,»i»eland will spend the I
firnWeek in Canada touring.
lief r.veline E. Haskell came Saturday
if from Whitinsville, Mass., to spend
her vacation at home.
Katherine Stevens who has just
closed a successful term of school in
Hartford. Conn., is at home. Miss
Stevens has signed up for another
tlnryear.
lest Strawberry supper at the Meththe '<Hst vestry. Watch for the date,
vote
May Gould will leave Friday
■'‘•Alford Lake for the summer.
Term j^rg ^iaynar(] Spear and sons will
fouf.ave for Boston today hy automoile to spend a few days.
M« Misses Ruth Lermond.
Louise
uponcattie. Doris Clifford. Bernice Maaffe«’ney ar|d Shirley Robinson, who
ave heen attending the E. M. Conthe
•rence Institute at Bucksport, recon^jmed Monday.
arda Start your plans now’ for the fifth
urinnnual Thomaston County
Fair
Ij. august 19 c.pd 20. “Bigger and f»etterjjian ever’’ is not just a slogan
hut a fact.
All the usual attrac
tions, and a lot of new’ ones. If you
have any ideas for making this the
finest fair yet, please hand them on
to the committee, who already have
some promising projects in view
but can use plenty more to crowd
twcthe two days of this year’s fair fuller
ajj.|han one day used to be. Let’s put
it over big and finish the line as
sembly room in tlie new school
• building this year,
t
Much interest is being shown in
the coming flower show to lx? held in
the Congregational vestry on Thurs
day .afternoon from 3 to 5 oclock un'I der the auspices of the Garden Club.
• Weather permitting, a fine display
of flowers is expected. Everyone is
Invited to contribute, if only one
blossom, that the exhibit may truly
represent the Thomaston gardens.
Please take your flowers early in the
• afternoon. Each one may arrange
his own, or a committee in charge
will do so. It would he interesting
to have cards attached giving the
name of the variety and the grower,
and don’t forget a container to hold
them. The girls and boys will have
charge of the wild flower exhibit and
it is hoped a great many Varieties
will he found. There will he a short
progi'am and refreshments. A small
admission will be charged to defray
expenses.
the Issue of this paper
there was printed a tot

A BEDROOM BARGAIN

accordingly. Drop in today or next week and dis
cover the surprisingly low price.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND

313-319 Main St.

FRANK V/. COLLINS
Tlie funeral services of the late
Frank W. Collins were held *»t th«‘
family residence on North Main
!
street Sunday afternoon. Rev. W. S.
j
Rournds of the Congregational church
The hearers were E. B.
fffciating.
Spear, J. A. Tolman. Alfred E. Keyes
and William H. Maxcv, Jr., and the
interment was in Achom cemetery.
The deceased was born in Belfast
76 years ago, and had devoted the
greater portion of his lifetime to the
pursuit of the sea or handling its
products.
His seagoing was con
fined to his early life, when he made
many trips to Provincial waters in
fishing smacks. Quitting this voca
tion he was engaged for 10 years in
the wholesale and retail fish business
in Belfast.
The scene of his activi
ties then shifted to Rockland and
found him located in a similar busi
ness on Tillson wharf with the late
Stephen Chase, under tlie firm name
of Chase & Collins.
This concern
was in existence two years, after
which Mr. Collins went to Lynd,
Mass., and established himself iri the
lobster business.
Three years later he returned to
Rockland, whither lie transferred the
lobster business which he had begun
in Lynn.
His establishment was on
the northern wing of Tillson wharf,
and from the beginning the enter
prise was a success.
Mr. Collins
brought int(\ this industry the first
steam well snVick to he used., on the
Maine coast—ti\e well known steamer
Grace Morgan, wtfiich ran among thc
Islands on the Maine coast.
He af

terward built the steamer Ina E.
Collins, at that time the largest
smack in these waters.
Mr. Collins disposed of his lobster
business 25 years ago to the late C
F. Simmons, and went to Bucksport,
Later he moved to Stockton, bought
property, and engaged in the real
estate and insurance business. Sev
enteen years ago he came tn Rock
land for a third time, and here he
spent the remainder of his days, death
following an illness of seven w eeks.
Mr. Collins united with the Rock
land Congregational church several
years ago.
Quiet and unassuming,
he nevertheless made his mark in the
business world, and everywhere
among his fellowmen he earned their
respect and liking. He is survived
by his wife, formerly Clara J. Bassett
of Bucksport, and one son, Robert
V. Collins.
ROCKPORT TEACHERS
Mrs. Carlccn Brazier Nutt has heen
appointed musical director of Rock
port schools, a position in which she
has already proven her efficiency
by two years’ service.
Hhe was
then offered a position in Massachu
setts. which she was unable to accept
on account of ill health.
Miss Jen
nie Starrett of Warren has h>en
elected teacher of the West Rock
port school succeeding Miss Relief
Nichols, who is to attend Castine
Normal School in thc fall.
WANTED—At all times SitKgy cats and
kittens.
lliitiiest prices paid
TEL 332-14.
JOHN 8. KANLETT, Rockville. Me.
42-7
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C. E. Haley left
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CAMDEN

Summer Cottages and Board

Lost and Found

IF YOU have a cottage to tet or aeaPe
summer hoarders, advertise the fact In thia
paper where thousands will read of It
•TO L^T—Fur July, Aug., Sept , a new huiu
galow. 5 rooms, wired for electric lights.
minutes to electric cars.
T«i minutes to
Sam-O-set Hotel, Breakwater and seashore
Price right.
Inquire of L. (’ AMES. 33
(Hen St, Kocldand, Me. Tel. 758-12.
78*80
COTTAGE BY THE SEA—6 roonw. cellar,
large cool piazza, 2 flrepuaces, good water
supply, near neiftiikors. Vi acre lot. pretty
view of water and Islands.
Sale price $650
including furniture, beds, mattresses, dishes,
stove, fitted wood, etc.
H L STEVENS. 192
Limerock St . Rockland, Me
78-79

LOST—Cold pin with green atones between
W. O Hewett Co. and Fuller-*Cobb-Davls Sat-^.
urday June 27.
Finder please return to
MRS. O. W. Bl’RXS, Frirtidship, Me.
78-801

Ralph A. Tenvey, president of
the Peavey Rubber Company of
Opening Was a Great Sue- Newton Centre, Maas., who is sum
mering at Gray Lodge, Dillingham’s
LOST—Black hand hag between depot and
public landing.
Reward. C. DILLON, Dark'’1'
cess.
Point, wus a lucky fisherman last
Harbor. Me___________________________ 77-79 <
week making two fine hauls at Ban
LOST—In the neighborhood of West ftock- ’*
The dinner and dancing party gor Pool. <m Thursday he landed a
port and Mount Pleasant, a sable neckpiece.
which marked the formal opening of salrr\on weighing over ten pounds
Reward.
Please notify GEORGE M. SIM
MONS. Rix'kland.
Tel. 4-W.
77-7f"*
Crescent Beach Inn Saturday night and Friday another weighing be
was a success, viewed from every tween nine nnd ten.
For Sale
angle.
Nearly 100 persons partook
Invitations are out for the wed
dinner and gave unbounded ding of Miss Priscilla Brewster of
FOR SALE 7-ro-im Iioiim■. MW shed and
praise to the elaborate m$nu and Camdeft and Dr. Harold Jameson of I
garage: electric lights, new Ruddy furnace,
hath room ; newly papered and painted;
faultless service.
Rockland to take place at St. J TO LET—Four room furnished eottage v. it’i new
cemented cellar
Would exchange for house '
The interior of the hotel was Thomas Episcopal church on July fireplace; also boat and garage at take Me centrally located In Camden. 8. X. SLEEP
gunticook, Camden.
L. A. THURSTON, 4G8 ER. 12 High St.. Rockland. Me.
*‘preti> as a picture,’’ to use a homely 11.
78-80
Old County Road, Rockland.
77*82
phrase, and those who beheld tho
FOR SALE—'Seven room house with barn,
At the Rotary Club luncheon to
TO LET—7 • room furnished cottage, elec both In verv good condition.
handsome lobby and attractive dining day Homer E. Robinson of Rockland
MRS. ELLA J.
tric llglita, water.
TEL. 993 or cull at 76 P»LACKilXGTON. Warren Highlands Road,
room for the first time since the two will he thc speaker and his talk wll) CRESCENT
STREET.
77 80 Warren
P. O. Bov 281
78*80
have heen remodelled found that The be on the recent National Rotary
TO LET—Cottage at Cooper’s Beach. MRS.
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS—SILK
DRESSES
Courier-Gazette’s recent description
WILLIAM LLTKBN Tel 715-J or 949.
for the holiday week ! $12.50. $15 00, $18 50.
Convention at Cleveland, Ohio.
had not been overdrawn.
Mrs. F.
76-78*
Specially priced for this week’s sale.
Values••
John Taylor and the three dele
While in New York last week we »
E. Damon and Mrs. C. D. Hetue, the
TO LET—July 1. house on 26 Florence to $35.00.
gates
returned
Satttrduy
from
the
were
fortunate
enough
to
purchase
a
lot of
street. 4 roo«M, fluah c!o«et. shed
Adulis
new proprietors were simply over
that we can sell for these amazingly
Y. M. C. A. Boys' Camp Convention dhly. Inquire at 41 FCLTON STREET or dressc*
whelmed with congratulations.
low
prices
These
dresses
are
all
well
made,
76-tf
Hotel Whitehall registered a num Tel. 213-2
excellent materials and styles Ladles sizes
The menu Saturday night consisted
Tub
TO LIT—The Tines Cottage at Mirror 36 to 44. and ntlsam sizes 16 to 20.
of clam chow’der, fresh Penobscot ber of guests for the Hall-Proctor
Tub silks in plain colors
Lake for weekends or season. High and dry silki In stripes.
salmon, green peas, imrsley, buttered wedding on Saturday.
among the pines
Beautiful view of lake Printed canton crepes.
Bordered prlnuU
potatoes, Vermont roast turkey, cur
The new health certificates and and mountains. l*ure air and water. A canton crepes. Mall and phone orders filled.
Main street window display.
FULLERrant jelly, clam fritters, lobster salad, examination cards necessary for doctor, is out of business here. W. A. See
78-79
CLEVELAND, 33 Pacific street, Rockland. COBB DAVIS.
assorted ice cream and cake, demi- those running public drinking places Me.
rs
FOR SALE—Danish Ball Head Cabbage
tasse coffee.
are in the hands of Dr. Hutchins and
TO LET—Cottage with garage a: Creeceat plants.
4’HABLES COUGHLIN 139 Rankin
Midway of this charming meal go Into effect July 1. They are be Beach
VESPER A. LEACH.
75-tf St
78-80
Mayor C. F. Snow of Rockland arose ing distributed to proprietors of the
TO LET—Two furnished cottages at Pleas
FOR SALE—Calico pony red and white fine
to read the fbllowing letter of regret, several fountains.
ant Beach hy week, month or season. MRS. saddler and safe: 700 pounds; also saddle
H. H. STOVER. 429 Forest Ave., Portland. and bridle.
addressed to Mrs. Hetue:
BERT COLLAMORE 81 Cedar
Dr. Walter Conley has been con Me.
t
75-tf St.. Rockland.
»8*«0
MMy dear Mrs. Hetue: I wish 1 fined to the house for a few days on
TO
LET
—
Cottage
at
Crescent
Beach
for
could be there June 27 to renew our
FOR
SALE
—
70-acre
farm
near
village,
account of sickness.
the month of August. Apply to C A ROSE buildings connected, water
Inside, with or
acquaintance, but Mrs. Edwards left
50-tf
R. B. Bucklin has been off duty for CO . Rockland, Maine.
without stock, tools and furniture.
EDW.
last Saturday for Europe, and I find a few days suffering from a bad
PARENT.
Searsmont,
Me.
78*lt
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan’s
that I am hooked up sd that it will
Island.
6
rooms,
oak
finish,
well
built
;
sightly
cold.
FOR SALE—GERMAN POLICE DOGS—
be impossible for me to be there on
Garage and out Pope at the Libby homestead Farm, come and
Miss Frances Flanagan of Rock location close by shore
Acre and half see them If you don’t buy.
that date.
If I get North this sum land Is visiting at the Walter J buildings, water in house.
We have the
of
land.
Fine
place
for
summer
home. At nicest hunch of pups In the Country.
O. B
mer I shall do myself the pleasure of
Rich estate during her vacation from a bargain. Address DR 1. B. GAGE, At LIBBY, Warren. Me. Tel. 173-5
75*80
looking in on you.
I know’ what «i
lantlc. Me
57*tf
the Fuller-Cobb-Davis store.
FOR SALE OR TO LET—6-room semi bun,*
delightful location you have and can
Crossed
wires on Washington SUMMER BOARDERS—Accommodations for galow with shed or. Falm St., Northeid, toi
understand what an attractive inn is
fine shore privilege In Cushing, let and electric lights, large lot land
Ap
street Sunday morning caused much eight,
Maine. Address EMERY B HART. Thomra- ply 88 CAMDEN ST.
yours.
(GenJ C. R. Edwards.
78-83
confusion with the fire alarm sys ton. Me
40-tf
Doneroving, Westwood, Mass.’’
FOR SALE—6-room house, nice lot. cellar,
After dinner the scene shifted to tem for a while.
good location, at bargain for quick sale. C
The decorations are going up foi
Miscellaneous
F PRESCOTT. 12 Prescott St
78*83
the pavilion, w’hich is now open for
the Fourth and Governor's Da;
In
DRESSMAKING OF ALL KINDS—Both
public -dances during the summer,
SALE—Jersey and Guernsey bull,
dividual flagpoles and flags every fancy and plain. Coats a specialty. MRS 2^FOR
years old, kind and gentle, girts 6 fj.
W’ith the Inn’s own excellent orchestra
78*80 3 in
twenty-five feet over the main MATILDA P!ER('E, 11 Cottage St.
Good condition.
Price reasonable
t ourfnish music. Leo F. Gillespie of
at
the
L. L. ROB
streets will make a very novel ar
SLATE AND GRAVEL ROOFERS—Leaks INSON Angler’s Farm Union
Malden, Mass., has charge of the
78 80
rangement. These will be set along Stopped ln all kinds of roofs, by hour or
dancing pavilion.
contract.
Brunswick Apartments, 264 Main
FOR SALE—<2-horse mowing machine, and
the outer edge of the sidewalks.
St., Rockland
References all over New sulky plow.
Like new, very reasonable. H.
Miss
Elizabeth
McDougall
ol England. FRED R JEFFERS. (Manager for L. BOSSA. Friendship, Me
78*80
tlie
last
30
years.
78*80
FINN5 ORGANIZE
Rockland Is entertaining today ir
FOR SALE—Plenty of native gt ?n peas.
LADIES
—
Who
want
artistic
halr-hohhjig
honor of Miss Priscilla Brewster
WM. MURRAY, 3 Adana St
Tel. 935-W.
to 359 Main St.
THE TWO !’BBYH.
78 80
The West Rockport Educational Several Camden young ladies are In come
both experts.
78*80
Association has heen organized by vited.
FOR SALE—40 Acres $8u0 ; Furniture and
FORD OWNERS—Special low prices ou
Cow, Machinery. Hay. Com. Potatoes, etc..
the Finnish residents of that lo
Mr. Singleton and Benny Mat repair work until July 15.
Included: beautiful, healthful district; 6cality. through the office of Frank R. thews attended the Textile Conven Grind valves and clean carbon ....
$ 3.00 room house, water Inside, ample bam ; mile
3.90 to school, stores, churches; spring water, 19
Miller.
The announced purposes tion at Poland Spring last week.
Transmission lined, no starter ....
4.09 acres wood; orchard
Diulpmeftt worthy
are:
Dr. and Mrs. Vandenberg are occu Transmission lined, with starter ..
3.00 price asked—only $800. teems arranged.
Tike up connecting rods .................
R.
To advance and conserve thc pying the C. W. Babb cottage ai Overhaul motor assembly .................
.1"' 00 C F.SH. I. O O F Bldg.. Belfast, Me 78-80
moral and intellectual nature, and to Lake Megunticook for a ghort time Overhaul rear end assembly ...........
G 00
FOR SALE—A white hob-tall saddle horse.
Dandy Price $100. Inquire of EARL W. DUNTOW
develop the physical well being 61
Cornique Theatre today is showing
Other repair work 75c per hour
77-82
Its members, and the taking and Douglas Fairbanks in "The Thief ol Ford touring car for sale. $75: Ford truck, Rockport, Maine.
good tires, fair shape $15.
Good work, good
building, by purchase, gift, devise or Bagdad."
At the Opera House service and lowest prices for repair work
FOR SALE—Pigs, 10 weeks old, good
WARREN
B W. SAUNDERS. 38
FORD K&PAIR SHOP. 151 Pleasant bred Mass. Stock.
Edward Storer and George Martin bequest, personal and real estate Thursday evening thfe jjlay "Ten THE
77*79
St.. Rockland.
78-89 Elm Bt . Camden. Maine
of West Warren were installing a hay rights and credits, to use, lease Nights in a Barroom.”
FOFl SALE -Three thoroughbred registered
DRAMATIC READING—Private and class
manage, control, mortgage, sell and
Dean's Orchestra Is playing for
fork for W. E. Spear Thursday.
Instruction.
For terms call 173-M.
MRS. Holstein bulls: one 3 years old; 1 yearling;
one calf 8 weeks old.
These are the best
Katherine Starrett spent the week dispose of the same for the pur the dance at Hope tonight.
EDITH CRASTO PITCHER, 31 High St.
The new brick-faced piazza and
77-88 bred stock In the country—nothing better
end at North Whrren guest of Jfr. poses which said corporation is or
obtainable
('an
be
seen
at m.v farm in
walk just completed at G. E. Allen’s
ganized.”
BAXAPHONE INSTRUCTION during sum
and Mrs. Ernest Campbell.
with papers.
GEORGE W. BA('MThese officers were elected:
residence is a very attractive sight mer months by Mr Arey of Marston’s Or Union,
ELDER. Rockland.
77-82
Miss Helen Starrett has been sub
President—George A. Greenrose.
Dark, rough bricks were used and chestra. TEL 815-J or call at 87 UNION
stituting for Mrs. Frank Peabody at
FOR SALE—Standing grass; saw-rig with
ST
77*79
Vice President—John L. Laine.
the work done by C. C. Wood.
2’2 h. p Maynard engine, price $75; also
the dry goods store during her vaca
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge. lumber
Clerk—Henry A. Kontlo.
T. J. French and C. C. Wood ol
HATTIE BURTON, R. D 2, War
tion.
MISB EDITH A. LENFEST. 16 Dunn street. ren
Tel. 189-23 Thomaston.
76*78
Treasurer—John Altonen, Jr.
the Camden National Bank attended Thomaston, Maine.
76*78
Messrs. G. W. Walker, Robert
FOR SALE—Two new milch cows. One
Trustees—George
A.
Green the Bankers' Convention at Bar Har
Walker and Lee Walker returned Fri
MARCELLING at half price. H^urs 9 a three years old and calf. GJ9ORUE WRIGHT.
m. to 8 p m. MRS HOPS. 43 Janies street. Clark Island
day from Poland Spring where they house, John L. Laine. John Alton bor Saturday.
76*78
76**81
en.
Jr..
Henry
A.
Kontio
and
Charles
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
J.
French
and
attended the Textile convention.
FOR SALE—Underwood Xo. 5. good condi
daughter
Jannice
will
move
this
Helln.
REDUCTION
IN
PRICE
OF
WOOD.
Bireh
Mr. and Mrs. Miles B. Mank a>f
tion. nearly new tire, low mileage, see lt
week to their cottage at Lake Me •nlgings per ft fitted. $2.06 Very beet dry at m.v office. Eastern Steamship Lines, ln<;.
Portland were callers In town Thurs
hard wood fitted per ft.. $2.15; per cord, K S. SHERMAN
76-tf
gunticook
for
the
summer
season,
day afternoon.
$14 00. Soft wood slabs per ft. fitted, $1 "0:
MacMILLAN’S EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE—4-ft. clefted wood; furnace and
son.
one half cord $5 30
Stave edgings. 19 big*
Langdon Wyllie left
Saturday
Mrs. Charles W. Jones of New bunches. $1 00 SOUTH END WOOD YARD. fire place wood; fitted wood, limbs and
morning
for
Northeast
Harbor
When MacMillan and his party
W. L. OXTON. West Rock
C. F Prescott. Manager Tel. 462-J
76*78 slabs delivered.
where he has a position at the R<xk left on June 20th from Wiscasset York is a guest at Mr. and Mrs. J
port
Tel. Camden 152-4
73-tf
NOTICE
—
On
and
after
this
date
I
will
pay
L.
Tewksbury
’
s.
Mrs.
Jones
has
tin
End Hotel for the summer.
headed for thc Arctic regions, he
FOR SALE—Medium heavy express wagon
no Mils other than those contracted by mygreat
honor
of
being
elected
presi

Misses Christine and Dorothy Ste look with him as a valuable part of
and surry
L. F. CHASE. 45 Middle St
self. CHARLES B. WATTS. Warren. Me
dent of the Bates College Alumni
76-78
73-tf
vens are guests of their aunt, Mrs. his equipment several storage bet
Association
which
Is
the
first
time
Mary Lockle for the summer vaca teries. according tn Messrs. House A
NOTICE—I will not pay any more bills
FOR SALE—Mare, weight 1500; also 2a
woman
has
ever
held
that
posi

of
,nv
wife.
Frances
Beane,
after
this
date,
horse mowing machine
Beech Hill Rock
tion.
Sherman, the local Exide dealers.
June 22, 1915. FRANK BEANE, Warren. port.
FRED L. PARTR10GE. R. F. D,
Miss Ida Stevens and niece Miss
These storage batteries, which inci tion.
Maine.
76*78
Rockland
72*80
Mechanic
street
from
Washington
Margaret Stevens went last Wednea- dentally are Exides. will enable
PIANO INSTRUCTION during summer by
FOR SALE—1 Player piano, 1 upright
day to Boston, where they are gue»ts members of the MacMillan Arctic to Main has been filled with crushed pianist of RAM-O-SET HOTEL ORCHES piano,
both in fine (ondU4oe--l Edison phon
of Miss Webber.
Expedition not only to maintain rock and is ready for a brand new TRA ; elementary advanced : moderate terms: ograph, good as new. V. F STUDLEY’ INC,
'esldenve.
Address D. FOWLER Sam-O-Set Music Dept , Roekland,
1. 28$ Main St
71-tf
Mystic Rebekah Ig>dge is invited to communication with the rest of the surface.
73*80
Camden Athletic Club vs Rockland Hotel.
attend tbe District meeting to be helu world through their radio but will
FOR SALE -Double tenement house and
GET
YOUR
GERMAN
POLICE
DOGS
—
Pups
Hardwood floors, bath room. Gurney
Wednesday, July 1st ln Union.
Ap provide them with many of thc con forenoon and afternoon of the at thr^Libby homestead Farm, come and see ham.
hot water heater
All In good condition
pleton Lodge will work the degree.
veniences and comforts of our civil Fourth. Two peppy baseball gamer •hem If $ou don’t buy. We have the nicest Lot 240 feet on street, 135 feet deep, 12 nice
and don't forget to see them.
bunch of pups In the Country.
0. B. LIB
The selectmen have decided that ization.
young fruit trees, raspberry and blackberry
Tel. 173-5
75*80 bushes.
The death of Mrs. Hazel V. Pier BY. Warren. Me
Handsome shade treeS. one of the
fireworks shall not be displayed and
Besides the Bowdoin, which carries
13 DUNN ST, Thom
ARTESIAN WELLS DRILLED anywhere in best locations in town.
sold until Wednseday here but tlie a set of Exides used for lighting and son on June 28th was a shock to hei
aston.
Phone 153-3 or 234-J Rockland.
•
State
Have
best
equipment.
No
damage
hoys will no doubt make good use of radio operation, the ship Peary, the many friends in Camden. She wai from fire. Write for rates, long experience
78*86
born
In
Deer
Isle
a
little
over
nine

the few days left before July 4th.
PEARL
(
ROCKKETT.
Brooks.
Me
72*83
new member of the expedition, and
FOR SALE—7-room house; fire place,
the three airplanes are Exide equip teen years ago. Her father was th<
SHOE REPAIRING. AUTO TOPS repaired piazza, cPy water, large barn; 2 hen pens,
l4 acre land near town Apply to WALTER
late
Arthur
B.
Haskell
and
hei
and
renewed
ROCKLAND
SHOE
REPAIR

ped. The Exides on thc airplanes
STICKNEY CORNER
mother formerly Miss Nora Carnan ING CO , 11 School Street, Odd Fellows Block. MORAN, 70 Beecbwoods St , Thomaston.
69*8
William Achom of Nobleboro was will furnish cur ent for ignition and Mrs. Pierson was a memher of the Rockland.
69 tf
radio Storage batteries will also be
FOR fi «LE—A new Jewett coach with 4calling on friends here Saturday.
HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING—We are
Class
of
1924
and
shortly
aftei
hydraulic brakes and balloon tires.
Clarence Cramer is building a gar used in the operation of the delicate graduation married Lelafid A. Pier prepared to execute your order for hemstitch whecl
ing and plcoting in the best possible way. This Is the latest Jewett production with the
scientific instruments which MacMil
age down river.
All hills are
son
of
Camden.
She
Is
survived
by
We have Just installed a new Hemstitching wonderful 55 b p. engine.
$1415
Sidelinger Brothers are getting lan takes with him.
Leave your orders at our trim the same height to this car on high.
her mother, a brother Angus Hask Machine
J. T. GAY. Waldoboro
64-tf
These storage batteries will help
ming department and they will be prompt1 y delivered
along well with their new barn and
ell
of
Camden.
her-Tiusband,
Leland
filled
FULLER-COBB DAYLS._______ 69-tf
MacMillan to listen In to the civilized
FOR SALE—Oak dining set, table. 6 chairs,
will have It ready for the hay.
A.
and
an
Infant
son
born
June
21
BUILtlNGg BUILT. alM.-ed
repaired.- sideboard, china etoset; also osteopathic ta
Mrs. Stephen Sidelinger and two world while he is cut off from It hy Funeral services will he held today
HU8and paper hanging, ceilings whitened ble ; mahogany bureau, store sign.
ioting an
children of Malden, Mass., are the distance and walls of ice. They will at the Methodist church at 2 o'clock Pilntl
60-tf
L.
C.
FIELDS,
19
McLOUD
BT TOX-TUTTLE BOOK CO.
.
538-3.
+•1
enable
him
to
send
those
vivid
and
guests of Mrs. Mahala Sidelinger and
5.’ rf
FOR 8ALE—Stanley House—Has 19 rooms,
and the burial will he at Deer Isle
dramatic
stories
of
the
trip
which
family and her friend, Miss Stevens
SEWING MACHINE needles for all makes 2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
The deepest of sympathy is extend
improvements; one of the best locations in
added to ‘.lie general interest of his
of Wetona Camp.
HARDWARE CO . 4<>8 Main St
ed to the family from her many ROCKLAND
*
35-tf the city; In first class condition throughout.
last
expedition,
to
Baffin
Laud.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bolllns was called
Call
or TELEPHONE 237-J, 28 SPRING 8T
U|>on his return from his Iast trip. friends and associates.
to Dryden by the serious Illness of
LAWNMOWERS—Let us overhaul and Rockland. Me.
53-tf
sharpen
your
machine
now.
We
call
for
MacMillan said that storage batteries
her sister.
FOR SALE—All kinds of wood delivered
and
deliter.
ROCKLAND
HARDWARE
CO..
A. E. Jones. Miss Della Robbins were practically indispensable in
T J. CARROLL,
408 Main St
55-:f anywhere, also lumber.
Thomaston, R. F. D.
Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
and Lurlle Davis motored to Damari modern polar explorations and that
AWNINGS
MADE
TO
ORDER,
prices
right,
______
47-tf
a great deal of thc success of his trip
scotta Saturday.
truck and wagon covers; tents, curtains,
Advertisements In this colnmn not to ex
FOR SALE—9-room nouso; hot water beat,
Mrs. Ralph Dean and friends ol was due to the battery equipment.
flags, boat coverings and awnings a special
cellar; modern Improvements; large
■Only those who have actually reed three lines inserted once for 85 cents ty. ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. P 0 Bov cement
Camden were calling on Mr. and Mrs.
garden. New grocery buslneaa well stocked.
3 times for 50 cents.
Additional lines
R. J. Sargent last week.
braved the dangers and hardships of cents each for one time, 10 cents for three 441, Rockland. Maine. _____
M. G. GURXKY. 3 Park St.. Camden.
87-tf
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. picot edge,
Clarence Pendleton of Bath Is visit Arctic expeditions realize the com times. Slv words make a line
FOR SALE—My home at 24 Pleasant 8:
covered/ buttons, plaiting
PHYLLIS TOL
ing hiS niece. Mrs. Josie DeCoster.
fort and moral effect of good illumi
All modern.
LIZZIE F IIAHN
62-tf
MAN MORSE, 359 Main St.
Tel. 868-M.
Mr. and Mrs. Ahlatha Mank of nation. In his description of the ex
Wanted
l-tf
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Cant
Thomaston accompanied hy .Miss pedition sent in search of Sir John
ABLADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at Charles E. Hall, Middle St Heights.
WANTED—Ulrl nr woman for light house
Angie Webber of Belfast were tho Franklin in 1853, Dr. Elisha Kent keeping
Mail THUR L. ORNE, 417 Main St.. Rockland.
MBS. JOHN TARVER, Owl’s Head the Buckland Hair Store. 336 Main St
27-tf
HELEN C. RHODES
Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs. WII- Kane, the leader of the expedition, Tel. 921-1.
7»-8<l orders solicited.
FOR SALE—Cut flowers, hardy plants,
burt Decoster.
who was one of bur early Arctic ex
WANTED—Young man ss nook «n<1 general
bulbs, hardy lillies. floral sprays, pi Bowl,
Annie Morrison of Middleboro. plorers, described how they had to helper on email yacht. Apply at or address
To
Let
wreaths made up at very reasonable prices.
-U78-M
Mass., is the guest of Iter sister, Mrs. work by the light “of muddy tapers COURIER (iAZETTE.
Expert workmanship.
Free delivery any
O LiET
L£T —Three large rooms and shed where In Knox County. a CLARK'S FLOWER
TO
Edward Cramer.
WANTED—Two second-hand dressers witli
of cork and cotton floated in saucers"
24 JAMES BT.
78*80 SHOP, 382 Main St opposite Thorndike HoAddress k L. A., care Courier Adulti bnly.
Mrs. Elmer Creamer Who fell some after their supply of oil had become mirror.
tel. Rockland
TCI. 1036-W
38-If
Gazette.
7 8*80
TO LET—Three furnished rooms, hath and
five weeks ago breaking a bone In her exhausted. Many times In the two
FOR SALE—Farm near Rockiand, In goqd
TEL. 757-1.
78-80
WANTED <Mcn everywhere making $100 electric lights
ankle Is still obliged to go with volumes on the subject he refers to weekly,
cultivation, real money maker.
L. J.
selling device stopping auto thieves
FT—Single rooms. Inquire of LIL CHASE. 45 Middle St. Tel 685-2
crutches.
the demoralizing effect caused by new Invention. no competition.
35-tf
AUTO
J^ICKNELL. 19 Myrtle Bt.
78*80
Mrs. Nannie Simmons who has their lack of light, resulting from the PRODUCTS MFG. CO.. Amsterdam, X. Y
TRUCKING.
MOVING AND~ ERRANDS
TO
’
^
LET
—
At
18
Lawrence
Bt..
July
2d
6
78*lt
done promptly. Go anywhere.
C. O. HARbeen tn Knox Hospital the past scarcity of oil.
roomrjbruise with ell and garage.
Electric ADEN.
Tel. 156-M or 629-Jl-tf
WANTEO—To buy. in good condition, on*'
three weeks, is with ’ her daughter
MacMillan was probably fihe first
llghts'V Nice location with sea view. Good
mowing machine
Please ment’on neighbors.
11
Mrs. George Luce in Waldoboro.
W. A CLEVELAND, 33 Pacific —■
explorer to recognize the value of horse
kind and price
FRANK RrXNR, R. F D Bt . City.
77-79
Mr. Fisher of Dorchester, Mass., storage batteries. It was ln 1914 on 1, Box 95, Warren.
78*80
Used Cars
Is the guoa of his sister, Mrs. Earle the Crocker 'Land expedition that
TO LET—Three furnished rooms with bath
WANTED—>Mowlr.g hy the hour, day or job, and flinge.
MRS A M. MOODY, 29
FOR SALE—A 1924 Master 6 Bulrk, brand
Grinnell.
MacMillan through the use of Exide with two-horse machine.
MILTON PHIL
Franyln*8t.
77-79 new with extras costing $150
Run only
batteries introduced electric lights BROOK, Head-of-the-Bay. Tel. 58-6. 78-80
5000
miles.
TELEI'HONE 57-11, Thomas
TO MET—Furnished room with modern con
WANTED—Haying jobs—-have all equip renlences
78-80
and a few years later on another ex
97 UNION STREET
77-tf ton.
UNION
s.
ment, including men.
No job too big
Al
FORD ROADSTER, late 1923 model for
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Burkett spent a pedition introduced moving pictures so moving by the hour. C. F. PRESCOTT,
TO LET—Furnished rooms by day or week.
FIREIWOOF
Park Street.
77*79 sale; first class condition.
Tel. 462-J.
78-80 BARBOrR, 41 Pi
few days In Portland the past week for the first time to the Eskimos. Rockland.
GARAGE. Mr. McMann________________ 76*78
WANTED—Waitress at GRAY GULL CAFE.
TO LET— Front office on second floor.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holdswarth Fate, however, seemed to be against
FIVE PASSENGER MOON TOURING CAR
77-79 VESPER A. LEACH____________________ 75-tf
and th?ee daughters of Somersworth, the Crocker expedition and it was
in first class condition.
Price right.
ApWANTED Salesmen for Knox, Waldo and
TO tET -On Broadway 200 feet from Park ply to BOX 294, Rockport.
N. H., were guests of Mrs. Bertha with difficulty that they finally
77-79
Lincoln
counties
to
handle
a
new
and
very
rea<4ied
their
destination
ln
the
fro

St
a
-house
with
4
rooms
and
small
ell.
Simmons Saturday.
FORD «/2 TON TRUCK, new body, all In
attractive line of Fahrikoid table covers, etc Electric .lights and water.
Low rent to tiie
Bethel Rebekah Lodge of Union zen north, with their original equip Never before sold in Maine.
No Invest right party.
W. A. CLEVELAND 33 Pacific good shape, can buy at right price; also
ment
of
batteries.
These
batteries
Dodge
2500 lb. truck newly painted, stake
ment
required.
Protected
territory.
H
E.
St City.___________ _____________________
will entertain the District meeting
body, extra long, looks like new.
Mechan
No. 15 on Wednesday, the first day of were shipwrecked and Lieut. Fitz- HALtS CO . V M. U A. Bdg., Portaud, Me.
TO LRT—Upstairs apartment, corner Union ically perfect
CONSOLIDATED BAKING
---9
h'-gh Green, a member of the Crocker
July.
and Grove street.
MRS. LANDBRS, 100 CO , Rockland.
See
Mr.
MacAlIister
or Mr.
WANTED ^Laiuitlrun al ISUAVD PtfN HO- Union 8$.
Tel. 334-W.
72-tf Llttlehale. %
61-tf
At the regular mating ot Grier.- jw*l>g<»tlon. says, they went through TEL,
Monhegan, Me
Write or telephone
Chapter, No. 30 Friday evening at tlf“‘40W milea ot the toughest transpor- 9022^3, TENANT'S HARBOR
TO LET—Furnished 5-rooin cottage on
77-79
BERRY A SMITH, af Bangor
beautlfiil stretch of shore, one minute walk
Odd Fellows hall important busing Nation that any storage battery has
WANTEO—Fuller Brush Company has an from general store.
Purest drinking water.
ver suffered.”—adv.
78-80
is to be brought before the meet)]
opening for one man with car.
Salary and TEL 975-M Rockland.
SAILMAKERS
69-78
commission. Write 312 CLAPP MEMORIAL
Mrs. Electa Robbins and daugh
Succooooro to
8
TO LIT—Ope furnished front room at 10
BLDG.. Portland, for Interview.
77-80
Mrs. Judkins, who have been In
PLEASANT ST
69*tf
Geo.-go W. Mugridge
WANTED
—
I
’
ll
pay
cash
for
a
farm.
Give
iston several months have retuij
TENTS,
FLAGS
TO LET—A good size modern house with AWNINGS,
particulars,' also distance to school and
to their home here.
Inquire TEAM COVERS, SPOftTING GOODS
PER ROLL
church and hash price.
BOX 126, Hpenref, space In good garage if desired.
Tel. 578-W.
67 if
Mass.
74*83 at 12 KNOX ST.
Henry Bogyg of East Unioq
3LATB SURFACED >2. Per Rail
WANTED—Position aa bookkeeper or ste
TO LET—Tgo furnished apartments at La
Jgniece Mrs

aSH I
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□EnraBHE

-t—and you don’t

SOUTH UNION

guests of tl
°f
every claim.
and Mrs.
Elizabeth Harding is home for her
Miss
Sad
summer vacation. Miss Harding is
1 cent a dote
principal of the Hardy Grammar for the d'.................... ............. ..
WiFran°kdis Only” Agency
L F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me. School at Beverly, Mass.
Helen and Ruth Ripley are home
final tlieir school work, both teach San Fra
iL. G.
ing in Xlassachi setts.
J. D. Thurston and family were ln
Pub
Augusta last week.
as to Wa.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Leach
and
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
! Mi s. William Gould silent a few orable ArtllieA,TE OF MAINE
Th« Famous Sheet Music you see adver
days in Portland last week, return admitted General LiaSERVICE
tised ia all the leadl..u magazines.
ship has any old rules u>.
Over 220 selections—send (er
ing Saturday night.
T mtfllna'ie.
Richard .Mansfi^l and little broth drastic revision.—Springfiel
MAJMC- ML*,his orshnizatlon." e.
e|
are Hoan:
or dll
uf LB tlOj
R AND DANCING,
. .Are art- doubtless many others who

SHEET MUSIC 15c

CRESCENT BEACH INN

Saturday

Night’s

Formal

In Everybody’s Colnmn

jay’s Puzzle

pains, acid fermentation, belching, per
haps drowsine», is wrong, and such a
condition should be overcome at once.
•<L. F.” ATWOOD’S Medicine in
sma^ ’j>ses will quickly relieve these un‘ \s\nptoms, and assist Nature
Kluncti^,'normally. It acts on the infstinal tr3V, is mildly laxative in its ef^fxt, and taken before meals in small
doses, creates a healthy appetite, aids
digestion, and keeps the bowels moving
freely and normally. 50^, all dealers.

Tel. 745-J

FREE DELIVERY. PROMPT SERVICE. MAIL ORDERS FILLED

FRIENDSHIP
should

|

Alton Crone is clerking ln
nos ’’
Ingraham Co.’s store.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whlfwnoro
were In North Haven last week \on a
business trip,
Capt. and Mrs. George Lone. T\lnton Lane and Miss Gladys Katfr
have returned from Marshall’) In
land. where they’ have been enjvyln
a few days outing.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Polan 1 attended Pomona Grange at North
Haven Satmday.
Mr. .and Mrs. Oliver Copeland of
Whitinsville, Mass., have been guests
of Mrs. Copeland’s father, George
Bagley, for a few’ days.
Mrs. Carrie Vaughan e* Warren
was the guest of Mrs. K. Al. Dunbar
last week.
Miss Elsie Lane la at home from
Barrington. R. I., where she has
been teaching, to spend the summer
vacation with her parents, Capt. and
Mrs. George Lane.
.Miss Catherine Robafts Is em
AT LAST ! The Atlantic Coast Highway from Belfast to Boston is now ployed at "Hotel Rockport*’ for the
entirely Tarvia. A COOL SU N DAY Rl DE FOR A GOOD DINNER. Chicken summer.
The Dumahquw Society was very
Dinner $1.25. 12:20 to 2:00 (Standard Time). JONES &. WHITTIER. Props.
pleasantly entertained Friday even
ing at the home of Mrs. Eva Moon
on West street. Refreshments were
served.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Everett of Wal
tham, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Muynard Ingraham.
Miss Vina Coffin of Medford
Mass., is a guest at Capt. Gebrge
Lane’s.
Mrs. Arthur Berry has returned
from Bangor and Brewer, where she
has been vldlting relatives for sev
eral weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar S. Bohndell
and son Henry and Miss Hortense
Bohndell, have returned from a
camping trip at Hobb’s Pond in
Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Cetefl and family
of East Vassalboro, spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Enos
E. Ingraham.
Mrs. Charles Everett, daughters
Louise and Frances, and Herbert
Hampson of Waltham, Mass., are
occupying the Everett eottage on
Spear street.
In our south middle window is displayed a beauti
Mrs. M. W. Spear is at home from
the National College of Chiroprac
ful Bedroom Suite in French Walnut, similar to’
tic, Chicago, for the summer.
this cut.
Miss Beulah Lane is at home from
Portland and Boston, where she has
heen visiting friends.
This handsome set consists of Bow End Bed, Full
Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps will
picnic at Oakland Park Thursday,
Vanity, Bureau, Chair, Rocker, and Bench in the
leaving on the 16 o’clock (standard)
car out of Camden.
If the day is
famous French Walnut of best construction. This
stormy the picnic will be held on the
w’ill constitute our usual special and will he sold
foyowing Thursday.

Special for the Fourth at the A.
& P. Store—Watermelons at 75c
each. Open evenings tills week.

u

ROCKPORT

WINDSOR ^HOTEL, BELFAST

Every-Other-Day

a«co.

-ROLL ROOFING $1
C. A. RANSOM

Concert! Ave.,
ASS. bept. M.

CAMBRIDGE,

69-130

nographer, regular
726-W.

WANTED—X

or

substitute.

for freezer.

TEL.
62*tf

Rosa. Grove street: also apartment on Ook
St
ERNEST C DAVIS, at Fuller-Cobb-Da-

vl»

_ ___

67-tf

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 30, 1925

Every-Other-Day
Sunday was a particularly happy
day for Mrs. Margaret Smith, 15!
Park street, for it was marked by
a gathering of loving relatives and
friends and a large post card shower
la addition to personal notes recording de in honor of her 90th birthday.

partures and arrivals, thia departure es
pecially desires information of social hap

penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
y nail or telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONE .......................................

HALL-PROCTOR

Camden the Scene of One of
the Most Notable June
Weddings.

Miss Jeanette Smitli left yesterday
for Camp Wynona, Fairley, Vt.

770

The arrival and ceparture of
guests during the vacation season Is
o2 Interest both to them nnd their
friends.
The Courier-Gazette is
jl>tad to nrtnt such Items of social
3ws and will thank Its friends to
Jpnlv it with information In this
jKinection.

The condition of William A. Mc
Lain, who has heen confined to his
house for a week or more Is slowly
Improving.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Capen. daugh
ter Maerice, and sons Luke and
Charles of Hanover, N. H„ are
guests of City Marshal and Mrs.
Luke S. Davis for about 10 days.

manent Construction, measure 48x36 indies.. ......... »1f

F. STUULEY

Rev. F. L. Luce and daughter of
‘ Paul Barbour leaves Thursday for
Boston are guests at tlie Thorndike
Lynn and Swampscott, Mass., where
Hotel.
he will spend his vacation.

Francis McAlary is
Of his vacation ill Old

Mrs. Ira W. Feeney, 'Misses Helen
and Dorothy Feeney and Miss
Frances Bachelder have been
motor trip to Barre, Vt.

Mrs. Kenneth V. White and daugh
ter Virginia are on a two weeks' visit
in Bangor.

THE OLD SOAK
IS HERE

Columbia University for a six weeks'
summer course.

Miss Leola Cole of Gay street and
Miss Elsie 'Robinson of Granite street
are attending summer school at Far
Smith will entertain Opportunity
mington.
Class of the First Baptist church
Thursday evening at 68 Pleasant
Mrs. Charles E. Paine has arrived
(treet.
home from an extended visit in Bos
ton.
Master Maurice Carnes of Millord, N. H„ is visiting Mrs. Lillian
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens have
'Judkins, 80 Holmes street.
returned from a trip to Boston.

Jt Oakland Park it

I Mrs. Clinton Kaler and Miss a».i

Augustus t,. Thayer of Port
is the guest of his niece, Mrs.
Knickerbocker, Grove street.

tage this week.

j Mr. and Mrs. W. C. F
fend Mrs. W. C. Ladd h:
from a week's successfi
the Sourdnahunk region,

Mrs. Mattie Maddocks has returned
from a week’s vidit to Owl's Head.

Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Small and little
son Harold motored to Mlllhridge
Saturday, returning early Monday
morning. They were accompanied by
Lawrence Lufkin who visited his old
home in Corea.
Col. and Mrs. William A. Gaston
of Boston were In the city Saturday,

on their way to North Haven where
they expect to add another pleasant
summer to the king list they have en
joyed at that pretty resort. The
Mrs. J. II. Flanagan Is in Portland
l a week's visit with her brother, Colonel will not have politics to
bother him this summer, as it is an
rthur Cushing.
off year.
Miss Frances Tweedie is employed at the Fuller-Cobb-Davis
atore.

Commander and Mrs. D. W. Fuller
and young daughter who have been
on a three-weeks visit here, left yes
terday by automobile enroute to
.Newport, R. I., where Com. I* uller
'will spend the coming year at the
■Miss Alice L. Donohue entertained
several friends at a dinner party at
3reen Gables, Camden, Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Morris B. Perry 1
returned from a fortnight’s sta;
jbeii* Crescent Beach cottage. \v
Mr. Perry has been spending
annual vacation.

Farnham Smith of Omaha. Neb.
has been the guest for a few days of
his uncle. Benjamin Smith, at War
renton Park.
The Nebraskan at
tended the opening of Crescent
feeach Inn. Saturday night, and ex
pressed his delight with thc banquet
and at the fine appointments of the
'new hostelry. His host, Benjamin
Smith, was also present and equally
■pleased.

Daring Sequel to
“Simon Called Peter”

PARK Theatre

CLAIRE WINDSOR and WM. HAINES

COMMENCING MONDAY, JULY 6

2 DAYS ONLY 2

EIHPIR E

WED., JULY 1, THURS., JULY 2
MATINEE DAILY

THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

THE SUPREME SUCCESS OF SUfcCESSES

TODAY

Also
‘The Women and Gold'

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 7:00, 8:45 DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

RECARDO CORTEZ
TODAY

POSITIVELY THE HIGHEST CLASS ORGANIZATION

IN PARAMOUNT PICTURE

THE SPANIARD
COMEDY

APPEARING AT POPULAR PRICES

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

—With—

“ROUGHNECK”

_

—Wi'hZi

/

LITHE

Mae Edwards

GEORGE O’BRIEN
“IDAHO”

OPENING

Number Eight

THE GLADYS KLARK CO

PLAY

A-A..A

Wedaesday-Thursday

11

HERBERT

THE 3-ACT SIDE-SPLITTING COMEDY

BRENON

PRODUCTION

HOUSE PETERS

“HEADWINDS”

One solid year at Longacre Theatre, New York
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION

Se. th. noet Mne.ti.nal ...
storm ever »8owfl on th. screen

ADDED FEATURE PICTURE

J. B. WARNER in “BEHIND TWO GUNS

“THE TOMBOY”
(-With—

POPULAR PRICES

Dorothr Devore and
Herbert Rawlinson

SEATS ON SALE AT THE BOX OFFICE

i SWAPPING

POPULAR PRICES
SEATS ON SALE AT THE BOX OFFICE

DOLLARS TO

The eeneatisnal novel of French moral,
and manner., filmed on a sumptuous
scale.
Cast include. Alice Joyce, h
(courtaay of D. W. Griffith)
and Either Ralston.

MAKE FRIENDS

ENTIRE STOCK MUST GO!
Drastic Price=Cutting 6n the Entire

s|AI

BIG CROWDS
BIG VALUES
BIG
Plenty of New Footwear Just Rec^ved to Go at Sale^^^H
^DON’T MISS THIS WONDERFUL OPPCMUNITY TO SAVE^^H

Open Evenings

2nd

‘RECOMPENSE’

—Also—

. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Swimm have
gone to Winthrop, Mass., for a
week’s vacation.

JULY

LIVE VAUDEVILLE BETWEEN ACTS

Clyde Record and Otho Record are
George B. Wendell nnd two sons
,t home from the Lynn General
and Miss Kate Wendell of Kant Mil!lectric School.
ton, Mass., are occupying their cot
' Dr. H. W. Frohock and family ex tage at Crescent Beach for the sum
pect to occupy their Owl’s Head cot mer. George, junior, has just gradu
ated from Harvard.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Sherman left
Monday night on the steamer Bran
don for Eastport, and will work
hack through Washington and Han
cock Counties in their trusty Over
land on an advertising trip in the in
terest of the Eastern Steamship
Lines, Inc. They exiiect to arrive
liome about Wednesday.

THURSDAY,

TENT THEATRE

Mrs. Orey Tolman and son MarMr. and Mrs. E. J, Bucknell (Miss
thon of Portland and .Mrs. Granville
Marion Schaffer) of Nantucjcet. wlio
Shihles and daughter Elizabeth of
Westbrook, are guests of Mr. and are on a motor trip through Maine.
aYe guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kelley B.
Mrs. Fred Gregory at Gleneove.
die. Middle street hili.
A. S. Black motored from Boston
to spend the weekend at his Rock
land home.

LISTEN!!!

LOOK!!

Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittrqdge and
Fred Lindsey, Jr., and daughter
eon George arrive from New Vork Bernice of South Thomaston motored
the last of the week to spend the to Portsmouth, N. H„ this morning to
holiday.
spend several days with Mr. Lindsey's
father, Capt. Fred Lindsey.
There will he a meeting of thc B.
t P. W. Club Wednesday evening,
Miss Maude Smith, principal of the
it 7.30 at the club rooms,
Purchase street school, has gone to

Mrs. Elmer J. Sweet of Phlladelihia is visiting Mrs. George W

They Will Shock Yo

Genuine Mahogany Top, Handsomely Turned Legs, Heavy >

Leroy Chatto and family have;gone
Icook Lake for thc summer. Their
to Sargentvllle. where the family will
Cnjoyment In this beautiful resort
spend thc summer at Mr. Chatto’s
Binds expression in visits to practihome.
icglly every month of the year.

Mr. and Mrs. Clj
today from Ocoee
spend the summer
former home.

Park, and E. Hamilton Hail, brother I
WILSON-LINDSEY
oC the bride.
I
Immediately following the cere- I
mony, a leception and wedding break- I cj
fast were given by Col. and Mrs. Kob- I s
bins at t'.ielr charming home. "Under- I ,
cliffe," tbe guests being received by]
Mrs. Robbins and the bridal party, j 13
While the breakfast was served the r
And that is no exaggeration. Reference is had to the prices on
bride and groom and their attendants, ] 5
refreshments of salads, ices and cakes L
leg Tables. We have a big shipment bought at an unheard of
were 'served the guests in a large ,
marquee erected on the drive in the c
can sell them at a figure so low that it will actually shock you
rear of the house.
Dean's Orches- I c
tra played during the reception. The ] (
guests were favored by a view of the f
wedding i^ifts, which besides being I r
numerous and exceedingly beautiful (
were arranged for view with exqui- | j
site taste.
! ,
Eater in the afternoon Mr. Proctor | (
and his bride left by motor for New
York where they are sailing today | ROCKLAND SCHOOL TEACHERS
(June 30) for a North Cape cruise
and will travel on the Continent and ] One hundred .percent of the teach
before returning home they will go ers
,
of the schools of Rockland are
to England, where in Eondon they are enrolled
,
ln the National Education
to visit the bride's unele and aunt Sir Association, according to word re
Otto and Lady Helt.
After Nov. 11 ceived by J. W. Crabtree, Secretary
Mr. and Mrs. Proctor will make their I of the Association, from Harry C.
home in Boston.
The bride's trav- | Hull, Superintendent of Schools. In
TREET.
ROCKLA4D
eiling dress was a three piece suit | a letter to Mr. Hull, Mr. Crabtree
of tan made on severe tailored lines, | says; "It means that you and your
small tan felt hat and brown shoes fine workers appreciate the impor
and stockings.
tance of an alert, well-trained, and
The Jzride. who attended the Misses] responsible teaching profession. We ship, which reflected the standards ot
Masters School at Dobbs Ferry-on- are sending you the special certifi that period. It has led in the move
Iludson, is the daughter of Mrs. Er- | cates granted by the executive com ment for competent teachers and for
nest Ames Robbins, Jr., of Camden.] mittee to schools which have enrolled a fair start in life for every boy and
formerly of New Orleans and of Bal all tlieir teachers.”
girl.
timore, Md„ and the late William | The National Education Associa
Edward Hall.
She is a Louisianian ] tion was organized ln 1857.
It is reMrs. Frank Lyddlc of Old County
by birth and comes of a long line of] sponsibl.e for the establishment of the
road
is mourning the loss of lid- pet
distinguished Southern
ancestors. United States Bureau of Education,
Mr. Proctor, the bridegroom, attended and for many Improvements in school crow, Ethel, which died Sunday.
St. George's School, Newport, R. L, systems throughout the country. Mrs. Lyddic lias had the pet for
and Brown and Nichols, class of 191!). |I For years after lt was organized no • omc time and was deeply attached
He is a menjher of the Algonquin ] women could be admitted to member- to it.
Tennis and Racquet Clubs of Boston |
and has lumbering interests in Boston |
and Northern Maine.
He is the son |
of James Howe Proctor of 273 Com- |
monwealth avenue. Boston,
and ]
■ "Mostly Halt,” Ipswich, Mass.
Tbe |
MEET HIM
1 bridegroom’s mother, the late Mrs. I
' Proctor, was before her marriage
1 Miss Mattina J. Riker of New York.]
1 Mr. and Mrs. Proctor will reside ln |
BERT MYERS’ RECOGNIZED ORCHESTRA
1 Boston In the winter and Hamilton, |
UNDER
i Mass., in the summer.
CLASSIQUE
Among the out of town guests were |
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robbins, Haiti- ]
more. Mrs. Charles Alleyn, Sheffield, |
Maine's Most Marvelous Music
Ala., Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Riker,
I New York, Mr, and Mrs. Charles
a Riker. New York. Mr. and Mrs. James
! R. Strong, Short Hills, N. J„ Mr. and
PARK AND BROAD STREETS
HARRY CONNORS, “Baritone Soloist”
Mrs. J. Amory Haskell, New York, Mr.
’ and Mrs. Sant Sloane Walker, New
Keep in mind the AU Night Dance the 3rd
York, Mr._and Mrs. George Mandell,
‘ Boston, Mr. and Mrs. Neil Rice, iBosNEW PLAYS
j ton, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick F. Ayer,
You Remember Last Year
Hamilton, Mass., Miss Elinor Jackson,
Boston, Thomas Emerson Proctor,
j Topsfield, Mass., James Howe Proc
tor, Boston, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Sam- 1
BIG SHOW
SMALL PRICES
r uel Itlker, New York, Mr. and Mrs.
, Sidney Jennings, New York, Hon.
s David Jayne Hill, Washington. Mr.
SHOWS
GET READY
and Mrs. Wiliam S. Einneil, Portland,
s M
and Mrs. F. B. Nichols, Bath,
f President and Mrs. Kenneth Sills,
EVENING 7:00 and 8:4b
Brunswick, Mr. and Mrs. Harrle B.
Coe, Portland, Dr. Marshall Cram,
Brunswick. Mr. and Mrs. inland Por
ter, Montclair, X. J., Mr. and Mrs,
TODAY
'. W. J. Curtis. New York, Mr. and Mr3.
R. A. Peavey, Boston.
Can Mothers Dictate To Their Children Affairs of the Heart?
The occasion wil! be recorded as
5. the most striking affair in social
FRI DAY-SATUR DAY
v circles that this section of Maine
o ever has known.

HUBS H OE STD RE,

28^H
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—PARK THEATRE
th;
“TTbe
Srtaninrrt ” a
i Raoul Walsh
he Spaniard,
production for Paramount, which has 1

The Co,
THREE
CIRCULATION AFFI

llockland. Maine,
Pomona,ly appeared Fran*
an oath nerlares that he la
ellce of The Courier-Gaze,*the Issue of this paper
there was printed a_t<o
Before me.

Every-OtKer-Day"

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 30, 1925.

This Week

“Bermuda,” Lottie B. Kalloch. Miss
Kalloch also wrote the ode. Students
not included in the above were Alice
M. Armstrong. Martha S. Bartlett,
Grace J. Bennett, Annie B. Blacking
ton, Helen M. Burpee, Charles W.
I Holmes, Florence E. Mason, Glad
stone Pillsbury. Arthur S. Baker,

WANTED
SECOND HAND

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
he«n the feature at the Park Theatre
sin|ce Monday will close there today.
he Spaniard” has to do with the I A review from the columns of thia
timing of a beautiful English girl, paper of gome ot the events which
flirt, by a bull-fighter, who turns interested Rockland and vicinity for Ro>' L- ^no'vl‘on’ k°rea s- Adams
and Austin E. Spear.
out to be a Spanish grandee. There] three weeks ending June 26, 1900.
The W. H. Glover Co. was award
We will set up a New
is an unusually capable cast of play
ed the contract for building a life
ers in support of the principals.
.
Kineo Range, size 8-20
saving station at Gloucester. Mass.
Manager Benson announces that
Claremont Commandery made a
The House of the Good Shepherd
the latest Herbert Brenon production John's Bay pilgrimage to Castine,
and allow you more
was planning to remove to Gardiner.
for Paramount, "The Little French pinner was served at the Acadian
Claremont Hotel reopened under
than your old range is
Girl," will be the feature at the Park „ouse Tbe Rockland unitary Band
the management of Edward E. Flagg.
Theatre next Wednesday and Thurs,
Luigi Carinl bought half of the
dav
acompanied the Sir Knights.
worth and give you
Tl)is picture Is notable for a num-| John Gurney of Appleton brought Spofford building north of Syndicate
credit on a new Kineo
block
and
was
to
remove
his
candy
her of features, chief among them in the first lot or green peas,
being a cast of well known players
'Mackerel w ere retailing on the store there.
Maurice Hatch fell from his bi
headed by Alice Joyce, Nell Hamll- street three for a quarter,
cycle and broke one of his arms.
ton, Mary Brian and Esther RaisCharles Morton, foreman for the W.
George D. Hayden was laid up
ton. This production, which was|H. Glover Co., cut one of his legs
with a dislocated shoulder after a
made on a lavish scale, Is the direc- I badly.
tor's first since the nationally ac-1 .N. F. Webber of Bluehtll bought H. fall from a staging.
C. M. Walker, C. H. Berry, W. T.
claimed "Peter Pan,” Two actresses e. Webber’s grocery business at the
Cobb, A. P. St. Clair, Capt. Charles
Tank Extra
who achieved almost Instantaneous Farmers’ Exchange.
success in "Peter Pan," have feat-1 Charles W. Orbeton was acting as E. Hall, Dr. T. E. Tibbetts and II. O.
Gurdy were elected trustees of the
ured roles In “The Little French I editor of the Star.
Girl.” They are Mary Brian and
Judge and Mrs. L. R. Campbell re- I'nlversalist church.
Made in Bangor
An Old Home Week Association
Esther Ralston, both of whom have turned from
Philadelphia where
was organized, with these officers:
been signed to long-term contracts Judge Campbell was alternate delePresident, Frank ’ C. Knight; vice
wtth Pa onount. "The Little French gate to the Republican National conpresidents, G. L. Farrand and Mrs.
Girl” was adapted for the screen bv ventlon.
Telephone 713.
ROCKLAND.
283 Main St.
John Russell from the immensely
The summer train service was in F. B. Adams; secretary. Miss Helen
popular novel by Anne Douglas ] effect, with A. W. Hodgkins, Joseph A. Knowlton; treasurer, E. K. Gould;
H. Harrigan and Piank Xeizer as executive committee, Oliver Otis,
Sedgwick.—adv.
conductors and H. E. Nash, F. S. Mrs. D. N. Mortland and Dr. W. M.
Prescott and B. S. Whitehouse as en Spear.
STRAND THEATRE
Congresman Littlefield was given
gineers.
The Littlefield Republican Club was an enthusiastic reception by his
“The Denial” which opened at the organized, with these officers: Presi townspeople upon returning home
Strand Theatre yesterday brings
dent, H. Irvin Hix: vice presidents, from his first term in Congress. The
story of unusualness, a background Capt. E. S. Farwell and E. B. Mae- committee in charge comprised A. W.
^=J7Butler, Oliver Otis. \V. O. Fuller, Jr.,
of great Interest, and an atmosphere Allister; treasurer, Clarence S. Bev II. I. Thompson and C. M. Walker.
erage; secretary, Janies E. Rhodes,
that Is entirely new to the screen.
Dan Sohel was elected president of
Two enormous thrills are brought 2d; executive committee, J. E. the Cigar Makers’ Union, with C,
Rhodes,
2d,
Roland
V.
Follett.
May

out in the appearance of a man Im
M. Richardson as vice president, and
personating Roosevelt.
The actor nard S. Bird, H. I. Hix O. F. Hix, A. J. Titus as secretary.
Arthur
L.
Orne
and
Fred
A.
Black

looks so much like the Colonel that
Robert Clark; Manley T. Perry, Ir
he creates a vivid Impression of the ington.
ving Hall, Norman Johnson and
Major
George
W.
Kimball
died
sud

leader as he really looked during the
Hugh (Reddy") McDonald enlisted in
Spanish-American war.
The other denly at his home on Maple street, the Navy and went to Charlestown
aged
68
years.
He
was
at
one
time
surprise Is Claire Windsor as a mid
engaged in lime manufacturing and Navy Yard.
dle-aged woman.—adv.
Arthur Marsh lost portions ot two
was one of the original directors of
the Knox & Lincoln Railroad, besides fingers by getting entangled in the
GLADYS KLARK COMING
being Interested in several steamboat machinery at the Shuman shop.
• • • *
Local interest has been aroused and power propositions. He had been
over the announcement that Gladys a member of the City Government, -ai aja.w si|)j[q Su[.wo[[oj aqj.
Klark and her company will appear and State Legislature, deputy col corded:
Rockland, June 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
at Strand Theatre next Wednesday lector of customs, and was post
Routes
and Thursday with matinee dally. master under President Hayes. He A. L. Skinner, a daughter.
Rockport,
June
7,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
was
survived
by
his
wife
and
one
To
Be
Announced
She has chosen one of the greatest
Edward F. Carey, a daughter.
laugh vehicles that has beer produced son, S. T. Kimball.
Routes over which
The class of 1900 was enjoying an
St. George. June 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
In the last five years, a play that is
Frank Harris, a daughter.
Busses and Trucks
making thousands of blase Broadway outing at Lucia Beach.
A. W. Clarke became local agent of
Rockport, June 12, to Mr. and Mrs.
theatregoers rock In their chairs with
will operate and the
laughter.
If you are looking for an the International Correspondence Isaac Upham, Jr., a son.
service to be main
St. George, June 12, to Mr, and Mrs.
evening of unalloyed pleasure filled School.
tained are being
John A. Lee sold his house on Wil Ray Sherer, a daughter.
with the sort of spontaneous laugh
Thomaston, June 23, to Mr. and
considered and will
ter that makes you give forth one low street to Capt. Frank H. Meader.
Fred L. Smith was elected captain Mrs. Ralph Whitney, a daughter.
be announced as
joyous howl of mirth after the- other
Camden, June 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
you’ll find it in 'IHer Temporary of Anderson Camp. S. of V. to fill the
arrangements are
O PROVIDE the public with up-to-date transportation
Husband.”
Not so many years ago vacancy caused by the resignation of Edward Dearborn, a daughter.
perfected.
Charles
M.
Titus.
Stonington,
June
16,
to
Mr.
and
facilities throughout the season, THE SAMOSET
the smaller towns had to wait for
Rockland Democrats formed a Mrs. Frank V. Mullen, a son.
years, sometimes, before they were
COMPANY, a subsidiary of the Maine Central Railroad,
Friendship, June 27, to Mr. and
able to witness plays that were campaign Club with these officers:
will inaugurate passenger bus service and freight motor
reigning successes in New York or President, Frank Keizer; vice presi Mrs, Alfred Carter, a son.
Vinalhaven, June 27, to Mr, and
truck service in co-ordination with rail service, via routes
on tour. Times have changed, Miss dents, D. J. Stryker, Oliver Otis, A. J.
Klark will offer during her stay In Tolman, L. W. Benner, C. B. Jones, Mrs. James B. Webster, a son.
to be announced.
« • • •
Rockland nothing but the latest T. E. McInnis and L. N. Littlehale;
These lines will be established and additional ones
secretary,
Philip
Howard:
treasurer,
The marriages for the three weeks
Broadway successes. A model dra
put into operation according to the demand.
were:
matic company. In which each and R. I. Thompson.
Rockland High School won the
Rockland, June 6, Capt James Mcevery member is a skilled artist of
The inauguration of this service marks a new era in
many year’s experience, surrounds Knox & Waldo championship [such Neeley of Michigan and Helen F.
Maine
transportation business and assures the public
things
used
to
happen
in
the
good
Wingfield of Rockland.
Miss Kladys Klark. Miss Klark Is a
convenient, comfortable and reliable service.
iSouth Thomaston. June 5, John II.
charming actresss, dainty and con old days] by winning the deciding
To the passenger it guarantees the best bus service
vincing und her success has been one game in Belfast. The Rockland play DeOrsay of Waterville and Grace L.
of'the most commented upon theat ers were Hosmer, Karl, Haraden, Smith of South Thomaston.
obtainable coupled with the privileges of rail station
Veazle,
Baker,
Knowlton,
Campbell.
Vinalhaven, June 5, Arthur I.
rical topics of the present year.
facilities.
Many high class specialties will be Frost. Beaton and Cross. In addi Coster and Annie E. Lawry.
tion
to
winning
the
chcmplonshlp
the
To the freight shipper it affords auxiliary transporta
Washington. May 29, Eben Llnintroduced, and special scenery will
be used. Seats on sale at the box team won the silver cup offered by scott of Burkettville and Inez Turner
tion with store door deliveries.
The
Courier-Gazette.
of Palermo,
office.
Popular prices will prevail.
Charles H. Webster while working
—adv.
Union, June 6, George R. Morton
on his building, Birch street, fell and Iva Lenfest.
from
a
step
ladder
and
sustained
sev

Reading, Mass., May 30, Bennie W.
MAE EDWARDS
eral broken ribs.
Rivers and Miss Bertha Morse, both
Frank T. Veazle resigned as night of Cushing.
All Next Week at the Park.
operator at the Eastern Telephone
Warren, June 9, William O. Yates
Mae Edwards, at the head of an Co.'s office and was succeeded by
and Carrie E. Blackington.
admirable company commences a Maurice Orbeton.
Thomaston, June 8, George Counee
week's engagement at the Park
Jones & Bicknell completed a new
'rh®atr«
Monday in that de-1 canning factory for Thorndike & Hix, of Warren and Lizzie Daniels of
hghtful play Dangerous Innocence '
Postmaster Lovejoy's salary was Thomaston.
Rockland. June 13, John Murphy
by Charles Blaney, with a record | increased to $2300
run of one solid year at the LongCobb wlght & Co WPre
)vlng and Mary E. MoCu^lck.
Rockland, June 12, Alfred I. Babb
acre Theatre. New York City
a new suite „f offlces
(he r#ar>of
Mr. Blaney has used in his play, their store. The tenants were Simon of Rockland and Clara II. Boardman
lifes most absorbing topic and still K Flsh A w Butler, Fred W Wight of Thomaston.
Malden, Mass., June 6, Charles H.
not a line of his manuscript would an(j Levi T Wade
offend. There is an unlift in his
The cIasa of 190„ RockIand Hi h Sleeper of South Thomaston and
Salutatory, "Virgil and Tennyson,”
play, a Great Lesson, a cause, a rea- School presented tbis commencement Grace E. Ricker of Malden
Houlton, June 5, Edgar G. Starrett, Annie M. Alden; "Rapid Transit,"
son, a powerful dramatic story. We proBran). Salutatory, "In Limine,
formerly of Rockland, and M. Jose Mary C. Richards;
“Books as
have so many plays recently, that HattieClark; “Costumesof Our Great
Friends," Mary E. Sides; "The
depend upon either their vulgarity, Great Grandparents," Leola Thorn- phine Webber, both of Houlton.
Rockland. June 20, Wilder F. United States and Foreigners," Ralph
the lewd or sensational for success. dikp. ..Great Brltaln.g justification,”
Whitehouse of Lisbon Falls and Eliz W. Benson; “Music and Its Powers,"
that a play .depending purely uporI charIeg T Smalley. class poe
Florence E. Barstow; "The Advan
Its dramatic worth consistency °f "Flower Emblems,” Helen Burpee: abeth Sawtelle of Rockland
Waldoboro, June 6, James M. Mank tages of Common School Education,"
plot and power of purpose should "Itallan Art/. Alice Burpee; "Im.
William A. Wadsworth; "Advertise
appeal to the theatre-goers and wel- perlailsm and Our National Tradl and Sadie E. Butler.
Liberty, June 17, William M. Pres ments,” Ella F. Glover; "Business of
corned by them as a treat, coupled tions,’’Frederick A. Shepherd; hlscott
of
Liberty
and
Miss
Lizzie
E.
Today.” Antonio F. Arau: “Monu
by the opportunity of witnessing tory Frank F Veazle; prophecy,
ments Other Than Stone," Ida M.
this offering. Interpreted by a cast of I Thoma? p Hayden; "Modern Jour- Cargill of Washington.
St.
George,
June
23,
Darius
RackPayson; "The Old and New Constitu
rare ability, actors of note, whose na)ism .. Eva Tvler. valedlctorv,
liff
of
Thomaston
and
Mrs.
Mary
F.
tion,” George D. Martin; "Air,"
names stand for everything good
Teel
of
Port
Clyde.
Charles A. Eells; "Nil Desperandum,”
dramatically.
WITH EVERY USED CAR PURCHASED
Rockland,
June
26,
Herbert
F.
William E. Gill: valedictory, "LessDuring the engagement of 1
Libby
and
Chloie
L.
Cables.
sons from Rome.” Caro Edna Bever
Edwards several Broadway i
FROM NOW UNTIL JULY 15
Rockland, June 27, Philip B. John age. Supt. N. T. Crawford conferred
cesses will be presented.
son
of
Boston
and
Jeannette
P.
the diplomas.
1917 BuickfTouring................................ $85.00
Seven big acts of vaudeville, con-1
Shields of Vinalhaven,
slsting of musical comedy numbers
Fire
which
started
in
the
Burgess
1920 Chevrolet Touring........................
95.00
Washington, June 25, Robert J.
cabaret novelties. The stage set-1
Mayhew of Washington and Mrs. lime shed, Rockport, practically de
165.00
1921 Nash Touring................................
things are said to be ot the very best.
stroyed
the
building
owned
by
the
Clara M. Tolman of Rockland.
Popular prices will prevail. Seats
Camden Savings Balk. The Rock
225.00
1922 Fordt’anel Truck...........................
on sale at the box office for the en-1
land & Rockport Lime Co. sustained
The Camden Comedy Co. presented a loss ot $7000.
1920 Hudson Touring
tire engagement.—adv.
250.00
“Imogene” for the benefit ot the High
Martin H. Pierson, who went to
1921 Dodfe Touring.............................
250.00
School Athletic Association. The box the California mines in 1851, died at
BUSINESS GOOD THERE
ing scene between Ed Wells and A. his home in South Thomaston, aged
1921 Chaldler Roadster
300.00
F. Beverage was greeted by loud ap 0.
But Clark laland’a Union Men Don’t |
•
INDEPENDENCE
1922 Chevrolet Sedan
325.00
plause.
Turn Out To the Meeting!.
The Ash Point chapel was dedi
The graduating exercises of Warre..
525.00
1922 Hutjson Speedster........................
DAY
/
cated.
The
pastors
taking
part
High School were held in the Congre
Leroy S. Jackson, secretary of the
New tires all around
were
Rev.
S.
E.
Packard,
Rockport;
gational church. The program: Sa
/
Granite Cutters Union at Clark Jsland
1921 Hulson Sedan.............................
600.00
lutatory, "Nothing Great is Lightly- Rev. S. Bangs, Tenant’s Harbor;
thus reports to the Quarry Workers’ |
SUGGESTION^
Rev. W. E. Lombard, Camden; Rev.
Jevfett Coupe...............................
Won,
”
Inez
V.
Creighton;
poem,
Ella
1924
Journal:
850.00
Dr.
A.
T.
Dunn
(dedicatory
sermon);
E. Lermond; "The Effect of Steadi
I sure hope that the amendment for
Perfect Condition: Newly Enameled
Prudence directib the
ness of Pursuit," Lena R. Poland: Rev. George S. Chase, Warren and
raising the dues goes through for 1
way to independence—
1924 WJlys Knight Coupe-Sedan . .
950.00
history, George D. Meriam; address Rev. W. A. Newcombe, Thomaston.
think the union needs it.
and in this connection
Perfect condition throughout
to undergraduates, Lubelle M. Hall; The history was read by Miss Alice
Well, business looks good here for
M. Whitier.
we would suggest hat the
prophecy, Isa B. Vaughan; "Joan
the summer. We have 114 members
Orohnd was broken tor Dr. J. E.
best way to prepare forD'Arc," Helen M. Rokes; valedictory,
here on the books and a hundred of
Walker’s new residence in Thomas
your financial iiidependAgnes M. Stevens.
them are working.
There are over
ton.
•
ence is to save Four sur
Rockport’s graduation was held in
a hundred paving cutters and more
Deacon Robert M. I^awry died in
plus dollars a^d invest
the
Opera
House,
with
this
program:
coming each day.
Thomaston, aged 68.
710 MAt
ROCKLAND
them safely. ^An account
Salutatory, Charlotte E. Calderwood;
TEL. 896
They are shipping paving here each
Fish block, Waldoboro, built at a
With us will be a splendid,
"The Novel," Mertbah Louirfe Up
week and there has been barges here
cost
of
$35,000
was
destroyed
by
fire.
help to you. r’t
ham; history. Grace H. Andrews; "A
zs,
continually since the first of April.
The occupants were George Bliss
Blot on the Civilization of the 19th
The only thing we have to kick about
It Will Pay You
crockery,
etc.;
Western
Union,
J.
S.
Century," Benjamin H. Hall; poem,
here is that we can't get our mem
Overlock, grocer; N. C. Austin, dry
4% I NTSSue—
iST PAID
Mabel
M.
York;
"Our
Duty
In
Our
bers to meeting. If they don’t come
To Buy From a
MOTOR
New Possessions," Charles A. Syl goods; American Express; Windsor
Jrda
TElMS
better soon, we will have to call a
Hotel; Medomak National Bank;
vester;
“
The
Influence
of
Home.'
fteka
TO lUIT
special some afternoon and when
Reliable Firm
Carrie May Oxton; "Duties of Cltl Maine Lodge, K. of P. Rockland and
YttlR
SAVINrfn tlCCOUNTS
.they come is when they have got
Thomaston sent assistance.
zenship,
”
Georgia
M.
Stetson:
proph

Fedne
,
CONVB1IENCE
something to kick about that doesn’t
Capt.
A.
H,
Bickmore
died
In
St.
ecy, Caro R. Leland; valedictory,
amount to a row of pins and when
OPEN EVERY EVENING
reguiafTl)
Carolyn May Crockett; address, Hon. George.
they come for just those reasons, they
X
No.
30
W.
W.
Stetson.
might just as well stay away. I hope
Thomaston Republicans organized
Evening schools were early in the
they all see this piece and read lt and
a campaign club, with W. J. Jameson educational field In America.
Old
take it to heart. I ask them the day
Electa
president, A- C. Wyman vice presi records show that an evening school
after meeting night why they didn’t
FRED L CLARK
dent, J. Walter Strout, secretary, F. was In existence In New Amsterdam
come and they say “Oh, I forgot,” or
Judkins,
SEA VIEW
F. Curling treasurer.
In 1661 and In the English colony of
several
“I was busy.” They might as well
Capt.
J.
S.
Turner,
63,
died
sudden

New York in 1690. iBy 1724 an even
Hr home bkY'j/’
say "they didn't care" to.
BATTERY SERVICE
EIGH'H SEASON
ly at his home on Wadsworth street, ing school was In operation In Bos
hry Boggs illv
- TjgnlExpert
Battery Repairs
Thomaston.
ton,
Philadelphia
had
such
a
school
Hot Weather Drinks, delicious,
Ready to ser ! my old customers
The graduation exercises ot Cam In 1734, ChaMeston (S. C.) had three
refreshing, In three varieties: Lily
and new in jStudebaker Big Six
689 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
HfSW
den High School were held In the In 1744, and Newport, (R. I.) had one
Chop Tea, Iced. Rumturd Ginger
68tt Teleph' >• 339-1 or 437
77-tf
Tel. 837-W
4NCING,
House, with this program: in 1759.
Za Rex.—adv.

$60.80

RANGES

Quick Sales

They that w
renew tb
»
mount u
shall rut
shall t|
4O:3J

Small Profits

Tells Price

$60.80

$60.80

V. F. STUDLEY INC-

Already, thousands have bought Jewett Coach— ,
the greatest Jewett eveA biflt. They have

bought because it’s the
Coach ever de
signed—finest in roominess—(convenience—com
fort—sturdy construction—detail finish.

Everyone admires the new type upholstery
Jewett has introduced in the Coach. It’s a com
bination of rare beauty and durability. Jewett
Coach is first with quality upholstery.
And Jewett Coach will outperform any car
within $500 of its price. That’s a proved fact!
We are ready to prove it to you anywhere—any
time you specify. If you want a power thrill that’s
unlike anything you ever had—if you are seek
ing genuine quality and beauty in a Coach that’s
built for five—see and drive Jewett Coach. <570-2)

1260
F. O. B. Detroit, tax extra
Hydraulic four-wheel brakes (Lockheed type) at slight extra cost

Maine Central Railroad:

Co-ordinates
Rail and Motor Bus Lines

JONES & KNIGHT
Sales and Service (E. O. Philbrook & Son Garage)
Telephone 466-W
632 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

(571-2)

"IKmih./lW 1TCM TlBTi ,1^'irBflft

~

North

- At the Sign* of
ftNorfh National Bank;

VISIT ROCKLAND
THIS SUMMER

'5

K 5^
While^hcre you will always receive a wel
come in our banking rooms which are lo
cated in the heart of the city.

We take pleasure in serving you.

Patronize Reliable
Transportation
Lines

47o INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Limited United States Depository
United States Depository for Postal Savings Funds.
Member of Federal Reserve Bank
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET
A BANK OFR EVERYBODY

North National Bark

cl but
twotlie t\
albfchan ’
. it ove
sembli
* build
I
Muet.
the com.—
the Cong;
day aften
dor the au
Weather
of flowers
Invited to
blossom,
represent .
Please take .
afternoon. B.
his own. or a
will do so. lt w

Rockland, Main©

“USED

’.OTECT THE PAPERS THAT
PROTO YOU"
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

XW

and don’t forget a c»
them. The girls and »
charge of the wild flow
it is hoped a great
will be found. Then* q-»
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